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1.

Abstract

Sulphur-crested cockatoos (Cacataa galerita) have colonised several sites in the North

Island and on Banks Peninsula in the South Island of New Zealand. Galah (C. rvseicapilk)

have established in the South Auckland Region of the North Island. Original colonies

are thought to have established from escaped cage birds, but the origrn of populations of

C. galerita that have appeared over more recent years is uncertain.

The distribution of C. galerita in Australia and New Zealand was modelled against

environmental factors using multiple logistic regression to determine which

characteristics of its environment are important in defining their distribution.

3. While C. galerita distribution in New Zeahnd falls within the range of ambient

temperature experienced by this species in Australia, models of distribution produced

from multiple logistic regression revealed temperature was not the only characteristic

important in defining distribution. Instead distribution was best defined by a

combination of temper^a)re, availability of cultivated land and in New Zealand the

presence of open woodland vegetation.

4. Observed daily and seasonal differences in the movemerit, time-activity budgeg habitat

use and diet of cockatoos in a population stronghold (Iurakina Valley, Manawatu-

Wanganur Regron) were used to provide insight into the relationship betrxreen the

environmental factors characteristic of C. galerita distribution and the range of this

species.

5. Distribution of C. galeritawas strongly influenced by the availability of crop seed mosdy

maize Qea nai@. In winter groups of C. galerita from alxge arca (probably hundreds of

square kilometres) congregated into a large flock, roosting in a reserve immediately

adjacent to fields of muze, their main food source at this time. By congregating in this

arca they reduced the amount of time needed to forage for food especially time spent

flying (the most energetically cosdy behaviour).

6. Despite gre ter energetic demands in winter, C. galerita in the Turakina Valley decreased

the proportion of time spent feeding, instead increasing time spent resting. This was

atributed to feeding on a very abundant food (muze), and lower energy demands



resulting from reduced time spent flying (possible because of muze) and in feather

maintenance and social behaviours.

7. Native podocarp forest remnants provided most of the non-food resource requirements

of C. galerita, such as day-time tefuges and nest and nocturnal roost sites. Most of their

food was obtained from introduced vegetation avulable on the a{lacent farmland

paf,ticularly cercd. crops, grasses and exotic conifers. In contras! sympatric populations

of tui (Prosthenafura noaaercelandiae), bellbirds (Anthornit nelanarQ and New Zealand

pigeons (Teniphaga nouaeteelandiae)were more xboreal and preferentially foraged in native

forest and exotic angiosperm tree species.

8. Freshly fallen leaves and green branches (greenfall) were collected from 100 plots in a

podocarp-broadleaf forest in the Turakina Valley. Greenfall was categorised as

"unexplained" or "cockatoo-caused". Leaves and branches (0-600 mm) from 4t species

or species groups were represented in the greenfall. Ten of these species also contributed

to cockatoo-caused greenfall, including all four podocarp species and all of the epiphync

angiosperms present in the reserve.

9. Annual inputs of cockatoo-caused greenfall were compared with total foliar litter-fall

measured in similar podocarp-broadleaf forests in the Orongorongo Valley, lower North

Islarrd. Although cockatoo-caused greenfall contributed only 0.08o/o of avenge litterfall,

their impact was substantially greater for particular species, including > 5o/o of literfall

recorded for D anldian cttpressinun.

10. Defoliation of native tree and epiphyte species by C. galerin is considered to have

potential consequences for forest dynamics, resulting in an increase in understorey

vegetadon, and could cause reductions in populations of some species (particularly D.

ntprvssinaru and nrer epiphytes).
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Chapter 1

General introduction

The native New Zealand parrots include twelve species and subspecies belonging to three

genera in the family Psittacidae, five of which are found on offshore islands only (furbott

1990; Boon et a/. submitted). Most are arbored. herbivores, frugivores and insectivores

(Atkinson and Millener l99I; O'Donnell and Dilks 1994; Moorehouse 1997; Greene 1998a).

All of the main island species have suffeted severe range decreases and population declines

following human settlement of New Zealand, particularly during the European phase of
colonisation (Forshaw 1989; Heather and Robertson 1,996). At the same time five parrot

species have colonised New Zealand, of which tro (sulphur-crested cockatoo, Cacatuagalerita,

and eastern rosell4 Pkrycercas exiruial have become widespread. Pkrynrcas eximirc favour

lighdy wooded farmland but may also enter dense forest, occupying a similar habitatto red-

crowned pxakeets (C-yanorartphw nouaeqelandiae nouaeqelandiaQ (Grcene 7998a; Wright and

Clout 2001). Cacatua galeita favour open farmland and have no ecologically functional

equivalents in the native bird fauna of New Zealand. The invasion of New Zealand by

grassland species, such as cockatoos, reflects broad changes in the landscape here.

1.1 COLONISING SPECIES

A major concern for conservation in New Zealand is the potential for introduced (exotic)

species to displace native species and possibly to alter the disturbance regimes, or the

community struchre, in often fragmented native habitats. New Zealand has been inundated

with a suite of exotic flora and fauna introduced over the last 150 years, the result of

deliberate human action or through natural range expansion, follovring changes to the

landscape resulting from human activities (Ihomson 7922;Mayt 1965; Diamond and Veitch

1981; King 1984; Bell I99L). The majority of 'neu/ species originate from the Northem

Hemisphere (fhomson 7922; Fleming 1,962; Williams 1973; Godley 1975; Long 1981; King

7984), whereas much of the indigenous fauna of New Zealand has its origin in Australi4 and

Australia continues to be a significant contributor of those species becoming established

(Fallz 1953; Fleming 1962;Wodzicki 1965; Bull and Whitaker 1975; Forster 1975;Watt 1975;

King 1984; Bell 1991).



Why should so many species successfully colonise Nevr Zealand? Rapid turnover of faunal

communities is characteristic of islands (Muyr 1965; Lodge 7993a, 1993b; Yrtousek et al.

1997), though floral communities in old insular areas, such as New Zealand, tend to suffer

very limited replacement (NIayr 1965). The recent series of colonisations differ from the past

because th.y include replacement of native floral communities with wholly exodc

communities over alarge arca Qlealy and Edgar 1980; Webb et a/. L988). The extensive and

concerted alteration of the landscape and spreading of exotic flora by humans has produced

habitat types new to New ZeaJand.

The paucity of a characteristic open country farlrr:a suggests that, other than in the inland

Otago region and alpine zones, there was no continuing history of non-forested land in New

Zealartd prior to human colonisation (N4cKlay 1974; Forster 1975; Watt 7975; Holdaway

1990). Now approximately 50o/o of the land surface is open country or modified grassland,

the most extensive changes coming from the fragmentalton and clearance of lowland and

coastal forests fiVodzicki 1965; Godley 7975; Salmon 1975; Ward 1.976;I{tng1984,7990).

These changes, while contributing to the extinction or r:ainge contracdon of many endemic

species, may nevertheless have cteated nev/ and favourable conditions for the successfirl

establishment of a diverse new fauna.

By far the majority of exotic species are found in the lowland and more highly disturbed

habitats (Bull and Whitaker 1975;Dizmond and Veitch 1981; Townsend 1991; Dawgherty et

al 1993). Wodzicki (1965) found that seventy five percent of the established bird species

inhabited modified environments onln and none were found in native habitats only. Studies

by McKlay (1974), Diamond and Veitch (1981) and Holdaway (1990) have shown that

invading bird species were uncommon in undisturbed native habitats, but that the proportion

of exotic species increased with an increasing level of disturbance to the environment.

White some introduced species have received considerable research attendon, there are many

others about which very litde is knorm. Of greatest concem are those species that have

spread throughout a wide range of habitats within New Zealand and a.re seen to be having

detrimental effects on its nadve bioaand/or agriculture (fownsend L991). For economic

and conservation reasons mammalian species have received most attention from researchers.

AIso well studied are gmne species, including both mammals and birds flVilliams 1983).

M^y species have been overlooked or have not yet been considered a sufficient threat to the

nadve environment or to agriculture to waffant attention from researchers. Introduced birds,

through their numbers, variety and habits, contribute to the modification of New Zealand's



native ecological communities and also have a significant impact on agricultural and

horticultural production. Although sevetal agriculturally significant species of birds have

been stndied, for example the common myna (Anidnthercs trittis) fftlson 1973), rcok (Coruus

rt"giltgot) (?urchase 1973) and starling (Starnu: ualgarit) (Coleman L977), there are ma.riy more

forwhich only limited distributional and ecological datahave been recorded.

1.1.1 The introduced parrots of New Zealand

ln 7872, Captarn F. W. Hutton wrote "It is remarkable thatwe have no representatives of the

cockatoos and grass-paroquets so common in Australia and Tasmania, for our own climate is

quite suitable for them". Over the last 150 years five species of Australian parrots have

become established in New Zealand. They are P. eximius, crimson rosella (P. elegant), rainbovr

lorikeet Qricboglossas haenatodus) (family Psittacidae), and C. galeita and galah (C. mseicopilla)

(family Cacatuidae) (Fleather and Robertson 1996; Greene 1998b). These species are found

on the two main islands and some inshore islands in the Hauraki Gulf (Iurbott 1990;

Heather and Robertson 1996; Greene 1998b; Higgins 1999). Like the majority of native

paffots, the introduced rosellas and lorikeet e t a combination of foliage, fruit, seeds, nectaf,

and insects (Flggt. 1999). The cockatoos represent a guild new to the New Zealand aviarr

fauna @nrtivorous, arid adapted and largely terrestrial: Homberger 1991).

There arc 78 species of cockatoo, all of which occur naturally in Australi4 Indonesia and

Melanesia (Forshaw 1989). Cockatoos arelarge thickset birds with short tails, heavy bills and

moveable conspicuous crests, body lengths ranging from 350 mm to 690 mm betveen the

smallest and largest species (Forshaw 1989). Raiding introduced crops, orchards and exotic

plantations is not uncommon among cockatoos, of which eight species, including C. galerita

and C. rouicapilla, are considered pests in Australia Grg.o. 1970; Saunders 1974; Bennett

1978, in Noske 1980; Noske 1980; Halse 1986; Temby and Emison 1986; Anderson 1996).

The preferred natural habitat of C. galerita is tall open foresg riverine woodland and tall

sclerophyll fores! with access to grassland @ennett L978, in Noske 1980). Greatest densities

are reached where there is a mosaic of open woodland and cultivated grassland communities

Q'{oske 1980; Forshaw 1989). The diet of C. galerita consists predominandy of seeds, but they

also have been recorded feeding on fruiq nuts, bulbous roots (tubers), bulbs, conns,

rhizomes, young shoots, flowering heads, and nectar; 
^lgaLe 

(Darvilka sp., Mantry$is

augutt{olia); futg; and the larvae and eggs of Coleopten, Dipter4 Hymenopten and

Orthoptera (I'{oske 1980; Halse 1986; Lepschi 1993; Higgins 1999). Due to extensive



clearing and modification of their original habitat, many populations have been forced to

supplement their diet from altemadve sources, such as seed from introduced weed species

and cereal crops Q.{oske 1980; Emison and Nicholls 1992). During the breeding season, May

to September in the north of Australia and August to January in the south, C. galerita move in

pairs or small family parties within a home range (Forshaw 1989). Most of their resource

requirements a.re obtained from native habitats within this range (Bennett 1978 in Noske

1980). During winter the small parties concentrate into flocks that can contain hundreds of

individuals (Forshaw 1989). It is at this time of yuar that seeds from introduced crops are

ripening and can constitute the bulk of the diet of the birds (I.,Ioske 1980).

Typical habitat of C. rvseicapilk in Australia is semi-arid to arid savannah woodland, open

grassland and cultivated farmland @igeon 1970; Forshaw 1989). Cacatua mvicEilla arc

predominantly ground feeders, their diet consisting mosdy of seeds, coffns and rhizomes

Pb.ot 1970; Forshaw 1989). They are less gregarious than C. galerita and are most

frequendy seen in pairs or small flocks but sometimes 
^ggreg 

te into flocks containing

hundreds of birds (Forshaw 1989).

1.1.2 Predicting the range and impact of C. galetita in New Zealand,

Cacataa galerita occupy a wide native range (C. g. galerita from 10' to 44" south) and are present

from sea level to the tallest mountain ranges of eastern Australia (Blakers et a/. 1984).

Human-made modificatons to dre environment, including clearance of forest and planting

cereal crops, have resulted in the expansion of their range in eastern Australia Q.{oske 1980;

Higgins 1999). They have also proven to be successfirl colonisers, establishing new

populations on islands in New Guinea and Indonesia, Western Australia and New Zealand

(I{tdr. 1999).

Cacataa mseic@ilk occupy nearly all of continental Australi4 only absent from the central

deserts, though af,e uncommon in heavily forested areas (Blakerc et a|.1984). Introduction of

grain crops, particularly wheat, and possibly improved water supplies for stock have allowed

considerable recent extensions in the range of this species Prg.on 1970). They have also

successfully colonised Tasmania (human introductions bolstering natural recent immigration)

and New ZeaJond (F{iggrr 1999).

In Australia range size of introduced birds was significandy related to number released and

number of introduction attempts and also to presence of climatically suitable habitat @uncan



et al.200l). Climatic variables, such as temperature,are generally accepted as the pirmar-y

forces shaping species' ranges Boot 1988b; Gentilli 7992;Lodge 7993a;Duncan et at.2007),

and are important in determining invasion success. Studies in California of fish (Moyle and

Llght 1996), Argentine ant (-inepbbena bunile) (Flolway 1998), and Mediterranean fruit fly

(Ceratitit copttntn) (Carey 1996b) invasions suggest that if abiotic factors are appropriate for arr

exotic species, then that species is likely to successfully invade, regardless of the biota already

pfesent.

Establishment of birds in New Zealand has been assessed in relation to number introduced

life history traits, presence of plumage dichromatism and geographic range and habitztuse in

their country of origin lVeltman et al. 7996; Duncan 1997; Green 1997; Sorci et al. 1.998;

Legendre et al. 1999). Successful establishment was related closely to greater propagule size.

Of secondary importance were life history traits (including high fecundity and small body

size), having monochromatic plumage and presence of suitable habitat (as measured by

surface area of similar habitaQ. In a related study, nnge size of birds introduced to New

ZeaJand was most closely associated to the number released and number of introduction

attempts, and secondarily the presence of suitable habitat and having a greater range size

overseas puncan et aL.1999).

There are no written records of the number released or number of introduction attempts

(accidental and intentional) of C. galeita or for C. rvteic@ilk in New Zealand. Clearly

sufficient birds were released or sufficient attempts made to start several populations, but

there is no information available for predicting the pattern of invasion (that is, their potential

range) or of the consequences of this invasion.

In this study I intend to address the follovdng questions:

7. Is climate the most important determinant of C. galerita range limit, and if nog what

factor(s) are imporant in defining C. galerita distribution?

2. What factors of C. galerita ecology affecttheir habitat selection and distribution?

3. What is the impact of C. galerita on nadve forest ecosystems within their range?

1.1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis is divided into six chapters. The current chapter (chapter 1) provides a preamble

to the introduced birds of New Zealand, focusing on C. galeita (the subject of this study)

and introduces the main questions dealt with by this research. The following three (results)



chapters address one or more of these questions as well as providing general ecological

information on this species. The main questions addressed by each of these chapters are as

follows.

Chapter 2 brings together distributional records of C. galerita and C. mseic@ilk in New

Zealmd This and similar distributional information for C. galerita in Australia are examined

in order to determine which underlying environmentd, characteristics are important in

defining their distribution. The follovring hypotheses are used to address the questions of (1)

importance of temperature in defining distribution of C. galerita; (2) other factors important

in defining their distribution; and (3) their response to these variables.

Hypothesis 2.1

Characteristics of the environment that effect C. g. gakita distribution in Australia will also

affectthe range limits of the species in New Zealand.

o Prediction 1

- Upper and lower temperature limits to C. g. galerita distribution in Australia will define

the range of this species in New Zealar:'d.

o Prediction 2

- Cacatuagaleritasill be limited by the availability of vegetation suitable for a seed eating

bird that spends most time foragng on the ground. In New Zealand this habitat will

be provided by the grasses and anble crops available on farmland.

Hypothesis 2.2

Cacatuagaleritawill occupy all blocks with suitable habitat in Australia and New Zealand.

Prediction

- Cacatua galerita will only be seen in blocks where the environment is suitable for their

existence and all blocks of this habitatwill be occupied.

Chapter 3 examines the aspects of C. galerita ecology that rclate to the environmental factors

that effect their distribution. In this chapter I report on fluctuations in flock size and activity,

habitat use, feeding behaviour and foods of C. galerita in the Turakina ValleR Manawatu-



Wanganui, and also examine the adaptations, such as flock forming behaviour and

exploitation of arable land, used by C. galerita to overcome the greater energetic costs of

winter. These questions vzill be addressed by the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 3.1

Flock forming behaviour of C. galeritais an adaptat:on to feeding on temporally available and

localised food sources.

o Prediction

- Increase in flock forming behaviour will be associated with feeding on temporally

avulable and localised food. Conversely, decrease in flocking will be associated with

feeding on widespread food sources.

Hypothesis 3.2

Increased costs of thermoregulation in vrinter will be met by a chartge in behaviour; to

conserve energy, or find more food by either investing more dme searching or by switching

to a more energy rich and/or abundant food source.

o Prediction 1

- To meet the increased thermoregulatoqr costs of winter, C. galerita will increase the

proportion of time spent resting and decrease time spent in other behaviours.

o Prediction 2

- To meet the increased thermoregulatorT costs of winter, C. galerita will increase the

proportion of time spent feeding and decrease time spent in behaviour not associated

with feeding.

o Prediction 3

- To meet the increased thermoregulatory costs of winter, C. galeritawill svdtch to a more

energy 1,ch and/or abundant food source.

Hypothesis 3.3

Most resource requirements for C. galerita will be provided by modified (non-native)

environments.



Prediction

- Being largely granivorous, C. galeritawill obtain most food from agricultural land.

Chapter 4 examines the impact of C. galerita on native forest ecosystems in New Zealand.

Impact of C. galerita is evaluated by their ovedap in resource use with three native bird species

(tul Prcsthenadrra nouaeseelandiae, bellbird Antbornb ruelanura and New Zealand pigeon

Hemiphaga nouaercelandiae), and the nature and extent of their impact on native tree and shrub

species in forest remnanb in the Turakina Valley. The impact of C. galmta is addressed by

the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 4.1

The food requirements of C. gakrita are obtained from introduced plants located on

farmland.

Prediction 1

- Cacatuagalerita dietwill consist of seed from arable crops and pasture plants (grasses and

introduced pasture weeds, such as thisdes).

Prediction 2

- Because most of their food is obtained

mostly from the goun4 C. gakrita tvill

and/ or foraging sites.

from modified (non-native) environments and

not compete with native forest birds for food

Hypothesis 4.2

Cacatua galerita do not significandy impact on native forest tree and shrub species.

Prediction 1

- Impact on nadve tree species will be restricted to emergent podocaqp trees greater than

15m in herght.

Prediction 2

- The impact of C. galerita will not be sufficient to affect survival of individual trees or

forest structure.



Chapter 5 is the general discussion and reviews the significance of the study as a whole; the

theories ptesented in Chapter One; and suggests possible futute areas of research.

Chapter 6 outlines issues relating to the public attitudes towards these birds and their impact

(on conservation values and agricultural production). Advantages and disadvantages of

various management options available for controlling the impacts of C. galeita (utd C.

m s ei c@i /la) are pres ented.



Chapter 2

The geographic distribution of the sulphur-crested cockatoo (Cacatua

galeria) in Australia and New Zealand.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The sulphur-crested cockatoo (Cacatuagalerita) is anadve of Australi4 Tzsmaria, New Guinea

and the Aru Islands of Indonesia (Frith 1977;1,ong 1981; Blakerc et al. 1984; Forshaw 1989).

Four subspecies of C. galerita have been recognised (Forshaw 1989). Cacatuag.fitryryii occurs

across northem Australia to the GuH of Carpenaia, and C. g. galerita occrrs in eastern

Australia from northern Queensland to southeast South Australia and Tasmania. Cacatua g.

eleonora and C. g. triton occrr in Indo-Malaya. Forshaw (1989) suggests that C. g. galerita is

"almost certainly the race introduced to New Zealand".

Cockatoos in Australia have proven capable of adapting to novel environments @igeon 1970;

Saunders 1974,1980; Temby and Emison 1986; Emison and Nicholls 1992; Andreson 1996).

Land clearance, cropping grazing and other agricultural practices have resulted in range

contracdons and expansions of C. galerita throughout their native range, while direct

intervention by humans has led to its successfi.-rl introduction to Westem Australi4 several

small islands in Indonesia and the Pacific, and to New Zealand pong 1981; Forshaw 1989;

t{iggins 1999).

Cacatua galeritawere first recorded in New Zealand by Thomson (1922) who noted that "this

species is frequendy to be seen on the Waitakere Ranges (Auckland), where it appears to have

established itself'. Further populations were later recorded at Wellsford and the Hunua

Ranges (Auckland), Glen Murray and Onewhero flVaikato), the Turakina Valley (Manawatu-

Wanganui) and in the Wainuiom^M" Valley fWellington) (Oliver 1930, 1955; Classified

Summarised Notes (CSNi) 1950). Most of these populations were attributed to released, or

escaped caged birds (Bull et al. 1985), although some populations may have resulted purdy

from wind-assisted immigrants blown across from Australia SValler 1959; Lever 1987).

Published records of distribution up to 1985 indicated that C. galeritawere restricted to much

the same range as the earlier reported populations. That is, in Auckland and the Westem
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Waikato, and in the watersheds of the Turakinaand Rangrtikei rivers, with small groups, or

single birds, in Northland @aller 1959; Martin 1962; Martin and Bardett 1963; Bull et al.

1985; CSIrI). Since the early 1980s there has been an increase in the are over which the

species has been reported including its appearance in the east of the North Island,

Wellington, and in the South Island at Banks Peninsula (Canterbury), the Cadins (Otago-

Southland) and Greymouth (West Coast) (Fleather and Robertson 7996; CSNi). Over the

same period a second species of cockatoo (the galah, C. rovicopilla) has become established in

the Waikato and around the western edge of the Hauraki Gulf (Auckland), and a single bird

was reported from Winchmore (Canterbury) (CSN 1995).

Environmental factors, such as temperature andrunfall, are important in demarcating species

ranges by direcdy acting on physiological tolerances or through their influence on vegetation

SVardle 1981; Root 1988a 1988b; Gentilli 7992; Cnst 1998). Some species are highly habitat

specific and thus are limited by the distribution of their favoured habitat (Gibbons et al.

1995), while others may be limited by climate (Caughley et a|.1.987; Root 1988a, 1988b). The

distributions of many species will be limited by a combination of several factors. If a species

distribution is to be understood it is essential to know what habitat factors are influencing

them. This information can also allow us to make predictions about the potentid, range

limits of species that are invading into a region with a different and/or ovedapping

geophysical environment to their environment of origin.

Methods used to measure the affect of mapped environmental variables on species

distribution include classification trees flValker 1990), the generalised linear family of

regression (Ben-Shahar and Skinner 1988; Walker 1990; Osborne and Tigat 1,992; Buckland

and Elston 1993;Gates et al 1994; Gibbons et aL 1995; Augustin et aL.2007;Pearce et a/.

2007), discriminant functions (Caughley et aI 7987), principal components analysis (Brown

and Stillman 1993) and correspondence analysis (Ben-Shahar and Skinner 1988). Most

studies of factors underlying avian distributions have been undertaken on a limited

geographic scale, often within the species range (Osbome and Tigar 1992; Brown and

Stillman 1993; Gibbons et al.1994). In these studies characteristics of vegetation (often on a

fine scale), nest site availability and recording effortwere important determinants of range.

On a broader geographic scale, climatic variables, such as temperatLre, are generally accepted

as the primary forces shaping species' ranges (Root 1988b; Gentilli 7992; Lodge I993a;

Duncan et al. 2001), and are important in determining invasion success Qodg. 7993a; Carey

I996b; Moyle and Light 1996; Holway 1998). Root (1988a) found that 60.20/o of avian
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species in the Continental United States had range limits associated with temperature,

although characteristics of vegetation, and secondarily precipitation, were most frequendy

associated with the range limits of seed eating birds. Distribution pattems were linked to the

physiological demands of maintaining Basal Metabolic Rate in the face of colder temperatures

(R.oot 1988b). Wilson (1973) suggests common myna (Anidotherw tri:tifl arc limited to north

of 40" latitude in New Zealand because the shorter summers further south limited the period

of peak food production (measured by abundance of invertebrates) so restricting the birds'

abiltty to successfully rear chicks. Gentilli (1992) showed significant relationship betrveen

species' ranges and runfal\ which defined characteristics of vegetation diversity and height,

however, the effect of temperatrre on species ranges was not considered in this study.

In this chapter I shall determine the e><tent to which C. galerita and C. mteicEilla are

established in New Zealand. I will also present evidence of the affect that abiotic

environmental variables, and broad-scaled characteristics of vegetation and disturbance

(1r*^ landuse) have on C. galerita distribution in Australia and New Zealand. The

evaluation of C. galerita distribution is intended to provide greater understanding of this

species' range and invasion success. The following hypotheses are intended to address the

questions raised in this chapter.

Hypothesis 2.1

Characteristics of the environment that effect C. g. galerita distribution in Australia will also

affectthe range limits of the species in New Zealand.

o Prediction 1

- Upper and lower temperature limits to C. g. galerita distribution in Australia will define

the range of this species in New Zealand.

o Prediction 2

- Cacataagaleritatnll be limited by the avulabihty of vegetation suitable for a seed eating

bird that spends most time forzgng on the ground. In New Zealand this habitat vrill

be provided by the grasses and arable crops available on farmland.
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Hypothesis 2.2

Cacataagalerita\r^ll occupy all blocks with suitable habitat in Australia and New Zealand.

Prediction

- Cacatua gahrita will only be seen in blocks where the environment is suitable for their

existence and all blocks of this habitatwill be occupied.

2,2 METHODS

2.2.I Cockatoo distribution data

Data on C. galerita distribution in Australia were taken from the Royal Australian

Ornithologists Union The Atlas of Australian Birds @lakers et a|1984). The distribution of C.

g. galerita was sepaf,ated from the other races of C. galerita according to the information on

species ranges in Forshaw (1989). For the logistic regression, simple presence-absence data

were recorded in each of 805 degree blocks (one-degree latitude by one-degree longitude)

used for the construction of the Australian bird adas. Records of C. galerita from Western

Australia were not used when fitting models.

The distribution of cockatoos in New Zealandwas obtained from unpublished and published

records, mainly CSN, but also from observations of other authors (fhomson 1922; Oliver

1,930,1955; Waller 1959; Martin 7962; Martin and Bartlett 1963; Bull et al 1.9851' Buckingham

1989; Speirs 1989) and is provided in Appendix t. The grid reference Qatitude, longitude)

was determined for each record when the place-name given could be located, and the year,

month and number of birds seen were also included when this information was provided.

From these data a composite map of C. galerita and C. roseic@illa distribution was constnrcted.

For logistic regression, C. gahrita were scored as present or absent in each of 626 quarter-

degree blocks covering New Zealand and the larger near-shore islands.

Presence/absence data were used in modelling C. galerita distribution because there was no

record of abundance in The Atlas of Australian Bird"s @lakers et a/. 1984). Furthermore,

recorded observations of C. ga/erita in New Zealandwere incidental and were not an acctrrate

reflection of the population present in an area. Discrimination on the grounds of presence of

breeding populations could not be used because there are no published records of C. galerita

breeding in New Zealand.
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2.2.2 Environrnental data

Environmentd. data were derived from maps of Australia and New Zealand available in

published literature. These rnaps were then digitised and a pre-formatted one-degree

(Australia) or quarter-degree Q.Jew Zealand) gftd was overlaid. Eighteen environmental

variables from Australia (Iable 2.t) and 77 from New Zealand (Iable 2.2) werc measured

from these maps in the following way. For continuous features, such as climate, altitude,

vegetation and landuse, the domin^nt categary in the block was scored. Other variables were

classified according to the presence or absence of species or dominant structural features,

such as intensity of landuse by humans and broad-scaled vegetational characteristics. These

particular variables were chosen partly because it was thought that they might affect bird

distributions at this scale but also because the rnaps were readily available. The same

variables were used for Australia and New Zealand, in most cases, to allow closer comparison

of C. galerita distribution between the two countries.

2.2.3 Data analvsis

The effect of environm entd. vaiables on C. galerita distribution was estimated using binomial

Iogistic regression (Flosmer and Lemshow 1989; Christensen 1997). This form of regression

uses a linear combination of independent variables to explain the variance in a dependent

variable having only two states. Here the dependent variable was the presence or absence of

C. galerita. Logistic regression has the advantzge of being able to use variables with uneven

precision, such as environmental variables measured at different geographic scales, allows

both continuous and discrete datato be used and can predict the level of effect rather than

simply the correlation between variables.

Logistic regression generates a value constrained between 0 and 1 for each square, which may

be regarded as the probability of occurrence of, in this instance, C. galerita. A species might

be expected to exhibit physiological tolerance over part of the gradient, decreasing tolerance

once the threshold has been reached and then intolerance over the remainder, thus producing

a sigmoid-type curve (Osborne and Tigar L992). Where variables are non-linearly related to

the dependent variable logistic regression has the advantage of applying a logit

transformation to the data flWalker 1990). In many cases the logit transformation may

linearise the relationship, and in other cases may conveft an asyfirmetric peaked relationship
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into a syrnmetrical one, to which a Gaussian response curve can then be fitted, allowing the

assumption of normality to be met.

Statistica (Statsoft 7994) and SPSS (SPSS 1999) software packages were used to fit the

models.

Each of the following procedures were run twice, first with Australian dza and then with the

New Zealand data.

2.2.3.1 Uniaarian rugrvssion

Univariate regressions of the presence-absence data on each of the environmental variables

were calculated. The predictive accura;cy of each variable was assessed using a coefficient of

determination B) and a chi-square test @ald Statistic) on the variation of the regression

coefficient. The shape of the relationship between the presence of C. galerita (C. g. galeritain

Australia) and each of the environmental variables was determined from the regression

coefficients.

2.2.t.2 Multzpk rugrvssion

Presence/absence models were fitted to the complete datz set using a generalized additive

procedure (Bowerman et al. L986; SPSS 1999), vrith forward stepwise selection of variables.

For the Australian dataset all combinations of 2 variable models were fitted.

Table 2.1. Habitatvariables used to describe climate, topography, landcover and agricultural

features of Australia.

Variable Meaning

iiir - -- ---E.t'#; H;''"fi.ie'iipi".,:iiiili 0Eiii:--*----ffiil;ld'6;;;r i;i;;;;;A'sy
1eeo). (no date)

xnin Average dailyminimum temperature (1961- Australian Bureau of Meteorology

1ee0). (no date)

naiT Extreme maximum temperature (1961- Australian Bureau of Meteorology

1eeO). (no date)

xxlax Average daily maximum temperature (1961- Australian Bureau of Meteorology
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1990). (no date)

rain Average annual rainfall (1961-1990). Australian Bureau of Meteorology

(no date)

alt Dominant altitude category within square' Anon 1998

The five categories were: (0 m; 0-200 m;

200-400 m;400-1000 m; 1000-2000 m; and

>2000m.

leg Dominant vegetation c tegcry within square Anon 1990

(from 1780s vegetation cover). The four

categories were: grassland and sedgeland,

herbland and unvegetated salt lakes; scrub

and heath, shrubland and open shrubland;

open woodland; and closed forest, open

forest and woodland.

grass-herb Presence or absence of grassland and Anon 1990

sedgeland, herbland or unvegetated salt

lakes within square.

smtb-heath Presence or absence of scrub and heath, Anon 1990

shrubland or open shrubland within

squafe.

open unodland Presence or absenceof open woodland Anon 1990

within square.

_for"tt Presence or absence of closed forest, open Anon 1990

forest or woodland withifl square.

landurc Dominantlanduse categorywithin square. Plumb (1982)

The three categories were: non-agricultural;

pastoral; and arable.

ctup Presence or absence of outdoor horticulture Plurnb (1982)

within square.

_fttry Presence or absence of exotic forest Plumb (1982)

plantations within square.

ybeat Presence or absence of wheat (tritican spp.) Plumb (1982)

crops within square.

pink Presence or absence of Cacatua leadbeateri Blakers et a/. (1984) The Atlat of

within square. Aa$ralian Birds

nwlla Presence or absence of C. sanguineawithrn Blakers et al. (1984) The Atlas of

square. Austratan Birdt

galah Presence or absence of C. nnicapillawithin Blakers et a/. (1984) Tbe Atlas of

Autralian Birdssquafe
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Table 2.2. Habitatvariables used to describe climate, topography,landcover and agricultural

features of New Zealand.

Variablc Meaning Source

XruN

minT

naiT

ra|il

gras-lterb

scrab-heatlt

open

unodland

fo^t

Extreme minimum temperature (19 61-

1eeO).

Average daily minimum temperature (1961-

1e90).

Extreme maximum temperature (19 6l-

1eeo).

Average daily maximum ternperature (196t-

1e90).

Average annual rainfall (196 1-1990).

Dominant altitude category within square.

The five categories were: (0 m; 0-200 m;

200-400 m;400-1000 m; 1000-2000 m; and

>2000m.

Dominant vegetation category within square

(from 1780s vegetation cover). The four

categories were: grassland herbfield and

no vegetation; scrubland; grassland and

foresq and forest.

Presence or absence ofpasture, hxsock

grassland, alpine herbfrelds, dune

vegetation or no vegetation within square.

Presence or absence ofscrubland grassland

and scrub or forest and scnrb within

square.

Presence or absence ofgrassland and forest

mosaic within square

Presence or absence of indigenous or exotic

forest w'ithin square

National Institute of Water and

Atrnospheric Research, New

Zeiland

National Institute of Water and

Atrnospheric Research, New

ZeaJand

National Institute of Water and

Atrnospheric Research, New

Zealand

National Institute of Water and

Atrnospheric Research, New

Zealartd

National Institute of Water and

Atrnospheric Research, Nevr

Zealand

Anon (1998)

Kirkpatrick (1999)

Kirkpatrick (1999)

Kirkpatrick (1999)

Kirkpatrick (1999)

Kirkpatrick (1999)

alt

aeg

L7



landuse

non-48

pastoral

arablc

nap

rtnt

Dominantlandusecategorywithinsquare. Kirkpatrick(1999)

The three categories were: non-

agricultural; pastoral; and arable.

Presenceorabsenceofnon-agricultural Kirkpatrick(1999)

landuse within square.

Presence or absence of pastoralism within Kirkpatrick (1999)

square.

Presenceor absence of cash crops (mostly Kirkpatrick (1999)

cereds) within square.

Presence or absence of outdoor horticulture Kirkpatrick (1999)

within square.

Presence or absence of exotic forest Kirkpatrick (1999)

plantations within square.

After completion of this process any vanable that showed no significant effect (alpha = 0.01)

was not used in further steps. For the New Zealand dataset all combinations of 2 and 3

variable models were fitted and the sa.rne process v/as used to eliminate variables with limited

or no effect. To reduce the complexrty of the models interactions were not included in their

construction. Dummy variables containing presence-absence data were created for the

categorical variables landuy and teg.

The predictive accuracy of each model was assessed using a coefficient of determination

Q.{agelkerke R) and a chi-square test (Wuld Statistic) on the variatron of the regression

coefficients. The prediction error of the final models developed was evaluated using cross-

validation (Augustin et al. 200t; Pearce et al. 2001). For each dataset the cases were randomly

allocated into 5 subsets and the developed models were fitted to a reduced dataset, comprised

of 4 of these subsets. The developed model was fitted to all combinations of four subsets

from each dataset. Variation in the regression coefficients produced from the reduced sets

and in the ability of the models to correctly predict presence in the unselected dataset are

used to measure the accuracy of the model. Variables that consistendy showed no significant

effect when fitted to these sub-groups were discarded.
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2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Distribution of cockatoos in New Zealand

2.t.1 .1 Historical dixibation patterns of C. galerita in the Nortb Island

The locations of C. galerita sightings in the North Island from 7922-1999 (Figure 2.7a-d) are

as follows.

1922-1955. The first record of C. galerita in New Zealand was from the Wartakere Ranges,

west of Aucklarrd city. Over the next three decades further sightings of C. galerita were

reported from Wellsford (Katpara Harbour, Northland), South Auckland, western Waikato,

the Turakina Valley (Manawatu-Wanganui) and Wainuiom t^ fiVellington), all located on the

western coast of the North Island. The only indication of the numbers of birds present for

any of these early records was a single bird reported in the Wainuiomata Valley in 1950.

1956-1980. Over this period the populations in the westem Waikato and Turakina Valley

gready increased, with flocls of hundreds of birds being recorded in each of these areas.

Mean flock size for this period was 30.9 (s.d. = 79.07, n = 32). New locations where C.

galerita were sighted included: (1) Houhora and Whangarei in Northland; and (2) along the

Puniu River in the Waikato. There were no records from Wellington or Wellsford over this

period.

1981-1990. Cacatua gal.erita occupied many of the same areas where they were present in

previous years. There was no 
^pparcnt 

increase in the size of flocks reported from the earlier

period(mearr =19.6,s.d.=36.58,n= 115) (t=-7.L6,d.f.= 145,P =0.25). Cacatuagalerita,

last seen in the Wellington area between 1950-1955, were recorded agnn in 1986 after which

they appeared to become widespread along tie west coast of the Wellington Region. A

significant change in the distribution of C. galerita was the 
^ppeannce 

of these birds east of

the dividing ranges in the Bay of Plenty, Hawkes Bay and the eastem Manawatu and

Wurarapa (eastern Wellington) Regions. M^y of the records from the eastem North Island

were made towards the later part of this period, often preceded by sightings of birds close to

low points or saddles in the dividing ranges between the west and east coasts. For example,

C. galeritawere recorded at Lake Rotoiti (1983) and Otanewainuku (1984) before appeadngat

Ranguru in the eastem Bay of Plenty in 1988; and at Pahiahra (1985) before the first record

of the species in Hawkes Bay (along the Tukituki River in 1986) and Wurarzpa (Masterton
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1989) (Figure 2.1c). Caution must be taken in interpreting any relationship betrreen these

sightings because each record could potentially have arisen ftom anew invasion.

1991-1999. The most noticeable change over this period was t}re shift in the focus of C.

galerita sightings from South Auckland and northwestern Waikato towards the south. Cacatua

galeritawere also seen over awider areaof the Wairarapa although the flocks seen remained

small (1-5 birds). There was no substantial change (t = -1.4975, d.f. = 2ll,P = 0.14) in the

size of flocks reported between 1981-1990 and t991-1999. Mean size of flocks seen in this

period was 13.1 (s.d. = 24.4L, n = 98), though the size of flocks reported from the Waitakere

Ranges and North Shore of Auckland City appear to have increased from a marimum flock

size of 13 birds between 1981-1990 to 60 birds in 1997-1999 (Appendix t).
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2.t.1.2 Historical dittribution patterw of C. gahrita in the South Iilznd

The appearance of C. galerita in the South Island dates from approximately 30 years after the

first records of the species in the North Island. Furthermore, the species is not as

widespread or abundant as it is in the North Island. The locations of C. galerin sightings in

the South Island from 1950-1999 (Figure 2.2a-b) are as follovrs.

| 950-1 980. Cacatua galerin were first reported from Diamond Harbour on northern Banks

Peninsul4 where between 5-8 birds were seen during the 1950's. Later, n 7975, C. galerita

were reported in the south facing valleys of the Peninsul4 near the township of Litde River.

1981-1 990. Cacataa galeritawere recorded from three areas during this period. New locations

include: (1) several sightings of single birds (and one pair) on the West Coasq 
^nd Q) a series

of sightings from the Cadins (south Otago-Southland). Size of flocks reported were small,

ranglng from l-7 birds (mean - 2.4, s.d. = 7.96, n = 16).

1991-1999.In contrast to the widespread zppear:ance of C. galerita in the previous 10 years,

birds were only reported from Banks Peninsul4 though there may still be a small number in

the Catlins. The size of flocks observed on Banks Peninsula (mean = 18.5, s.d. = 11.8, n =

10) had srgnificandy increased from the previous 10 years (t = 5.4, d.f. = 24,P = 0.0001),

with flocks of 30-40 birds recorded around the Kaituna Vallev and Little River.

2.3.1.3 Hi:torical distribatioil patterilr of C. ruteicEilk in New Zealand

The published record of C. ruseicapilla in New Zealand dates from 1959 when a pur,

presumed to be escaped cage birds, were observed at Clevedon (South Auckland) (Figure

2.3). There were no further records of this species until 1975 when a single bird was

observed on Muriwai Beach north of Auckland. From the 1980s there has been an

increasing incidence of reported sightings, including one record from the South Island, and

these flocks appear to be increasing in size (from an 
^verage 

of 6 birds/flock (s.d. = 3.7, n =

8) betrveen 1980-1990 to 75.2 birds/flock (s.d. = L5.23, n = 13) between 199L-1999), though

the difference was not significa.nt (t = 7.66, d.f. = 19, P = 0.11). Most records have come from

the northern Waikato and South Aucklan4 including some islands in the Hauraki Gulf.
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2.3.2 Modelling distribution using logistic regression

2.3.2.1 Distribution in Australia

Fourteen of the 18 predictor variables used to examine distribution of C. g. galeita in Australia

(fable 2.3) appeared to be significantly related (? < 0.0001) with the presence of these birds.

Five variables (uegforest, thrub, rzaxT, rain) each accounted for more thalrr 20o/o of the variation

in the distribution of this species. The best single predictive variable was ueg (Ff = 0.3398),

which was positively related to C. g. galerita presence. Cacatua g. galerita occupied squares

across the whole range of temperatures measured (Figure 2.4a-d), but were significandy less

coffunon as temperatLfe increased. Occupation of squares increased with increasing height

arrd density of vegetation and intensity of landuse for agriculture (Figure 2.5 ad).

The best' trvo-variable models incorporated measures of maximum temperature (xmax,

naxT) and presence of smrb-heath vegetation, which were negatively and significandy

associated with presence; explaining up to 48oh of the variation in distribution of C. g. galerita.

The model

Logit(presence)=33.586-(l.216xmaxI)-(0.627xminT)-(3.022xscrub-heath)-

(1.102 x non-ag) + (1.695 x whea)

explains 63.6% of the variation in the distribution of C. g. galerita and describes significant

avoidance of areas with high maximum temperature (or alternatively preference of areas with

lower temperature), scrub-heath arid non-agricultural landuse; and preference for areas where

wheat (fritican ae$iran) is grown. The regression coefficients for this model were not

significandy different (less than one standard error) from the mean coefficient range

calculated from the assessment sets (Iable 2.4).

There 'were several models that explained a similar arnount of the variation in C. g. galerita

distribution. For example, replacing naxT with xnax, or pbeat *tt, *p produced no

significant change in the amount of variation explained (t tests, d.f. = 8, P's < 0.5).
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Table 2.3. Single-variable logistic regression using Australian data showing the regression

coefficients obtained for each environmental variable, percentage of variation explained @)

and probability values @) based on the Wald Statistic.

Environmental variable Constant Coefficient SE

xn4x

ra,in

alt

aeg

ninT

xmin

naiT

grass-herb

snub-heath

open unodland

-forctt

landuse

mp

rtt,l
vheat

piuk

nnllz

gaklt

1.3287

5.2774

24.9793

9.1563

-2.8620

-0.3965

2.7060

-0.7426

0.35t4

-0.4922

-2.4423

1.5953

-0.9784

-0.9360

-0.947r

-0.7055

-0.5754

-r.6677

-0.2343

-0.4564

-7.1443

-0.5620

t.7734

-0.2081

r.4913

-0.0157

-2.5665

-0.6916

2.8150

7.t342

3.2120

2.7278

r.4519

-0.r715

-0.3496

1.0574

0.0533

0.0608

0.1010

0.0549

0.1020

0.0991

0.1093

0.1881

0.1924

0.1618

0.2071

0.0135

0.4375

0.3905

0.2268

0.\796

0.1516

0.2567

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0360

0.0000

0.0934

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.3398

0.0274

0.0000

0.0346

0.0909

0.2526

0.1638

0.2092

0.0056

0.3398

0.0000

0.27t4

0.0231

0.2995

0.1028

0.1293

0.0982

0.0571

0.0011

0.0066

0.0226

An analysis of the residuals from these models inidicated that there was significant

autocorrelation (d.f. - 804 P's ( 0.0001), though variance was constant. Although one

should be cautious about treating the Chi-squared probabilities given as being necessarily

accurate (due to autocorrelation and lack of normality of the residuals), the extremely low P-

values suggest there is a significant relationship between the model and the distribution of C.

g. gahrita.

The probabilities obtained from the logistic model for presence of C. g. galerita in sample

squares were mapped against actualf rccorded presence of this species (Figure 2.6). The filled

circles and crosses indicate recorded presence (the crosses occurringwhere the model fails to

predict a recorded presence). A good fit to the model, and therefore greater reliability in the

predictions, would show many large filled circles and few open large circles, small filled
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circles and crosses. This model was able to correcdy predict presence of C. g. galerita in

67.8% (using a cut off value of 0.5) of squares, and the complete dataset and evaluation sets

were not significandy different (X', d.f.= 1, P's < 0.1) in their ability to correctly classifr

presence. The evaluation datasets were also able to correcdy estimate presence in the

assessment sets (X2, d.f. = 1, P's < 0.1).

Table 2.4. Results of multiple regression analysis of presence-absence of Cacatuagahrita

galeita in Australia.

Variable Wald df Significance Mean regression Sandard

coefficient error

(evaluation set)

naxT

ninT

tmtb-heath

nqn-ag

uheat

Constant

Nagelkerke R2

78.940

56.754

100.860

24.438

21.843

97.001

0.636

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-t.22t

-0.628

-3.022

-r.702

r.695

33.586

0.045

0.024

0.074

0.089

0.034

1.740

The data for Australia do not support prediction 1 (hypothesis 2.2). Cacatua g. galeita do not

occur in all squares that the model predicted they could. In the north many of the squaf,es

where presence is predicted are occupied by the closely related C. g.ftryryi (Figure 2.6). The

native range of C. g. galerita does not extend to Western Australi4 although this species has

successfully colonised this area follovring releases of cage birds in Perth (Figure 2.6).
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2.3.2.2 Distribution in Nea Zealand

Nine variables used to examine C. galerita distribution in New Zealnd (Iable 2.5) appear to

be significantly related (" < 0.01) with the presence of these birds. Values for R2 were lower

than those obtained from Australia. Five variables significant in explaining C. galerita

distribution in Australia were not found to be significant in New Zealand. Differences for

two, characteristics of vegetation ftbrab/wab-heath zndforv:t), are likely to reflect differences

in species composition and may also reflect differences in stnrcture of these vegetation types

between the two countries. One variable (alt)thatwas not significant in Australiawas in New

Zealand. Surprisingly precipitation (rain) did not 
^ppear 

to be significant in New Zealand.

My data do support prediction 1 (hypothesis 2.L). Cacataa galerita in New Zealand occupied

squaf,es within the temperature range experienced by these birds in Australi4 but there was 
^

trend towards increasing occupation of squares with warmer temperatures compared to

increased occupancy of squares with cooler temperatures in Australia (Figure 2.4a-d). Cacatua

galeitawere not seen in parts of the countrywith an extreme minimum recorded temPerature

less tharr -9"C (Figure 2.4a) or 
^-verage 

daily minimum temperatLrre less than 3'C (Figure

2.4b). The environment occupied by C. gaterita in Australia is significantly warmer and drier

than the environment experienced by birds in New Zealand (t tests, d.f. = 327,P's < 0.001)'

Cacatuagaleritaalso occupied agreaterrange of altitude (t= 2.739, d.f. = 321,P = 0.033) in

Australia than in New Zealand and they occur at higher altitudes in Australia (Figure 2.5c).

Of the models tested

Logit(presence) = -12.190 + (0.789 x xmin) + (1.2U x woodlan 4 + $.4L4 x arable)

explained the most variation Q9.8n in C. galerita distribution in New ZeaJand (Iable 2.6)

and describes significant preference for areas with greater mean minimum temperature (or

avoidance of areas with low temperature), open woodland and arable landuse. This model

and the model for C. g. galerita distribution in Australia support prediction 2 (hypothesis 2.1).

Although much of the distribution of C. galeria in New Zealand is not accounted for, and

there was significant autocorrelation (r = 0.1362, d.f. = 625, P = 0.0006), there is still

significant evidence P's ( 0.001) ffable 2.6) that the variables are strongly associated with

the distribution of this species. The regression coefficients for this model were not
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significandy different (ess than one standard error) from the mean coefficient range

calculated from the evaluation sets (Table 2.6).

Table 2.5. Single-variable logistic regression using New Zealand data showing the regression

coefficients obtained for each environmental variable, percentage of variation explained (R)

and probability values (?) based on the Wald Statistic. The software program Statistica did

not produce standard error (SE) and P-values for grass-herb.

Environmental

variable

Constant Coefficient SE R2P

xn4x

rain

alt

ae8

ninT

xnin

naxT

-7.0251

-r3.9285

-7.7573

-r7.4798

-r.5287

-0.7730

-1.5048

-21.5546

-3.3844

-2.9757

-2.6391

-4.736t

-2.0338

-2.1327

-3.2852

-2.4773

-2.4785

0.7478

1.0680

0.262t

1.0885

-0.1581

-1.1070

-0,3352

19.5294

1.2909

t.8375

0.5830

0.9588

-0.1745

-0.0529

1.9608

r.8354

0.5866

0.1347

0.1580

0.1234

0.1895

0.0769

0.1885

0.7762

0.73r4

0.2814

0.3578

0.7821

0.3209

0.3051

0.3153

0.3777

0.2683

0.0000

0.0000

0.3400

0.0000

0.0401

0.0000

0.0040

0.0781

0.0000

0.1,037

0.0000

0.5868

0.8624

0.0000

0.0000

0.029t

0.0488

0.0810

0.0055

0.0616

0.0053

0.0726

0.0149

0.0160

0.0057

0.0822

0.0043

0.0514

0.0005

0.0000

0.0777

0.0655

0.0078

grast-herb

thrub

open anodland

_forwt

Ianduse

n0n-ctg

pastoral

arabb

croP

"fttl

The probabilities obtained from the logistic model for presence of C. galerita in sample

squares in New Zealand were mapped in a similar format to that used to map their

distribution in Australia (Figure 2.7). This model was able to correctly predict presence of C
galerita in 89.8o/o (using a cut off value of 0.5) of squares. The complete dataset and

evaluation sets were not significandy different (y', d.f. = 1, P's < 0.1) in their ability to

correcdy classi{t presence. The evaluation datasets also correctly estimated presence in the

assessment sets (12, d.f. = 1, P's < 0.1).
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Table 2.6. Results of multiple regression analysis of presence-absence of Cacataagaleritain

New Zealand.

Variable Wald df Significance Mean regression

coefficient

(evaluation set)

Standard

error

xnin

unodlznd

arabh

Constant

Nagelkerke R2

78.623

16.069

77.993

35,986

0.298

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.794

1.235

1.410

-72.257

0.023

0.068

0.r23

0.261

4

t

I

1

As for Australi4 prediction 1 (rypothesis 2.2) is not supported by -y New Zealand data.

Cacatua galerita have not been recorded in all squares in New Zealand where the model

predicted they could occur. Muny squares on the border of their current known distribution

are not occupied, and they are mosdy absent from Northland and the east coast of the North

Island which 
^ppe^r 

to provide suitable habitat for this species (Figure 2.7). Conversely they

have been recorded in many squares where the model predicts absence, for example,

Southland and the West Coast of the South Island (Figxre 2.7).

2.4 DISCUSSION

2.4.1 Distribution of cockatoos in New Zealand

Cacataa galerita had become established in the North Island of New Zealand by 1930, by

which time most of the lowland forests had been cleared and replaced with exotic grasses

(Ki.g 1984). Although arecent arival, this species has achieved awide distribution in the

North Island with populations recorded in most regions with extensive area below 400m asl

and their range 
^ppeaf,s 

to be expanding. Most of the increase in range is through gradual

expansion from original centres of establishmen! however, some appareniy nevr founder

populations have appeared, particularly in the east coast of the North Island. In the South

Island C. galerita are presently restricted to only two locations, Banks Peninsula and the
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Cadins (Southland/Otago). Despite an apparent increase in abundance on Banks Peninsul4

these birds have not increased their range.

Cacatua mseic@illa became established in the South Auckland areain the late 1950's or early

1960's. This population has increased in number, but has generally remained within the

South Auckland are4 with only one or two individuals being recorded further afield. While

C. rweicapilk currendy occupy an are with intensive horticulture and atable cropping little

can be determined about the factors affecting the distribution of this species, other than

suggesting a strong influence of invasion history.

2.4.1.1 Tbe mlr of inuasion and dirpercal in the distribation of C. gahrita in New Zealand

A large number of native New Zealand bird species originally colonised from Australi4

including nine species of birds known to have self-colonised during the period of European

settlement (Falla 1953; Fleming 1962;Turbott 1990; Bell 1991). This number could be larger

except for the uncertainty about which exodc species recently seen in the wild have actually

become established as self-sustaining populations rather than being bolstered by vagrants.

Having only a single record of a possible vagrant C. galerita ('Waller 1959) it is impossible to

determine the contibudon, if any, that this source of birds may have had to the

establishment of the species in New Zeiland, but it is most likely that the original C. galeita

populations were established from birds introduced by humans.

Internationally, few records are kept of the number, origin and fate of cage birds, and as a

result the source of many wild populations ca^nnot be accurately determined (Temple 1992;

Greenwood 1995). Although there are no records of C. galerita having been intentionally

released by Acclimatisation Societies, they are popular as cage birds, some presumably

escaping from captivity to establish wild colonies (fhomson 7922; Long 7987; Bull et aI

1985; G. Galpin personal communication). The distribution of C. galerita, particularly in the

early 1900's, was most likely a reflectjon of these invasion events.

Given the uneven coverage (both spatial and temporal) of recording of cockatoo populations

in New Zealand it is not possible to determine whether populations arising since the earlier

establishment of this species have arisen from further invasion events or from dispersal.

Cockatoo species in Australia have been recorded dispersing over very long distances and

many species are also nomadic during the early st€e of their lives and/or 
^t 

ceftalln times of

yeax (Saunders 1980; Rowley 7983; Smith and Moore 1992; Higgins 1999).
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Although no similar studies of dispersal have been carried out on C. galerita, nomadic flocks

have been recorded, and these birds have been seen undertaking local movements, including

crossing between the mainland of Australia artd nearby islands (f.Toske 1980; Higgins 1999).

The largest aggregations of C. galerita (western Waikato and the Turakina River catchment)

Ne zrrnong the oldest and most persistent populations. Since the 1960's flocks of hundreds

of C. galerita have been seen in these two areas. Most of the increase in range is related to the

appea:znce of birds in areas direcdy adjacent to the earlier records of the species suggesting

there is gradual dispersal from these parent populations. The records of C. galeita far from

these parent populations are not easily explained because of the factors oudined above.

Carey (7996a, 1996b) proposed an "invasion stream" model to explain the wide spacing

between areas where Mediterranean fruit fly (Ceratitis c@itatQ were seen, providing an

alternative to the assumption that each new record represents a separ te invasion. The

proximity of flocks to low passes through the dividing ranges of the North Island prior to the

species 
^ppearance 

in the east of the island could be a result of channelling effects of terrain

on dispersing birds (Figure 2.8). If C. galerita populations on the west and east coasts are

Iinked by dispersal, attempts to manage their impact in one area (for example, to protect fruit

and nut crops in the Bay of Plenty) may require man€ement of populations on both coasts.

At present it is not possible to determine the relatedness betrveen (apparendy) different C.

galeita populations. Relatedness between individuals within and betireen populations can be

determined from studies of their DNA and I recommend such studies be undertaken on C.

galerita. This information will not only enable us to determine relatedness between

populations, but may also shed light on how these birds disperse. For example, do they

disperse in small groups of related individuals or do new populations form from aggregations

of randomly dispersing individuals.

Resource managers (in agncultural and conservation sectors) are often required to budget

years in advance for the costs of surveillance and/or control of pest species. For example,

Regional Councils are required by an Act of Parliament @iosecurity Act 1993) to create

Regional Pest Management Strategies that have a life of five years. Having 
^ccLt^te

information about the distribution of pest species allows managers to predict which species

must be included in their management plans. Lacking accur^te maps of distribution (often

the case for species in the early st€es of invasion) and information on the relatedness

between different populations, managers must rely on predictions of distribution and
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abundance. Although determinants of abundance were not examined here, factors affecnng

distribution were investigated and the results of this analysis are discussed below.

2.4.2 Environmental characteristics of C. galerita distribution

The distribution of C. galeita was influenced by a wide range of environmental variables,

including (measures of) temperattre, runfall, altitude, vegetation and intensity of human

landuse. No single variable had an overriding effect on the distribution of this species.

Rather, its distribution (in both Australia and New Zealmd) was best defined by a

combination of vaiables, including temperature and characteristics of vegetation and

intensity of human landuse (with cultivated areas being favoured).

2.4.2.1 Tenperatarv

While the upper temperature range experienced by C. galerita in Australia was not reached in

New Zealand, the lower temperature limit to C. galerita in Australia did define the temperature

rarrge of this species in New Zealand.

There was no strict temperahre limit to the distribution of C. galerita in Australi4 these birds

occupying squares through the firll range of temperatLlre recorded; however, there was a

marked decrease in occurrence when maximum recorded temperature exceeded 39'C. Drop

off in presence above this temperature may represent the limit of the physiological tolerance

to heat for this species (that is, the upper critical temperature limit Robbins 1993), but could

reflect changes in vegetation that are determined by temperature. For example, C. galerita

exhibited a significant negative response to low scrubby vegetation, heath, grassland and

sedgeland that characterise the vegetation in hotter areas.

Lower mean daily minimum temperature ranges of C. galerita were 0-3oC in Australia and 3-

6"C in New Zealand. The environment in Australia did not appea^r to test the lower critical

temperature limit of C. g. galerin, these birds occurring in squares (even increasing rate of
occupancy) where the lowest temperatures were recorded; however, the New ZeaJand

environment does 
^ppear 

to test the lower critical temperature limit of these birds. For

example, C. galerita have not been seen in areas of New Zealand where the extreme minimum

recorded temperature was below -9'C (equal to the lower limit experienced by this species in

Australia) despite the considenble area available to them.
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The lower critical temperature limit (below which increased metabolic heat production is

required if body temperatre is to remain constant) has been found to vary according to

-erght, whether the bird is active or inactive (resting) and also differs between passerines and

non-passerines @obbins 1993). The temperature range in which thermoreguladon can occur

without increasing metabolic heat production is termed the thermoneutral zone and is

bounded by the upper and lower critical temperatres of a species. Animals will generally

select environments with ambient temperatures within their thermoneutral zone if given a

chance (R.obbins 1993).

Values for lower critical temperature thresholds for non-passerine birds are given by

Y = To-38.3X0'31

for inactive animals, and

Y = T;27.1X06

for active animals; where To = body temperature (estimated 
^t 

39.6"C (inactive) and 41.5'C

(active)), and X = body weight in kilogrammes (from Robbins 1993). For C. galeita (body

weight 0.895 kg: averaged from wieghts given fu f{iggins 1999) the lower critical temPerature

limits are 2.35"C (inactive) andL5.74"C (active).

The lower critical limit for inactive non-passerine birds of this size falls within the range of

mean daily minimum temperature experienced by C. galerita, while the lower critical

temperature when active is approximate to the average daily maximum of temperature where

these birds are recorded in New Zealand. The lack of observations of these birds in New

Zealand where mean daily measures of temperature fall below 3"C (minimum) md l?jC

(maximum) might represent an inability of these birds to maintain a stable body temperahre

at lower ambient temperatures. Intolerance of lovr ambient temperatures may also explain

lack of sightings of these birds above 400m asl.

Root (1988b) found a strong relation between northem boundary limits of passerine birds

and their basal metabolic rate (BMR). Northern boundary limits occurred where the energy

needed to compensate for a colder environment v/as greater than 2.45 times BM& and this

limit was consistent for all of the species tested. Measurement of the BMR of C. galerita

could be used to test the low critical temperature limits sugested in this study.
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2.4.2.2 Vegetation

Characteristics of vegetation were also significant factors in determining C. galerita

distribution. In both Australia and Nevz ZeaJand C. galerita distribution was significantly and

positively associated with the presence of arable land, where abundant seed producing cereal

crops are grown.

Importandy, other characteristics of vegetation also play a significant role in defining the

distribution of C. galerita. In Australia response to vegetation was defined by absence from

areas with low growing vegetation, vegetadon which is also typical of areas receiving higher

temperature and thatwere not used for agriculture. Cacatua g. galerita distribution did exhibit a

positive response to the presence of forest and woodland, but the effect was not significant

when the variables wheat or crop were added. In New Zealand C. galerita exhibited a negative

response to the presence of forest, but the presence of open woodland (patches of trees in

gassland) was a significant and positive factor defining their distibution.

For the purposes of this study vegetation was divided into structurally similar categories, but

differences in species composition, small-scale differences in structure, and underlying

temperature,runfall and fertility vary significandy betrveen the two countries. Distribution of

C. galerita might be better defined by particular plant species, or vegetational structure that

was masked by the categories (or even the scale of the categories) used here. Cockatoos are

hole-nesters and require large trees, with suitable cavities or rotten timber allowing nest

excavadon, which are not zvailable in low growing scrub and heath vegetation. In New

Zealand, presence of woodland (small pockets of forest within a predominantly grassland and

arable landscape) may be important for successfirl breeding of these birds. Conversion of
nahxd, habitats, particularly fores! to farmland has caused the decline of many bird

populations, reducing the number of nesting sites, and opens birds to greater competition for

remaining sites, for example, with possums Q.Joske 1980) and other hole nesting birds (Green

1983; Anderson 1996), and may thereby restrict distribution and abundance. Trees may also

provide an important source of food when seeds in grassland become scarce. The availability

and distribution of trees in these instances have been shown to affect the distribution and

breeding success of white-tailed black cockatoos (Cafutorhinchw baudinii) (Saunders 1974,

1e80).
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Observations of habitat use by C. galerita in Australia suggest they are an 'edge' species,

obtaining most of their resource requirements, including shelter and breeding sites, from

forest and woodland habitats and feeding in adjacent grassland, most of which is now used

for agriculture (Bennett 1978 in Noske 1980; Emison and Porter 1978; Noske 1980).

Farmland provides an abundant source of food, especially for herbivorous and seed eating

birds (Clarke et a|.1986; Owen and Black 1991). In Australi4 cereal crops and exotic conifer

plantations provide a source of seeds during winter when natural food sources may be scarce,

and for some populations have almost completely replaced the natural foods (Saunders 1974,

1980; Noske 1980; Temby and Emison 1986; Emison and Nicholls 1992). There was also a

significant and positive association between the distribution of C. galerita and the presence of

cultivated land in New Zealand. Whether the seeds from cereal crops grown in these

cultivated areas, or some undetlyt"g factors represented by the presence of these crops (for

example, presence of fertile soil or favourable growing conditions), are important to C. galerita

is not known, but the large aggreqations of these birds reported in the Waikato were all

observed feeding on maize Q,ea naiqQ (CSbi). While grassland may be an important resource

for C. galerita in New Zealand, this habitat is very widespread and any relationship may be

hidden by this fact.

Rainfall did not 
^ppet 

to be important in defining distribution, but may act indirectly

through its effect on other variables. For example, rainfall is an important factor in

determining plant species distributions, therefore, indirecdy defining the distribution of

species that depend on that vegetation (Caughley et al. 7987; Root 1988b; Gentilli 1992).

Root (1988a) found strong associations between the distributional limits of seed-eating birds

and vegetation, which in turn was closely related to rainfall. Rainfall has also been associated

with species diversity, greater rainfall relating to greater plant species diversity, which in turn

leads to greater bird species diversity (Gentilli t992).

2.4.3 Gaps in the distribution of C. galerita

Hypothesis 2.2 Qtredicton 1) is not supported by the evidence presented here. Cacatua galerita

do not use all of the area that the models suggest is suitable. For example, there appears to

be acceptable habitat for this species in northern and southwestem Australia (Figore 2.7).

The suitability of the environment in southwestern Australia is indicated by the fact that this

species has successfully established near Perth, Western Australia @lakers et al 7984).

Caughley et al. (1987) and Gentilli (1992) suggest the climate of the deserts of central

Australia act as a barrter to the dispersal of species between the east and west of the
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condnent. The absence of C. g. galerita from Westem Australia indicates the central deserts,

whether through high temperatures, artdity or lack of suitable refuges or food sources have

also blocked their dispersal. In northern Australia the subspecies C. g. ftryryii occupies most

of the acceptable habitat, and here the distribution of C. g. galerita may be restricted by

competition (or by a hybrid zone: Hewitt 1989) between this race and C. g.fitryryii.

There are also many places in New Zealand where C. galerita have been seen, but which do

not appear to have a suitable habitzt (such as the West Coast of the South Island), while

other areas appeax to be appropriate, but C galmta have not been seen there (such as

Marlborough in the South Island, and the Gisbome Region of the North Island). During the

early stages of invasion distribution may be related more closely to invasion history (where

the birds were released) than to the preferred habitat of the species. All site records were

used in the calculation of the distribution models, despite some records being potentially of

free ranging tame birds or recendy escaped cage birds that were not necessarily in areas of

suitable habitat and may not have become established in the wild. Alternatively, C. galerita

distribution may follow aplltern of source and sinks ("ulliam 1988; Smith et a/. 1996),tluith

successful production of juveniles in some areas muntaining populations nearby where the

habitat is not appropriate and productivity falls below mortality. Distinguishing betrveen

these hypotheses is not possible on the basis of the evidence presented here.

2.4.4 Limitations of analvsis

The models used in this study did not explain a large part of the observed variation in C.

galerita distribution for both Australia and New Zealand populations (36.4-70.2Y'

unexplained). Several factors may be responsible. Firsdn the methodology for determining

C. galerita range in New Zealand mrght over or under estimate distribution, either because

birds were included that were not part of an established population or because some

populations have not been recorded. A second possibility is, because only a limited number

of environmental characteristics likely to effect bird distribudon were measured, factors

important in determining distribution might not have been included. For example, C. galerita

may only need small pockets of forest for breeding but these areas may be overlooked in

large-s cale descriptions of vegetation.

AlternativelS the relationship between the environmental attributes selected and C. galeita

distribution may have been obscured by the broad sampling scale used. For example, the

Australian environment does not appear to test the tolerance of C. g. galerita to altitude, cold
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temperature or rainfall, there being no ma:rimum altitude, minimum temperature and rainfall

boundary to its distribution (this species occupied the highes! wettest and coldest blocks on

the continent). The apparent lack of these environmental boundaries may be an artefact of

the braod sampling scale used. That is, the scale used in mapping distribution may have been

too broad to determine effects. For altitude, rainfall and temperature, squares were

categorised according to the dominant structural feature. A wider range of temperahrre,

rainfall and/or altitude were often present in these squares, and this is where C. galerita mrght

occur or their presence might exclude these birds from the square. Distinguishing betrveen

these hypotheses is not possible using the accounts of C. gahrita distribution thatare currently

available because of the broad geographic scale at which their presence was recorded.

2.4.5 Conclusion

Cacatua galeita are widespread in the North Island of New Zealand and appear to be

spreading. In the South lsland the species is localised and in the last decade the range over

which they have been seen has decreased. Visual analysis of their mapped distribution

suggests they are limited by altitude. Cacatua nteic@ilk are localised, but increasing in

number. Other thari the likely influence of invasion history litde is known about what

factors effect distribution of this species in New ZeaLand.

Statistical modelling of C. galerita distribution revealed the main effects on distribution were

temperature (defined by upper limit of tolerance to temperature in Australia and lower limit

of tolerance to temperature in New Zealand), use of land for cereal cropping and

characteristics of vegetation. The range of temperature experienced by C. galerita in New

Zealand falls within the limits of temperature experienced by this species in Australia;

however, temperature was not the only factor significant in influencing their distribution.

Presence of cultivated land was a significant and positive factor defining distribution in both

Australia and New Zealand,while presence of open woodland was positively associated with

their presence in New Zealand, but not in Australia.

Not all areas that the models predicted as being suitable for C. galerita (in both Australia and

New Zealand) were occupied by these birds. This was attributed to failure to identify and

include all of the factors important in defining C. galerita distribution, which was exacerbated

by the survey scale used in mapping their distribution, and to barriers to dispersal in Australia

(represented by the central deserts) and invasion history in New Zealand.
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Chapter 3

Behaviour and habitat use of sulphur-crested cockatoos (Cacatua

galerita) in the Turakina Valley, Manawatu-Wanganui, New Zealand

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 Cacatua galeria in Australia

In their natural range (Australi4 New Guinea and several of the associated islands) sulphur-

crested cockatoos (Cacatua galerita) exploit a wide variety of habitats, including rainfores! wet

and dry sclerophyll fores! woodland and savannah, and human modified areas, such as

agricultural land, urban areas and pine (Pinu: spp/ plantations S.idpath and Moreau 1966;

Noske 1980; Blakerc et a/. 1984; Higgins 1999). Cacatua galerita are considered to be more

abundant in heavily wooded areas, although uncommon in continuous fores! preferring

edges of remnants in partly clear areas (NtcEvey 1965; Emison and Porter 1978; Noske 1980;

Higgins 1999).

Most studies of C. galerin have been small-scale, with scattered notes on distribution and diet

(Fliggrns 1999). The diet of C. galerita consists predominantly of seeds, but they also have

been recorded feeding on fruig nuts, bulbous roots (tubers), bulbs, corrns, rhizomes, young

shoots, flowering heads, and nectar; algae (Durvillea sp., ManvEstis augattfolia); futg; and the

larvae arrd eggs of Coleoptera, Diptera, Hyrnenopten and OrthoPtera (t'{oske 1980; Halse

1986; Lepschi 1993; Higgins 1999). Noske (1980) sugests that before clearing for agriculture

in Australi4 C. galerita were more arboreal, feeding on the fruits and seeds of many native

trees.

Due to this species' economic importance to agnculture in Australia, a few more detailed

studies of the species' dieg habitat use and abundance in crop-growing areas have been

carried out Q.{oske 1980; Emison and Nicholls t992). Like many other Australian parrots, C.

galeita have taken advantage of the cereals, herbs and trees introduced by Europeans to

supplement their diet of native plants (Frith 1977; Noske 1980; Friend 7982; Blakers et al.

1984; Halse 1986; Forshaw 1989; Emison and Nicholls 1992; Higgins 1999). Where grain
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crops v/ere avillable, C. galerita exploited them in preference to other foods for most of the

year, although seeds of native and introduced grasses af,e eaten in spring.

3.1.2 Cacatua galeda in New Zealand

Published information on distribution, abundance and diet of C. galerita in New Zealand

consists mainly of single observations on particular foods and single records of where birds

were sighted. The most significant populations are in the Auckland, Waikato and Manawatu-

Wanganui Regions. The largest reported population (400 birds: Martin and Bartlett 1963) is

located in the Turakina Valley, east of Wanganui.

Cacataagaleritain Nevr Zealand have been recorded feeding on haystacks (Oliver 1930); nuts

of macrocarpa (Caprvssus mamcarpa) (Martin and Bardett 1963); the base of young needles and

terminal growth points of Pinus spp., seed capsules of wattles (Racorperma spp./, fruit of apples

(Malus donesticQ, walnuts fag/nu rugia), muze @,ea naiqQ seed, inkweed (Ph1tokrca octandrQ

berries and manuka (Kanrya ericoidu) seed (CSN 7975, 1976,7977,7982,7987,7989, 1997,

7994, 7996); NA seeds and fruit of kahikatea (Danjtcarpw darydioides), nmu (Danldiun

caprcssinun) andmztar (Prunn@ifls taxifl/ia) (Speirs 1989; CSN 7984,1990).

M-y of the natural foods of C. gahrita are not avulable in New Zealartd. Perennial grasses

dominate the pastures there, both in number of species and abundance (Langer 1973).

Flowering and seed production for the rnalonty of these grasses occurs between September

and March ftIubbard 7954;Langer 1973; Lambrechtsen 1992), but peak abundance is likely

to be over a shorter period, and would be further limited by grazing livestock. While the

amount of food avulable in native forests may be sufficient to maintain many native bird

populations, some species (such as kakapo Strigop: habmptilus, kaka Nestor neridionalis and

kakariki C-yanoranphar spp.) require fi-rll mast events to initiate widespread and successfi.rl

breeding (O'Donell and Dilks 1994; Moorehouse 1997).

Cereal crops, plantation forest trees and food trees found on farmland could potentially

provide an abundance of large seeds, favoured by C. galerita S.owley et a/. 7989), throughout

the year. Muze and Pinut spp. are grown in both regions of New Zeiland fWaikato and

Manawatu-Wanganui) where C. galerita nwmbers are greatest.
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3.1.3 Time and energy budget of C. galetita

Winter and the breeding season are energetically stressfirl times for birds. They face gre ter

thermoregulatory costs (maintaining a stable body temperature in the face of colder ambient

temperatures) and must expend energy on gonad developmeng incubation and chick rearing

flVeathers et al. 7984; Robbins 1993). These costs must be met by greater energy input

(either by increasing time spent feeding eating more calorifically rich food, or burning fat

deposits) or spending less time on energedcally expensive behaviour, such as flying social

activity, feather maintenance and feeding fferbeek 7972; Mzgrath and Lill 1983; Robbins

1993; Madison and Robel 2001). Birds may decrease density, so decreasing intraspecific

competition if foragtng on widespread, uncommon and predictable foods (Magrath and Lill

1983; Delestade 7994), or increase density if feeding on transient and localised food sources

(Cannon 1984; Westcott and Cockburn 1988; Delestrade 1994). A potential benefit of
flocking in winter is that large flocks are likely to include experienced individuals that know

where food can be found, or are more efficient 
^t 

finding unpredictable foods, allowing

improved survival of young birds over their firstwinter (Delestade 7994).

In Australia flock sizes and population density of C. galerita were greatest in winter when

nomadic flocks congregated in a small secdon of their home range, while smallest mean flock

sizes were recorded in spring coinciding with breeding and when the birds were feeding on

widely distributed food sources Q'.loske 1980). The proportion of the active day of birds

spent feeding was greater between the months of March and November than December and

February (summer) (Emison and Nicholls 1992). Records of C. galerita abundance in New

Zealmd indicate that flock size varies seasonally, being largest in autumn and winter and

lowest in summer (Figure 3.1). If winter flocking does occur in New Zealand, the presence

of experienced birds would reduce the time spent searching for food (flyrng) and so birds

might be expected to spend more time feeding. Cacatua galeita might also switch to a more

energy rich food source, as seen in P. elegans (Magrath and Lill 1983), potentially allowing a

reduction in feeding effort if combined with better foragng ability. Alternatively, C. galerita

could conserve energy by adopting less energy expensive behaviours.

This chapter provides baseline ecological data on C. galerita in New Zealand, extendingwhat

is known of this species from studies in Australia zlrtd providing insight into the role of arable

land and small forest patches (native and exotic) in the daily resource requirements of this

species in New Zealand. The methods used by C. galerita to meet the energetic demands of
winter and breeding are addressed by the following three hypotheses.
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Hypothesis 3.1

Flock forming behaviour of C. galerita is an adaptation to feeding on temporally available and

localised food sources.

Prediction

- Increase in flock forming behaviour will be associated with feeding on temporally

available and localised food. Converseln decrease in flocking will be associated with

feeding on widespread food sources.

Hypothesis 3.2

Increased costs of thermoregulation in winter will be met by a change in behaviour; to

conserve energy, or find more food by either investing more dme searching or by switching

to a more energy rich and/or abundarit food source.

Prediction 1

- To meet the increased thermoregulatory costs of winter, C. galerita will increase the

proportion of time spent resting and decrease time spent in other behaviours'

Prediction 2

- To meet the increased thermoregulatory costs of winter, C. galerita will increase the

proportion of time spent feeding and decrease time sPent in behaviour not associated

with feeding.

Prediction 3

- To meet the increased thermoregulatory costs of winter, C. gahritawill switch to a more

energy rich and/or abundant food source.

Hypothesis 3.3

Most resource requirements for C. gaterita will be provided by modified (non-native)

environments.

Prediction

- Being largely granivorous, C. galeritawill obtain most food from agricultural land'
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3.1.4 Study area

The Turakina Valley study area (39'54'5, 175'19'E) comprises 72kmz and falls within an area

of low hill countrry, up to 600 metres attitude (Figure 3.2). The nearest climate stations xe 
^t

Ferriby Station, approximately 1 km east of the study area,andWanganui, approximately 28

km south west of the study area. Annual runfall measured at Ferriby Station averaged 955

mm over the period 7967-7990, with rainfall spread evenly throughout the year Q.Jational

Institute of Water and Atrnospheric Research (lffW4 observations, 1961-1990). Average

annual temPerature is within a band of l3-L4'C (Kirkpatrick 1999). Extreme daily averages

of temperature measured at Wanganui ranged from 9.9'C to 17.1"C (NIWA" 1961-1990).

The gtowing season extends from spring through to autumn, though growth may slow

during surnmer, depending on the regularity of runfall, and in winter, due to low
temperatures' The predominant pre-human vegetation of tall podocalp-brcadleaf forest has

been almost completely cleared flVutd 1976; Anderson 1977). Most of the arcais now used

for semi-intensive, or intensive, sheep and cattle gazing with occasional cropping on river

terraces CW-d 1976). The majorvegetation type in the study areais aperrenial rye (-^olian

perenne) dominated mixture of exotic pasture grasses containing a wide variety of herbaceous

weeds. Several introduced tree species, mostly of European and North American origin, are

grown in timber plantations, or as hedgerows and windbreaks. Other species have been

planted to control flooding and land slippage, for omamentation and to provide food.
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3.2 METHODS

3.2.1 Collection of behavioural observations

Every four weeks, from Novernber 1992 to October 7993,1made field trips of eight to nine

days to the study area. One day (30-60 minutes before sunrise to 30-60 minutes after sunset)

was spent in each of six locations (observation areas) within the study area (Figure 3.3) noting

flock size, activity, habttatuse, numbers present and timing. A pair of 8 x 30 binoculars and a

13-40 x telescope were used to observe birds. Cacataa galerita in the Turakina Valley were

extremely waq of humans and would either mob or flee when disturbed. As a consequence

tlrey were rarely observed at a distance of less than 100 metres, and were frequendy observed

at distances greater than 500 metres. Getting closer to these birds often risked disrupting

their normal behaviour patterns so v/as not attempted. This restricted the selection of

methods that could be used to monitor behaviour of these birds. For example, closely

following marked individuals was not possible. Observations were made from a hide in the

Sutherland's 
^rea, 

and from a vehicle or prominent hilltop at the other five locations.

Behaviour was recorded using an instantaneous sampling method (Altrnann 7974), with a

sample interval of 15 minutes. This method was selected because it allowed data to be

obtained from alarge number of individuals and is appropriate for estimating Precent of time

spent in various activities. I was also able to simultaneously collect information on flock size

and movements. Eleven broad and easy to define activities were recorded flable 3.1). Single

behavioural states were recorded for every bird in view at each sampling time, taking 0-180

seconds to cover all birds visible during the scan. When large numbers of C. galerita wete

present (> 100 birds), the number present (or in view) and their activides were closely

monitored prior to sampling to speed up the sampling time. Feeding records were collected

simultaneously with other behaviorxal data. One bird feeding on one food type constituted

one feeding record (Ndagrath and Lill 1983). It was often impossible to see exacdy what

individual birds were eating due to the distance from which they were observed, so mostly

only the species or site on which they were feedingwas recorded.

The habitat was divided into seven categories (habitat typet (Iable 3.2) based on vegetadon

characteristics and observations of habitat use by C. galeita in the Turakina Valley between

July 1991 and October 7992 (A. Styche personal observation). Each habitat type was further

divided according to where itwas located within the study area.
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Independent stands of ffees, crops and areas of pasture were recorded separately within the

overall habitat type. Birds were recorded according to which block of a particular habitat

they were in. Availability of foods likely or knorrsn to be eaten by C. galaita was obtained

from field observations and from the literature. This information was presented here as an

indication of the time of availability only. I did not obtain measures of abundance.

Table 3.1. Terms used to describe behaviour of Cacatuagalerita. Behaviour categories taken

from Noske (1980) and Magrath and Lill (1983).

Term Interpretation

Resting

Resting

Resting alert

Feeding

Feeding

Locomotion

Flyitg

Climbing

Self-maintenance

Autopreening

Rain-bathing

Social Activity

Allopreening

Display

Figbrrng

Nest attendance

Sunding or sitting immobile, with head movement only.

Standing or sitting with associated body movement, but not engaged in

arry o*rer behaviour.

Manipulation of and reaching for food items, ingestion, pecking at or

gasping dead or live branches. Drinking was included in this czteg:rry.

All fhglrts except chasing or figfrting.

Walking and/or climbing in a tree for more than one body length

without simultaneous feeding.

Bill wiping scratching shaking stretching and preening.

"Bathing" in heavy rain. Birds hungupside down or spread out over a

branch, with wings outstretched and feathers ruffled.

Preening of one bird by another, occasionally simulaneous between a

pair of birds.

Vocalising, possibly including crest displays and bobbing motion'

Physical conflict between birds involving contact, often resulting in a

fliglrt chase.

Nest hollow inspection, and attending egs and nestlings.

Information on reproductive behaviour

oppoftnistically during collection of dala

budget analysis data. Productivity from a

(timing and nest site selection) was obtained

for other projects, and during collection of time-

sample of nests was recorded from nests where
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chicks were taken for pets. This informadon was provided byJ. Edge (grouped together here

as Pohangina nests) and P. Codiss and G. Butters (grouped together here as Turakina nests).

Table 3.2. Habitattypes based on vegetational characteristics.

Term lnterpretation

Native

Tall native forest

Low native forest

Exotic tree

Non-pine exotic

Cupnssus macmcarpa

Pinrc spp.

Modifred ground

Grassland

Crop

Tail e 20 m) primary native forest containing many large (> 25 m)

emergent podocaqp trees.

hw (S 15 m) regrowth native vegetation dominated by Kanrya erimides,

L^eptosperwun wpaiun and low growing broadleaf canopy species.

Mostly Populus spp. and Salixspp.,but including small areas of other

exotic angiosperm trees.

Macrocatpa

Pines

Grassed paddocls and weedbanks. Includes bare ground and temporary

pools ofwater.

Land used for growing crops. Includes maize (Zea ruaiqQ, choumollier

(Brarica olzracea) and ploughed paddocks.

3.2.2 Data analysis

It was impossible to observe C. galerita in each of the six areas concurrendy; therefore I

collected datz over several days. Thes e datawere then treated as if they had been obtained in

one day, and collectively they illustrate one composite daily activity record (as in Verbeek

1972). I estimated the total numbers at ezch observation area each month and used this to

estimate the population within the study site for that month. The number of C. galerita in art

observation areawas calculated by recording the movement of birds into and out of the area

throughout the day. Every bird was counted as it left or entered the areabeing surveyed, and

the direction of flrght (north, northeast, east, southeast, south, southwes! west and

northwest), time of day and number of birds remaining in the area (if possible to determine)

was noted' Foragrng goup size was defined as the number of birds engaged in the same
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activity in the same block of habitat. Other birds engaged in different activities at the same

time or in a separate habitat block were counted as a different gouP.

For analysis, each observation day was divided into five daydme units of equal length

(defined as early moming late moming mid-day, mid-afternoon and late aftemoon). Length

varied with the seasonal variation in daylength, ranging from two hours (eight sampling

intervals) in winter to three hours (12 sampling intervals) in summer. The 'active day' was

defined as the interval between sunrise or the time of first appearance of a cockatoo

(whichever was earliest) and sunset or time of last sighting of a cockatoo in the evening

(whichever was latest). Birds were assumed to be roosting from sunset to sunrise, when poor

lighting prevented observation. All times mentioned in analyses relate to Standard Time.

Initially, comparison of activity was to be betrreen months, but because few records were

obtained in some months data were grouped into seasons and comparisons were made

between seasons. For the purposes of this study I have defined the seasons as: late spring =

November; srunmer = December-February; autumn = March-May; winter = June-August;

and early spring = September-October.

Aerial photos (1:25000 scale), purchased from New Zealznd Aerial Mapping Limited

(I.Japier), were used for mapping the birds' movements and habitats. Using a Minimop

digSttzer, the areas of certain habitat types were calculated.

Chi-square and t tests (Sokal and Rohlf 1981) were used to test for goodness of fit of diurnal

and seasonal, data. Where possible the number of categories of flock sizes was reduced to

limit the number of cells containing fewer than five samples. Despite this, small sample sizes

in some categories and the lack of independence of data in some serial studies (such as

comparison of flock sizes between dmes of day and between seasons) means that values

achieved for Chi-square and t tests should only be taken as an indication of what is occurring.

Pearson's product-moment correlation (Devarenne 1997) was used to test for correlation

between population size and the incidence of nesting activity and flock size.

Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) (Magrath and Lill 1983; Weathers et a|.1984; Robbins 1993) and

the energetic costs of thermoregulation, fongjng maintenance and reproduction have not

been measured for C. galerita, and determining themwas beyond the resources available for

this study. Instead, the energetic costs (as multiples of BMR) were esdmated from the

literature using night roosting = t flVeathers et al. 1984; Robbins L993); day-time resting =

1.98 (R-obbins 1993); Feeding = 2.19 (Weathers et al.1984); autopreening rain-bathing
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allopreening and display = 2.78 (estimated from Weathers et a|.1984); climbing = 2.9

(Ntrgrrth and Lill 1983); and Flying = 14 @obbins 1993). Because caloric values for many of

the actual species eaten by C. galeritawere not known, esdmates were calculated from values

obtained for related plant groups taken from the literature (fable 3.3). Calculations of energy

intake presented here (mostly based on values for seeds) must be considered as esdmates

because no account was taken of the difference in foraging efficiency of C. galerita in different

habitats. Furthermore, tJrese birds may have been consuming other plant parts, hovzever,

little difference has been found in the metaboliseable energy ava.lable in different plant parts

and invertebrates (Golley L9 61; Robbins 1993).

Table 3.3. Energy content of plant parts.

Plant grouP/taxa Energy value

(kcal/g)

Source

Thisdes

Introduced annual

and perennial herbs

Bare ground

Zea maiTe

Introduced

deciduous and

evergreen trees

Introduced conifers

Native evergreen

tfees

Native conifers

Dead tree

invertebrates

Compositae

Dicotyledons

Vegetable matter

(roots)

Gramineae

Gramineae

Dicotyledons

Cupressaceae and

Pinaceae

Dicotyledons

Podocarpaceae

Combined value for

insects and annelids

5.381

(se=0.166,n=5)

5.072

(se = 0.077, n= 3T

4.72

4.573

(se=0.005,n=16)

4.37r

5.072

(se = 0.077, n= 3T

5.072

(se = 0.077, r= 37)

6.r

4.99

Kendeiglr and West 1965

Kendeiglr and West 1965

Golley 1961

Kendeigfr and West 1965

Kendeiglr and West 1965

Kendeiglr and West 1965

Robbins 1993

Kendeiglr and West 1965



3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Population size and organisation

t.t.1 .1 Cacatua galerita most sitet

All C. galerita roost sites were located in native forest, predominandy podocarp fores! with a

canopy height greater than 20 metres, although occasionally birds roosted in tawa

(Beilschniedia tawa) and K ericoidu dominated forest where the canopy height was less thatt 20

metres (Frgure 3.3). Cacatuagaleita showed no apparent preference for roost sites with or

without (the result of stock browsing) understorey vegetation. Eight of the 15 known roosts

had little or no understorey vegetadon, including one of the permanent roosts. Proximity to

human dwellings did not 
^ppear 

to affect use of forest patches for temporary roosts or for

nesting (all but the Keilawarra roost were also used for nesting), but the two permanent

roosts were distant from human habitation (Figure 3'3).

A total of 15 roost sites was identified within the study are4 with 
^n 

a\rerage size of 9.9 ha

(s.d. = L2.9, nnge 1.5-53.7 ha). There were two permanent roosts, which were in use during

every month of the year, while the other roosts were occupied during 1 to 11 of the 13

surveys between November 7992 and October 1993 (Iable 3.4). The largest roosting

aggregations were at the two permanent roosts, ranglng from 59.4-100oh of birds recorded

returning to roost at dusk. Between May and August most of the birds were resident in the

Mcleay roost (58.5-96.Lo/o of birds recorded in the area ^t dusk). Fewer roosts were

occupied between autumn and winter than between spring and summer (t = 3.932, d.f. = 11,

P = 0.002) (table 3.4).

In the Sutherland's roost there appeared to be some segregation of the roosting flock into

separate groups. Most birds roosted in tall podocarp trees in the centre of the reserve;

however, there was a small number that regularly roosted separately from the main flock.

Segregation of the roosting flock was most pronounced when birds nested, pairs remaining

close to nest trees, but was maintained by this goup throughout the year. These birds,

consisting of about five individuals (the 
^cn:r,l 

number varying during the year with the onset

of nesting and addition of fledglings in December), 'were observed roosting every evening in

a cluster of podocarps (alongside a regularly used nest tree) at the edge of the reserve. These

same birds were also regularly seen by day to rest together in the same area, while the

remainder of the population roosted in a dense stand of podocarps in the core of the reserve.
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Table 3.4. Roosts occupied by CacAaagabriUin the Turakina Valley shrdy area each month

from Novembu L992 to October 1993. \' indicates roost occupied during that month.

Roost Survcy (month)

MfnlnJlNDI MA oA

Keilavrara

Mangahoe x

Reserve

lvlangahoe 1

Mangahoe 2 x

lv{angahoe 3

lvlangmt

ltdanganZ

Mcleay 1 x

Mcl*ay2

Mcleay 3 x

McI-ezy 41 x

Mcleay 5

McPhersons' x

Resenre

Suthedand's

Reservel

Suthedand I

No. of toosts I 7 9

occupied

x

xxx
xxx

xxxx
xxxx

xxx
xxx

x

x2x2x

2Q) 2Q) 4

x

xx
xx
xx

xxxx
xxxxxx

xxx
x

109

1 = peffnanentroost

2 = C. galeritapresent at daqm but did not retum at dusk
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3.3.1.2 ArtiuiA at the rvo$

Cacatua galerita roosted communally in the middle and lower branches of densely foliaged

canopy trees. At sunrise birds began moving from their roosts, either singly or in small

groups, to prominent positions gathering in sparsely foliaged emergents. The first birds

appeared on average 6.5 minutes after sunrise (s.d. = 79.86 minutes, range = 15 minutes

before to 53 minutes after sunrise) (Figure 3.a). Seasonally, C. galerita appeared later in

sulnmer (mean 36 minutes, range = 15-53 minutes after sunrise) than in winter (t = -3.724,

d.f.=5,P=0.014)andspring(t=-3.508,d.f.=4,P=0.025),whilethedifferencebetween

surnmer and autumn was not significant (t = -2.675, d.f. = 4,P = 0.056). After rising they

rested occasionally engaging in preening activity, until the sun appeared over the local

horizon, at which time the flock began to disperse to forage. Individuals called sporadically

between rising and departing from the roos! but generally remained silent. Weather

conditions, such as rain, cloud cover and misq did not 
^ppear 

to affect the timing of
dispersal.

Flocks of C. galerita retumed to roost sites late in the afternoon or early evening. Upon

arriving at the roost site most birds settled into prominent sparsely foliaged emergents. They

seldom called at this time. As lght levels decreased they became more acdve, with flocks

circulating between prominent perches and densely foliaged trees lower in the canopy.

During this period of activity, calling was frequent decreasing only as the birds settled into

roosting trees, but somedmes continuing until well after dark. On average, the last birds

moved into roostingtrees, and thus out of sighg 11.5 minutes after sunset G.d. - 8 minutes,

range = l-32 minutes), with litde variation in the timing of this activity during the year (t

tests, d.f. = 4-5, P's = 0.195-0.517) (Figure 3.a).

Based on the first appearance of C. galerita in the morning until the last sighting of these birds

in the evening the longest acdve day was recorded in November (900 minutes) and the

shortest daywas recorded late inJune (570 minutes).

t.3./.t Variation in population siry of C. galerita

The population of C, galeritawithin the study axeawas estimated by counting the number of
birds using roosts at six locations within this are4 encompassing most of the known roost

sites. This was not a closed population, the annual and daily home range of these birds

extended beyond the area under investigation. As a resulq there was considerable monthly
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and diurnal variation in population size. The population, taken as the number of C. galerita

recorded roosting at five of the six locations combined (no birds were recorded roosting at

the Taurimu observation area) (Iable 3.5), ranged from 52 to 310 individuals (0.007-0.043 per

hectare), with greatest numbers recorded in winter and least numbers in summer and early

spring.

t.t.1.4 Diamal aariation in C. galerita numbers pithin the $ud1 arva

There was pronounced diurnal variation in the number of C. galerita within the study area

(Figure 3.5), with a decrease in the mean number of birds present from early to late morning

(t = 3.869, d.f. = 271,P < 0.001) and an increase in the mean nrunber from mid- to late

afternoon (t = -3.178, d.f. = 262, P = 0.002). Although numbers varied between late

morning and mid-afternoon, differences were not significant (t tests, d.f. = 254, P's = 0.073-

0.748). Seasonally, diumal variation in number of birds within the study areawas greater in

late spring and summer (t tests, d.f. = 22-72, P's < 0.001: except between early morning and

late moming in late sprin& t= 2.595, d.f. = 23,P = 0.016) and less extreme in autumn (t

tests, d.f. = 52-58,P's = 0.012-0.568),winter (ttests, d.f. = 64-68, P's = 0.023-0.9M) and

early spring (t tests, d.f. = 40-42, P's = 0.003-0.088) (Figufe 3.5). Early springwas most

similar to the overall pattern of diurnal variation in numbers.
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Table 3.5. Number of Cacatua galerita roosting at five observadon areas of the Turakina

Valley study site at fourweekly intervals between November 7992 and October 1993.

(t) Cacatuagaleita poptiaton counted at dawn

Obsenration

ateL oIM

Survey (month)

MJnJn
Sutherland

Mcl-nay

Mangahoe

Mangara

Kerlmrarra

723

6

8

47

42

10

8

72

4l

9

46 67

14 30

25 48

209
-5

55 r73

72 44

t3

176

28 74 34

t23 260 260

10 2t 81

840
298 78

46
-7

14

24

25

2

Estimated total 137 122 105 151 97 163 161 276 302 310 13t t07 65

' = roosts occupied in the moming but not the following evening.

(b) Cacatuagalerita population counted at dusk

Obsenration

afea oM

Survey (month)

MJnJn
Suthedand

McLeay

Mangahoe

Mangan

Kerlmrana

Estimated

totd

779 38

647
89

li3 88

36 73 25

88 263 259

11

45 36

79 42

610
58

46 67

14 37

21 t7

209
-J

51

ZJ

9

77

74

44

10

8

298

4

t4

24

1,2

2

101 U 100 n8 tts 276 284 310 ri' 96 52

3.3.1.5 Month! umiation in C. galeita numbers rvnrd.ed at rvo$s

A comparison between population estimates, taken from counts of C. galerita using roosts at

dawn arrd dus\ shows much variation for each observation area and in total (Iable 3.5). Six

of the 13 surveys involved a difference between dawn and dusk of less than 10 birds and may

result from inaccuracies in counting birds as they entered or left the area. Some birds were

also caught in cage traps and so were removed permanently from the population. The total

number lost to the population from this source, or from shooting and other sources of
mortality during the course of this study are not known.
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There were also some larger inconsistencies between dawn and dusk counts, with the most

significant variation being recorded during surnmer and autumn (after the breeding season).

During the months of December, February, April and May there were betwe en 26 and 35

fewer birds recorded in the evening than in the moming (Table 3.5). These differences were

the result of a large variation in the number retuming to a particular roost. Variation in

numbers did not occur at the same roost on each occasion, roosts in the Suthedand's,

Mcleay and Mangahoe observation af,eas contributing to variation on different months.

3.3.1.6 Month! uariation in C. galeitapopulation iry

Latge increases in the population of C. galerita from March to April and from May to June

1993 followed a period of considerable fluctuation in population size between November and

March that showed no consistent pattem of change (Iable 3.5). Peak numbers were reached

in JulX followed by a rzpid decrease in the number of birds resident in the study area during

August. Smaller decreases in the number present occurred in each successive month, until

reaching the lowest population size in October.

An increase in the number of C. galerita using tvo roosts, one in the Suthedand's area and

one in the Mcleay's area, along the Turakina River (Figure 3.3) betrveen April and July
followed decreases in the number Lt, or abandonment of, several other roosts within the

study site (Iable 3.5). A survey of landowners over a wider are4 although in no way

complete, revealed a similar decrease in numbers of C. galerita at roosts beyond the study site

during the same period (Appendix 2). The decrease in the number of C. galeita resident in

these two pemanent roosts (occupied in every month during this study) at the end of winter

coincided with an increase in the number using roosts directly adjacent to these pemanent

roost sites.

3.t.1 .7 Cacatua galerita popuktion changes asnciated with nuP rydu and breeding actiuiry

Increases in the population of C. galerita in April and June of 7993 coincided with the

ripening of maize (ApriD and the beginning of the muzeharvest 0*.) (Figure 3.6). Most of
the birds in the first influx roosted at the permanent roost at Sutherland's Bush. After April

these birds, plus most of the population from the Suthedand's roost, moved down to the

Permanent roost on the Mcleay's property, which was located beside the muze fields. All

subsequent flocks entering the area fed with, and roosted with, the birds at the Mcleay's

roost.
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Declines in the population followed soon after the completion of the muze harvesg which

occurred in July 1993 (Figure 3.6). There was a significant positive correlation (r = 0.6998,

d.f. = 13, P = 0.0074 between C. galerita population size (based on flock counts) and the

presence of maize. There was no relationship between population size and the incidence of

nestingactivity (r = -0.1709, d.f. = 73,P = 0.5767). Although the decrease in population size

between July and August coincided with an increase in nest attendance, activity at nest sites

was first seen in earlyJune 1993 when the population was increasing (Figure 3.6).

3.3.2 Movement patterns and feeding ranges of C. galerita

3.3.2.1 Variation in siqe of C. galerinfuck: hauing and entering the obrcrvation arva

Flights between roosts and feeding grounds took up a large part of the daily actlity of C.

galerita. The flocks observed in the Turakina Valley, dispersing from and entering observation

areas, ranged in size from 1 to 722 birds, with 
^n ^yer^ge 

of 5.2 birds per flock (s.d. = 10.0, n

= 1200). Although most flocks tended to be small (median flock size = 2), mean flock size is

likely to have been underestimated as many of the flocks recorded as dispersing in small

groups v/ere part of Iarger,loosely cohesive fongSngflocks.

Flock sizes varied significantly between times of duy (X' = 58.8, d.f. = 28, P < 0.001).

Although the number of flocks of 1 or 2 birds remained relatively constant through the day,

there were proportionally more large flocks (11 or more birds) recorded during the early

moming and mid-aftemoon than at other times of day (Figure 3.7). This result was strongly

influenced by the flock sizes seen in winter (X' = 56.4, d.f. = 28,P < 0.001) when there were

significantly more flocks of 11 or more birds in the early moming and mid-afternoon. For

the other seasons, the differences in the proportion of flocks sizes observed were weakly

significarrt (late spring: x' = 38.4, d.f. = 24,P = 0.031) or not significant (summer: x2 = 30.18,

d.f. = 20,P = 0.067; autumn: X'= 30.2, d.f. = 24,P = 0.179;and early spring X2 = 27.269,

d.f.=20,P=0.381).

Flock sizes showed a significant difference between seasons (y! = 169, d.f. = 28,P < 0.001).

A large part of this variation was contributed by the difference in the number of lone birds

recorded in each season. I-one birds were observed more frequently (35.8% of flocks) than

any other flock size. In summer and spring lone birds comprised 49 and 53oh of all flocks

recorded, whereas in winter lone birds constituted only 77oh of flocks (Figure 3.8). There

'was no significant difference in flock sizes seen in late spring and summer (t = 1.75, d.f. =
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458, P t 0.t), however, flock sizes increased significandy between stunmer and autumn (t =

3.77,d.f. = 507, P < 0.001), andautumn andwinter (t= 3.29, d.f. = 598, P < 0.001), then

decreased significantly from winter to early spring (t = 5.89, d.f. = 525,P < 0.001). Winter

showed the greatest difference in the frequencies of the various flock sizes from all other

seasons, having the largest mean flock size (mean = 8, s.d. = 74.6, n = 380 compared to

other seasons (range of means = 3.74-5.72), md including the only records of flocks

consisting of more thari 100 birds.

t.3.2.2 Flight path and general pattemt of nouement of C. galeita

Most movements were along valleys. Ridges were crossed at few locations and generally at a

saddle between adjoining valleys. The most heavily used flight paths were along the Turakina

River, radiating out from the major communal roosts at Suthedand's Bush and the Mcleay's

property (Figure 3.9a-e). Stands of tall native forest acted as centres for the dispersal and

aggregation of flocks. Most birds moved 
^w^y 

to feeding sites early in the morning, often

showing consistency in movement. Many of these flight paths went past vacated nest sites or

roosts, which were frequently visited, from which these groups dispersed furdrer afield

(Figure 3.9a-b). About mid-dan most activity in the observation are w^s centred on the

Sutherlarrd's roost as flocks moved there to day rest before dispersing agajin early in the

afternoon (Figure 3.9c-d). Late in the afternoon, or earlier in winter, grouPs of C. galerita

began moving back towards their roosts, again frequendy visiting vacated roosts and nest

sites along the way (Figure 3.9e).

The sites used by C. galeita, especially for feeding changed seasonally depending on seed

cycles and breeding activity. Such changes caused arclated change in bird movements.
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There was litde seasonal variation in the direction of movement, most of the variation was

related to the numbers moving in a particular direction (Figure 3.10a-e). The increase in

abundance of C. gahita during autumn and winterwas reflected in an increase in the number

of birds moving along the Turakina Rjver Q7.6 and 69.9% of flock movements in autumn

and winter respectively) (Figure 3.10c-d). In summer and early spring foragrng groups

dispersed more evenly throughout their dayume range, with only 44.8-40.3% of movement

along the Turakina River (Figure 3.10b,e).

3.3.2.3 Cacataa galeritaforaging di$ancu

Total foragng distances could not be determined as daily foragrng trips by groups of C
galain frequendy took them outside the study area. For some groups this meant a duly

foragjng range in excess of 8 kilometres from their roost. Foragrng distances did show some

seasonal vaiatton. The most detailed information was gathered on distance of foragng

flights from the Sutherland's roost. During the breeding season (spring-summer) between 12

and650/o (mean = 43o/o, s.d. = 18.4, n - 6) of flights by C.gateritawerewithin t kilometre of
the roos! while in the non-breeding season (autumn-winter) 0 to 48oh (mean = 26.9oh, s.d. =

16.7, n - T of foragjng trips were within t kilometre (Iable 3.6). The difference between

these two periods was not statistically significant (t = -1.68{ d.f. = 11, P = 0.12).
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Table 3.6. Monthly record of the number of Cacatuagalerita enteingand leaving

Sutherland's Bush Roost and the surrounding Suthedand's observation atea.

Survey (month) Number leaving Number leaving

rescwe 
^te

Number

entering

reserve

Number

entering

ateL

November

December

J^ruy
February

March

April

May

June 1

Jvne 2

J"lv
August

September

October

278

101

142

720

159

183

144

124

732

83

110

138

34

r33

90

94

43

122

110

83

95

r35

68

54

69

16

2t9

66

145

t2l
155

r47

t02

125

123

85

114

728

34

130

57

89

4t

118

72

92

93

126

68

58

59

t6

3.3.3 Cacatua galedta flock size at foraging sites

3.t.t.l Diurnal aariation in siqe ffiragingflnckt

Flock size decreased early in the day, from a mean of 8.0 G.d. - 16.9, n = 614) in early

moming to 6.4 (s.d. = 12.8, n - 527) in late moming (Figure 3.11), as flocks broke up into

smaller units, dthough the difference was not significant (t = 1.779, d.f. = ll39,P = 0.075).

Mean flock size increased significandy (t = -3.232, d.f. = 781, P = 0.001) from mid-morning

to mid-day (mean = 10.1, s.d. = 18.8, n = 256) then remained relatively constant from mid-

day to late afternoon (mid-afternoon: mean = ll.l, s.d. = 22.1, n - 314; late afternoon: mean

= 11.0, s.d. = 22.1,n - 550) (ttests, d.f. = 568-862,P's = 0.566-0.9a9) (Figure 3.11).
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iJ.3.2 Seasonal uaiation in C. galeitaforagingfuck siry

Aggregations of foraging C. galerita tended to be small, most groups (67.8%') consisted of 1 to

5 birds (median flock size = 3) (Figure 3.12). Largest flock sizes were recorded in winter

(mean = 16.3, s.d. = 27.3,nnge 1-178) when the populadon in the study areawas greatest.

Lowest mean flock sizes were recorded in summer (mean = 4.L, s.d. = 4.2, nnge 7-29) and

early spring (mean - 3.4, s.d. = 4.7, range 1-34) when the population was at its lowest (Figure

3.12). Mean flock size each month was significandy correlated to population size (based on

dusk population counts for each month) (r = 0.9409, d.f. = 13, P < 0.0001).

Table 3.7. Frequency of the various Cacatuagaleritaflock sizes observed in the Turakina

Valley ordered according to habitat type in which the birds were recorded.

Habiat type Flock size categories

3+ 6+ 11+ 2l+

Number

51+ 100+ offlocls

Tall native

Low native

Cupmsus

macmcatpa

Pinus spp.

Non-pine exotic

Grassland

c-p

305 189 84370

23

39

3l

31

16

4

292

20

2l

20

26

73

t

19

50

33

30

36

3

I2

40

12

25

26

6

5

77

9

73

26

6

54

2

t6

6

4

26

T7

0

1

10

76

li33

81

184

lll
r0
159

64

26 t3

00
10

0

0

6

11

3.3.t.t Variation in C. galeritaforagingJTock siqe in arociation aith habitat

Size of foragrng flocks differed with habitat type (Iable 3.7). The 
^ver^ge 

size of flocks of C.

galerita foragng on crops (mean = 53.2, s.d. = 45.7, nnge 1-178) and grassland (mean = 19.2,

s.d. = 26.3, range 1-123) were significantly larger than flocks foragrng in tree habitats (t =

4.789, d.f. = 2060, P < 0.001). Some large flocks were recorded in tall native forest (mean =

7.{ s.d. = 15.9, range l-727), but overall mean flock sizes in tree habitats tended to be small

(mearr flock size rarigrng ftom 4.3 (s.d. = 5.0) in low native forest to 7.7 (s.d. = 9.8) in

Cnpryssas mamcarpa). Most of this difference resulted from the larger number of
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small flocks (71.2% of flocks were of five or fewer birds) seen using tree habitats compared

to 72.3-40.9oh of flocks being of five or fewer birds in crop and grassland habitats

respectively (Iable 3.-f . Some caudon must be taken in inteqpreting these results because the

difficulty in observing birds in trees meant that flock sizes for these habitats might be gready

underestimated.

t.t.3.4 Fhck iry in rvlation to difervnt behauioaral actiuities

Flocks of C. galerita were dynamic, frequendy changing in size as groups, or individuals,

joined or left the main flock. The average number of birds seen feeding together (mean =

10.7, s.d. - 21.0) was significantly larger (t tests, d.f. = 1067-2395, P's ( 0.001) than the

^verage 
number of birds seen resting (including resting resting alerg climbing autopreening

rain-bathing allopreening displan fighting and nest attendance) (mean = 6.7, s.d. = 14.4) and

flying (mean = 4.7, s.d. = 10.1). The average number of birds seen resting togetherwas

significantly gre ter (t= 2.23, d.f. = 1886, P = 0.026) than the 
^verage 

number of birds seen

flying together. Seasonally, the mean sizes of flocks were consistendy larger when the birds

were feeding than when birds were resting (t tests, d.f. = 194-804, P's < 0.007) (Figure 3.13).

Feeding flocks were also larger than flying flocl<s in late spring (t = 2.309, d'f. = 100, P =

0.023), srunmer (t= 2.328, d.f. = 313, P = 0.027) andwinter (t= 2.657, d.f. = 313, P =

0.008), but were not significantly different in autumn (t = 7.476, d.f. = 253,P = 0.1M) and

early spring (t = 0.578, d.f. = 80, P =0.565). Mean sizes of flocks seen resting were larger

than mean sizes of flying flocks in late spring and winter, but were smaller than flying flocks

at other times of the year, although the differences'were not significant (t tests, d.f. = 140-

617, P's = 0.111-0.81a) (Figure 3.13).
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3.3.4 The time-activity budget of C, galedta

t.3.4.1 Vmiation in C. galerita behauiour

Agregations of C. galaita, observed during foragng activity, consisted of l-778 birds (mean

= 9.02, s.d. = 18.6, n = 2261). Over half (55.1%, n = 689) of all records were obtained in

winter reflecting the increased number of birds in the study area then. There was also

considerable variation in habitat preference. Most records came from tall nadve forest

(50.8o/o, n = 1333) and open ground habitats (33.3%, n = 223),while least observations were

obtained from low nadve vegetation (1.8o/o, n = 8t) (Figure 3.14). Resting and feedingwere

the most frequently recorded behaviours (together making up 89.7oh of total daily activity),

and their occwrence tended to be inversely related to each other (Iable 3.7). Aguit, caudon

must be taken in inteqpreting these data because flock observations were heavily biased

towards open habitats so no attemptwas made to test for significance of the data.

3.t.4.2 Diumal uariation in C. galerita behauiour

Cacataa gahrita activity varied considerably during the course of the dan and the diumal

activity patrem showed seasonal variation. The overall pattern of activity (Iable 3.8) shows

two peaks in feeding the first early in the morning and the second late in the afternoon, while

resting was the most frequent activity throughout the middle of the day. The recorded

incidences of flying (Iable 3.8) were generally gre ter early in the morning and late in the

afternoon, coinciding with the observed increase in movement of birds between foraging

sites and roosts at these times (Figure 3.9). There was litde variation in the amount of time

spent in feather maintenance behaviour between diurnal periods, except in the late a.ftemoon

when the occurrence of this behaviour decreased (Iable 3.8). Two incidences of rain-

bathing recorded in late moming and mid-dan occurred during heavy showers of rain and

were not an indication of daily patterns of activity.

There was some seasonal variation in the diurnal patterns of the various activities (Figure

3.15). Activity pattems of C. galerita in late spring autumn and winter activities were most

similar to the overall pattem of diurnal activity.
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Table 3.8. Frequenry of Cacatua galerin advities recorded in each of five diurnal periods.

Data represent combined records from all seasons.

Activity Diurnal period

Late Md-day

moming

Mid- Late

aftemoon aftemoon

Barly

moming

Resting

Feeding

Flyi.g

Climbing

Autopreening

Rain-bathing

Allopreening

Display

Figbtng

Nest attefldance

Number of flocks

2047

2208

427

20

108

44

31

10

72

614

1761

It42

190

20

68

120

28

22

4

4

527

1472

845

200

8

65

7

10

10

2

8

256

1927

1301

720

7

72

42

15

5

10

314

2602

2915

384

t3

61

34

51

4

5

550

t.3.4.t Seannal aariation in C. galeita behauioar

Overall, most of the day was spent resting (day resting and night roosting). Proportion of the

day these birds spent resting increased from a minimum in late spring (53W to a maximum

inwinter(817') (Iable3.9). Timespentfeedingdecreased from43.8oh of dailyactivityinlate

spring to l5.7oh in winter, and just L3oh rn early spring (Iable 3.9). Summer and autumn

were intermediate between these two periods.

Cacatua galerita spent, on average, 4.4o/o of their day flying although the proportion of time

spent on this activity varied considerably from season to season (Iable 3.9). The least

amount of time spent flyingwas in late spring QA ^dwinter $8n, the most time spent

flying was in summer (1.9n and early spring (6.2W (Iable 3.9). Autumn (4.2% of time

spent flying) was again intermediate between these two periods.

There was also considerable seasonal variation in the time spent in feather maintenance

(autopreening and rain-bathing) -d social activities (allopreening display, figlrting and nest

attendance), decreasing from a combined total of 4.8'/" of activity in summer to 1.5% in
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winter. During winter, almost half of the total observations of feather maintenance were

recorded on a single day when a flock of C. galerita rain-bathed during a brief period of heavy

run.

Table 3.9. Frequency of Cacataa galerita activities recorded in each season from November

7992 to October 1993.

Activity Diurnal period

Summer Aunrmn WinterLate spring Early

spring

Resting

Feeding

Fly-g

Climbing

Autopreening

Rain-bathing

Allopreening

Display

Figltrng

Nest attendance

Number of flocks

Mean length of

actle day (minute$

390

tt04

50

4

10

0

6

5

2

4

201

900

869

979

315

22

97

0

26

30

8

9

571

846.3

7847

r882

377

19

92

0

28

45

t3

0

517

692.3

6183

4212

473

23

734

720

86

32

2

t2

689

605

526

234

lt2
0

4t

7

12

t7

0

1,2

283

770

Fights between C. galerita were infrequent (<0.1% of total daily activity) (Iable 3.9). The

incidence of fighting was greatest in summer and continued to be recorded frequendy in

autumn (Iable 3.9). Only two observations of fighting between individuals were recorded

during winter and spring.
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Table 3.10. Frequency of Cacataa galerita activities recorded in each of seven habitat types in

the Turakina Valley. Data represent combined records from all seasons.

Activity Habiat type

Pinus

spp'

Grassland CropTall Low Crpmsus

native native mantcarba

Non-

pine

exotic

Resting

Feeding

Flyirg

Climbing

Autopreening

Rain-bathing

Allopreening

Display

Fghti"g

Nest

attendance

Number of

flocks

7633

1228

148

62

337

t27

742

102

t4

37

277

469

9

1

0

0

0

8

2

0

676 379

7t0 192

63
20
717
00
44
44
03
00

214

108

4

J

9

0

2

TT

4

0

551 r39

2480 3224

343
00
40
00
60
00
20
00

t333 81 184 64159130717

t.1.4.4 Behauioars associated with habitat rypes

Some C. galerita behaviours were restricted to, or were most common in, particular habitat

types (Iable 3.10). Most (89.570) observations of feather maintenance and social activities

were obtained from tall native forest. Rain-bathing and nesting activity was exclusive to this

habitat type. Restingwas also most commonly observed in tall native forest Q7.8oh of aL

records of resting), including extended periods of resting @irds resting condnuously for half

arr hour or more). Cacataa galeritainftequendy rested for extended periods in grassland, and

when it was observed it was generally associated with flocks feeding on nearby grassland or

muze. \X/hen foragjngin crops, restingwas restricted to very brief intervals between bouts of

feeding. Most of their time in ground habitats was spent feeding (81.4-94.7% of observations

from grassland and crop respectively) (Iable 3.10). Feeding was also the most commonly

recorded behaviour in non-pine exodcs (6ffio/q and C. marmcarpa (50.4W.
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t.t.4.5 Seasonal uariation in energetic costr of actiuitiu of C. galerita.

There was considerable seasonal variation on the energy expended on different activities.

Flytrg despite being a minor part of daytime act'vity, was a major cost to these birds,

dominating energy expenditure in summer and early spring (Iable 3.11). The lowest mean

daily energ5r expenditure occurred in winter resulting from a gre ter proportion of time spent

resting and a reduction in costs of flying feeding and on feather maintenance and social

activity (Iable 3.11); however, much of the reduced cost of expenditure in winter would be

offset by increased costs of thermoregulation at this time.

Table 3.11. The energetic costs of behaviours for Cacatuagalerita. Values represent average

daily energetic costs of behaviour. Active daywas determined from Figure 3.4.

Behaviour Energetic expenditure (kcal)

Summer Autumn WinterLate spring Early

spring

Resting

Feeding

Flyi"g

Climbing

Autopreening

Rain-bathing

Allopreening

Display

Figfutrng

Nest Attendance

Niglrt roosting

Daily energy

expenditure ftcal)

261.2

1381.6

400.0

6.4

72.5

0.0

7,5

6.2

16.0

5.0

540.0

2636.3

366.0

770.s

1584.8

22.1

76.0

0.0

20.4

23.5

40.2

7.r

593.7

3504.3

348.7

665.0

838.0

8.6

32.4

0.0

9.8

15.8

29.4

0.0

747.7

2694.7

388.8

494.9

355.3

3.5

15.7

14.0

10.1

3.7

1.5

t.4

835

2123.8

493,9

4r0.6

1256.4

0

77.6

12.2

2r.0

29.7

0

2l.r

670

2986.5
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3.3.5 Habitat use by C. galedta

3.t.5.1 Habitat aaailabilfl and uariation in habitat urc fo C. galeita

Improved grassland was the dominant land surface cover, comprising between 74.9oh and

76.20 of the total surface cover of the six observation areas Qable 3.12). Other cornmon

vegetation types were tall native forest (11.2o/o of surface area), crop (4.3% and 5.7oh of

surface arca in 1992 znd 1993 respectively) and low nadve forest (3.8'A. Pinat spp., C.

macrocarpa and non-pine exodcs each made up considerably less than 2o/o of surface area.

Crprvssus nanvcarpa was the least abundant habitat type (0.8% surface area), but was

widespread, generally occurring in small stands (average stand size was 0.4 h4 s.d. = 0.3, n =

36).

Cacatua galeitawerc recorded in all habitat types, although their use was not in proportion to

their occurrence within the study arca. Tall native fores! C. manvcarpa, Pinw spp., non-pine

exotics and crops were used proportionally more than their occurrence, while fewer

observations were obtained from low native forest and grassland k'z, d.f. = 6, P < 0.0001).

Despite the very low P-value, these results should only be taken as an indication of the extent

of use of these habitats as the number of birds recorded in tree habitats was likely to have

been underestimated compared with numbers using ground habitats where birds were more

visible.

Native forest remnants (tall native forest) were the most commonly used habitat type by C.

gahita in all seasons except late springwhen activity was concentrated on grassland and crops

(Figure 3.1a). Use of other habitats varied considerably according to season. For example,

C. gaterita made extensive use of non-pine exotics, particularly poplars (PEulat spp./, during

srxnmer (63.3% of total observations from this habitat type). Use of crops also varied

considerably reflecting the seasonal availability of suitable foods from this habitat type.
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3.3.5.2 Habitat pahh urc b1 C. galerita

There was litde seasonal variation in the areas where C. galerita were recorded. Most of the

variation observed was related to the number of birds sighted in a particular stand of trees or

a field (Figure 3.16a-e). In summer (Figure 3.16b), foragrng groups were more evenly spread

throughout the study are4 whereas in winter (Figure 3.16d) numbers of C. galerita were

greatest along the Turakina River, especially towards the south of the study area. Autumn

(Figure 3.16c) and spring (3.76a,e) were intermediate between these two periods.

The greatest diversity of vegetation types was along the valley floors. This is also where the

majority of observations of C. galerita were obtained (Figure 3.76a-e). Of the habitat

available, the most intensively used patches were in and around roost sites Q7.6Y" of records

of C. galeritawere obtained within 1 kilometre of a roost, including 92.4% of birds observed

foragrng on grassland) and along frequendy used flight paths.

Foraging C. gaterita tended to use stands of larger and senescent trees more frequendy than

small, young trees. This was most nodceable for Pinus spp. and U. hollnndica, which were

present in stands of widely varyingages. Approximately 84oh of C. galerita recorded in Pinus

spp. $/ere in mature or senescenttrees, T6ohwere in trees between 10-15 years old, and no

birds were observed in trees less than 10 years of age.

t.3.5.3 Brveding behauiour

There were 18 known nesting pairs within the study site, but not all attempted breeding at the

same dme. Nest attendance began as eady as June, with occasional visits to old nest holes.

Peak activity at known nest holes was recorded between July and September, and again in

December (1992/93 season onlr. In the 1992/93 breeding season heavy rain in September

was repofted to have destroyed early nesting attempts (G. Butters personal communication).

Some pairs staf,tedagnn later in t}re season, possibly grving rise to the two peaks in nesting

activity seen; however, nesdng birds were very secretive and so actual nest visiting rates might

have been quite different to observed rates. Nesting activity (birds entering nest holes) ended

inJanuary (1991/92 season) and December (1992/93 season).
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Figue 3.16. Patches of habitat used by fo4ging grcups of Cacana gahrita between

Novembet 1992 arrd October 1993. Citcle size indicates the number of bitds rccotded usiog

that patch fot that season.
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(a) tDfinter (n = 1532)

(b) Summer (rt= 2107)
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(d) I7inter (n = 10888)
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G) E*ly spring (n = 852)
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The nest sites used by C. gahrita in the Turakina Valley were all in tall emergent podocarps,

both dead and living (Iable 3.13). Dead trees were favoured sites for nests (5070), probably

because they offered greater opporunities for birds to excavate suitable holes. Although

herghts of individual nests were not ahvays recorded, the lowest was above 18m and the

highest kno''wn nest was recorded at 37.5m. Cacatua galnita exhibited considerable fidelity to

nest trees, the same nest tree, and often the same cavity being used in consecudve seasons.

Nests were abandonedwhen the tree or branch fell over. Inspection of an abandoned nest in

a D. darydioidet revealed water had leaked into the nest cavity.

An avenge of 7.63 eggs were laid per nest (Iable 3.14), while nest production to hatching

averaged just 1.47 (neither of the 3 .gg clutches survived to hatching). An Australasian

harrier (Circw @proxinant) reportedly took the eggs/chicks from one nest (developmental

stage unknown), and all remaining chicks were taken from nests by humans so no estimate of

fledging success was possible.

Table 3.13. Nest sites of Cacatua galnita in the Turakina valley.

Nest tree (species) Nest site In use Abandoned

D acry carp us d acry di o i d et

Daaldiun a'tpnssinun

Podocarpas totara

Unknown (dead)

Total

Trunk

Branch

Trunk

Branch

Trunk

Branch

Trunk

1

7

1

1

10
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Table 3.14. F.gg production by Cacatua gahrita in the Turakina and Pohangina Valleys,

Manawatn-Wanganui durin gthe 1991/92 and 1992/93 breeding seasons.

Nesting season Location Clutch size

2

1991/92

1992/93

Total

Pohangina

Turakina

Turakina

2

5

4

J

1

4

t.3.5.4 Diumal uariation in C. galerita habitat ue

Cacatuagahritawere observed in tall native forest more than in each of the other habitats at all

times of the day, though fewer observations were recorded in early morning and late

afternoon when they occurred most frequendy on grassland and crops (Figure 3.17). Use of

trees was greatest from late morning to mid afternoon. This pattern of diurnal activity was

consistent throughout the year, but the proportion of time C. galerita were observed in trees

varied according to the availability of crops. When crops were not available the proportion

of birds recorded in trees was considerably greater tfuoughout the day than when crops were

available.

Diumal variation in the number of C. galerita that were observed feeding in the seven habitat

types (Figure 3.18) was similar to the overall pattem of habitat use (Figure 3.17). ForagSng C.

galerita concefltrated their activities at ground habitats (grassland and crops) early in the

moming Q4.8% of observations) and at mid- (59ln and late afternoon (92.5o/o), moving to

forage in trees at mid-morning (81.170) and mid-day (56"/,) (Figure 3.18).
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Figue 3.17. Diumal variation in the habitat used by Cacatua galerita in the Turakina Valley.

Values represent the combined observations from November 7992 to Octobet 1993.
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3.3.6 Foraging ecology of C. galerita

3.3.6.1 Food auailabibgt

Grass seed was available throughout the year, though it became much less abundant during

winter and early spring (Figure 3.19). ByJune grass seeds had gone from plants on the lower

river terraces, but persisted in pockets along streams and road verges, and on ltghdy grazed

slopes.

Between November 7992 ar;td October 7993 muze was available to C. galerita in the Turakina

Valley for a short period after sowing Q.Jovember), on standing plants from April (when the

plants set seed) until late June (when the last plants were harvested), and in stubbles from

earlyJune toJuly (Figure 3.19).

Most native and exotic tree species used by C. gahrita in the Turakina Valley produce flowers

and develop leaf buds in spring (Figure 3.19). Summer and autumn were the seasons of

greatest abundance and variety in seed and fruit availability. Introduced conifers, such as

Pirus spp. and C. rtacrcalpa, produce their seed cones in autumn and winter, but mature seed

cones may be present on trees throughout the year.

Larvae of common pasture-dwelling invertebrates, for orample, grass grub (Cwtefitra

qealandica. Coleoptery' and porina moth (lYiseand spp.: Lepidoptera), are closer to the surface

in autumn and winter, when the surface layers are wetter panger 1973; Purchas 1973), while

adults are acdve in spring and summer. These species can build up to great numbers, C.

qealandica in free-draining alluvial and pumice soils artd lVbeana spp. Izwae in wet soil,

although C. qealandica tend to be patchy in distribution panger 1973). The larvae of wood-

boring insects with a one-year life cycle af,e most active in autumn and winter, while larvae of

insects with a longer life cycle are avulable throughout the year.

3.3.6.2 Cacatua galeritafeeding behauiour in maiqe

Cacatua galerita showed a preference for some fields of muze over others. Crops suffering

most predation were most distant from human activity and were bordered closely by trees or

high ground, such as a hill face. Cacatua galeita did not visit crops bordering farmers'

residences and sheds.
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Figure 3.19. Flowedng and ft"itirg times of plant species exploited by Cacanagahrita in the

Tuakina Valley between November 7992 md October 7993. Dta sourced ftom Allan

(1961), Webb x al. (1988) and personal obserwations.
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Cacatua galerita feeding on a crop usually approached via a refuge, such as a tree or group of

trees, direcdy adjacent to the crop. Initially, individual birds and small groups moved from

the refuge to the fence bordering the crop before moving into the crop itself. Once a feeding

flock had become established, further flocks of C. galerita moving into the area entered

directly into the crop, joining birds already feeding rather than approaching from the refuge.

At times large flocks of C. galerita congregated on maize crops to feed. After feeding groups

of birds moved to nearby pasture or refuges to rest.

To get access to the seed head on standing muze C. galerita perched on the stalk or cut the

plant down by biting the stem. The husk surrounding the seed head was bitten through and a

section peeled away. Most birds removed the seed head and moved zliway to open ground, a

fence or tree taking the seed head with them. Once harvesting began C. galerita fed on spilt

grain and no further feeding was recorded on standing plants, even though they were

avatlable.

In 7992 the muze harvest was delayed by wet weather and was finally completed in

September. Considerable damage was caused to the outermost 2 to 6 rows, where the

majority of seed heads had been removed and alarge proportion of the plants bitten off close

to the ground. The number of plants damaged decreased further into the crop. Where trees

bordered, or were located within the crop, plants were damaged up to 24 rows into the crop.

In areas of poor germination, creadng open patches, tlre intensity of damage radiated out

from the open are , with least darnage occurring furthest from the centre. Possums

(frichosurw ua\eruk) ducks (mostly Anas pkflrfunchot and Tadoma uariegata), introduced

passerines, pheasants (Pharianas cobbicul, rodents @tt^ spp/ and fungal infection also

caused considerable damage to this crop and so losses could not be attributed entirely to any

one causal factor.

In 1993 the maize crops were harvested in June and the impact of C. galerita on the crops was

much less severe. Generally damage was restricted to the outemost 2 to 3 rows in two fields

of muzewhere they bordered forest, and the fenceline most distant from the farmers' house.

t.t.6.3 Diet of C. galerita

Cacataa galerita foraged from a range of native and foreign plant species (Iable 3.15). The

main foods of C. gateritavaried seasonally. Some species were only available artd/or exploited

for a limited time, while others were exploited throughout the year, although their
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contribution to the diet varied seasonally. Approximately 84o/o of feeding observations 'were

recorded from introduced vegetation, almost 70o/o ftom grassland and crop habitats. Of

these, the single most important species was maize (38.1o/o, n = 2558). Other crops grown in

the area include barley (ITordeun wlgaft),which they did exploit, but was not monitored, and

choumollier (Brassica olerana),which was not visited by these birds.

Grassland contributed 57.1o/o of feeding observations in late spring and 70% in early spring

(Iable 3.15). Most feeding occurred in short, heavily grazed pastures. Of 3046 observations

only four were recorded from long grass. When grass seed was abundant, between spring

arrd autumn, C. galaita were observed stripping seeds from the seeding heads. These birds

may also have obtained water from grass; they were frequendy observed sliding their bills

along stems and leaf blades early in the momingwhen these were laden with dew.

Cacana galerita feeding on grassland in autumn and winter, when most grass seed was in the

buried seed bank and larvae of common pasture invertebrates (such as C. qealandica and

IWiseana spp.) were most common, were frequendy observed probing beneath the surface of

the pasture, and several groups were observed diggrng into the mud around drying pools in

early spring. Also, they were seen overturning cow dung and foraging arnong clumps of

vegetation on open bare surfaces, such as slip-faces. The food items taken were not

identified. Cacatua galerita fed extensively on the seed heads of thisdes (Cmdass spp. and

Cirsiuru spp./ in srrnmer (5.5'/, of observations) and autumn (l5.1oQ (Iable 3.15). Seeds of

other pasture weeds, such as inhveed (P. octandra), were taken from fallow land around muze

crops in sunmer and winter, and from disturbed surfaces, such as slip-faces, in summer and

autumn.

Cacatuagaleritawere observed eatingthe seeds from the cones and seed heads of many of the

exotic tree species present in the valley, but may also have been eating flowers and leaf buds

of these plants. There was significant seasonal vanaaon in the species that they 'were seen

feeding on. For example, Pinw spp. was most important in autumn afld C. manvcarpa was

most important in vrinter (fable 3.15). Eighty four percent of feeding observations from

non-pine exotics were obtained in summer, including86.4% of observations of feeding in U.

hollandica,and all observations in M. domestica,Eucafutas spp. and Racorperrua spp. (table 3.15).
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Table 3.15. Plant species and species associations in which Cacataa gahritawerc observed

feeding in the Turakina Valley between November 7992 ard October 1993. Values represent

number of feedingrecords from each species. Actud food items are listed (for o<ample, s =

seed and/or fruig f = flowers) if they could be determined.

Species Late

spring

Summer Autumn Winter Early

spring

Maize (Zea maize)

Newly sown maizes

Standing crop'

Stubble'

Plouglred freld

Grassland

Bare ground

Cage trap'

Juncas sp."

Pasture

Pasture weeds"

Slip-face

Thisdes' (Carduus

spp., Ciniun spp.)

Trifoliun sp.

Exotic conifers

Ctpnssut mantcarpd

Pinus spp."

Non-pine exotic

Euca$ptut spp.

Malus donrticc

Rantpemaspp.r

Satixspp.

Popuks spp.

Native forest

Alccttyon exnlsuf

Asteha solandi and

Collatpernun bastatum

Beilschniedia tavo

Cordlline australif

Dactycarpw darydioides

371

r20

749

733766

227

4

62

2

295

37

318

4

176

727

255

2067

5

812

77

76

22

2

632

26

.,

470

30

32

3

70

41

4

20

5

306

26

38

L1

5

1

I

483

5

1

42
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Darldian

Dead uee

Gisetnia kcida

Knigbtia exnka

Leaf litter under

native forest cover

Lzptosperruun snparium

and Kznrya einides"

MeliEtas ranfurut
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Flocks seen feeding in D. danydioidu, the most common emergent species in the Turakina

Vallen dominated observations of C. galeita foragng in native forest habitats (62.2o/q (Figure

3.19). As for exodc tree species, there were significant seasonal differences in the use of

native tree species by C. galnita. Danldiun raprvssinun was exploited significantly more in

srunmer (X' = 302, d.f. = 4,P < 0.001), D. darydioidu more often in autumn and winter (12 =

1080, d.f. = 4,P < 0.001) andtotara (Podocatpus tuta/a) more in winter (X2 = 360.8, d.f. = 4, P

< 0.001) than at other times of the year. Most feeding occurred when berries were Present,

but C. galeita also chipped off bark of living D. darydioid.et and chewed rotten timber of dead

and living trees throughout the year, possibly to a.tract invertebrates, but also perhaps to

excavate nest holes.

Most C. gahrita seen feeding in native forest habitats were in the canopy and emergent layers,

but some were seen foraging on the ground in very open B. tawa and ntoh.r (Abtryon excelsut)

forest, arrd some groups were seen foragrng on the ground beneath D. darydioidu growing in

the open. Cacataa galeritawere also observed foraging in low growing native shrubs and small

tree species along the margins of forest patches, streams and in small scrub remnants in

pasture, though this was uncommon. Most observations of foraging in native tree species

were obtained in summer, except for K ericoid.es and L sc@aian,which C. galerin exploited

most (12 = 2L4.3, d.f. = 4, P < 0.001) in winter (table 3.15).
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Generally, use of plant species by C. galerin coincided with when these plants were fruiting

and they showed an overall preference for the most abundant seed-producing species 
^t 

arry

particular time.

Table 3.16. Estimated seasonal averages for daily energy intake by Cacataagalerita. Ya\rcs

ate n = number of foraging observations from each plant group; and kcal = contribution to

daily energy intake.

Species Late spring Summer Autumn Winter Early spring

n kcal n kcal n kcal n kcal n kcal

Thisdes

Introduced annual

and perennial herbs

Bare ground

Pasture

62 0.294 318 0.815 76 0.097

225 1.006 43 0.104 17 0.020 9 0.193

5 0.021 749 1.683 22 0.438

632 2.673 166 0.669 295 0.642 8r2 0.880 r33 2.566

Zea maize

371 1.448

Introduced deciduous

and evergreen trees

720 0.247 2070 2.rr9 2 0.036

38 0.174 333 1.489 7 0.017 4 0.005 74 0.300

Introduced conifers

35 0.193 111 0.597 243 0.706 500 0.723 28 0.721

Native evergrcen trees

12 0.055 51 0.228 35 0.085 99 0.119 3 0.064

Native conifers

14 0.077 162 0.871 272 0.790 619 0.895 18 0.463

Dead tree invertebrates

4 0.018 79 0.084 18 0.043 21 0.025 8 0.168

Mean daily 4.579 5.260 5.131 4'883 4.950

inake
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3.t.6.4 Caloric counts offoodr eaten b1 C. galerita

Seasonal averages of daily intake, based on caloric values for the food items consumed by C.

galerita and frequency of for4grng observations from various plant groups, were used to

provide arough estimate of the daily intake of calories by these birds (Iable3.16). Seeds of

grasses, which included maize, had the lowest caloric values of the foods eaten by C. galerita,

but constituted most of the energy intake by these birds in winter and spring. Despite this,

there was not a great difference in the calory intake by C. galerita between seasons (table

31q. Seed from native and exotic conifers contributed substantially to energy intake in all

seasons except late spring with the greatest contribution occurring in winter (33.10/0).

3.4 DISCUSSION

3.4.I Population size

Cacatua gahrita resident in the Turakina Valley study area were part of a wider population.

The resident population fluctuated between 52 to 75l birds (I'{ovember-March and August-

October 1993). This number was made up of a maximum of 18 breeding pairs and avarying

number of apparendy non-breeding birds. The number of C. galerin residing in the study

are was greatest in winter, with an observed peak of 310 individuals in July, approximately

six times as many birds as were present in the following spring.

Build up in the number of C. galeita over winter in north-eastern New South Wales, Australia

was considered to have resulted from aggregation of nomadic birds (non-breeding adults and

juveniles) within the "permanent home range" of the sedentary population, made up of

breeding and non-breeding adults Q.{oske 1980). In the present study the number of nesting

birds remained constant or decreased during spring-summer so most of the variation in

population size at this time of year was made up of non-breeding birds. Some of these non-

breeding birds were resident while others were obviously nomadic, resulting in daily changes

in the number of birds at some roosts of 26-35 individuals, and monthly variation in the local

population of 13-54 individuals. The increase in winter resulted from the aggregation of

these nomadic birds, and probably breeding birds and non-breeding adults that are normally

resident in adjacent valleys or other sections of the Turakina Valley. If so, the winter

population may represent a considerable proportion of the resident population from the near

reaches of the Turakin4 Whangaehu and possibly Rangitikei River catchments, afl a.rea

encompas sing s everal hundred s quaf, e kilometres.
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3.4.2 Factors affecting flock forming behaviour of C. galerita

My data suppor hypothesis 3.L,that flock forming behaviour is an adaptatton to feeding on

temporally avulable and localised food sorrces.

The smaller flock sizes seen in spring and summer coincided with when these birds were

actively nesting and when most of their food was obtained from widespread, but not very

abundant food sources (such as provided by pasture). Large flock sizes were seen in late

spring autumn and winter, and were associated with greater population density and with the

formation of large feeding aggregations on maize. In both 7992 and 1993, after maize seed

had germinated, crops had been harvested and the stubble had been ploughed, both

population density and flock size decreased rapidly.

Cannon (1984) and Emison and Nicholls (1992) related variation in flock size to the flock

building behaviour of birds. Large feeding aggregations seen by Emison and Nicholls (1992)

resulted from small flocks of individuals flyingto join others seen feedinga;ta suitable food

source. Evidence of this flock forming behaviour was seen when C. galeritawere feeding on

maize, and may also explain the significandy larger size of feeding flocks compared to flying

flocks recorded in this study. The large size of resting flocks is related to the gregarious

nature of the species, occupying communal roosb and sharing day rest sites. This type of

behaviour is considered to be an adaptaton to feeding on transient and localised food

sources, allovdng improved survival of young birds over their firstwinter ('Wilson 1973;Fearc

et at. 7974; Saunders 7974,7980; Noske 1980; Cannon 1984; Westcott and Cockbum 1988;

Delestrade 1994).

Flock forming behaviour has also been attributed to predation avoidance @estcott and

Cockburn 1988), aridity of the climate (Smith and Moore 1992), territorial behaviour Silson

1973) and changes in level of agonistic behaviour (?igeon 1970). New Zealand has fewer

avian predators, in both number and variety, compared to the nadve range of the species in

Australia. Humans are likely to be the greatest threat to the species in New Zeiland, from

shooting and by capturing chicks and adults for the pet trade. The habit of C. galeita

clustering in one part of a crop, generally furthest from areas of human activity and close to

refuges, may well be in response to the threat of human predation, but did not discourage

these birds from congregating on this crop. Intraspecific aggression is unlikely to have

contributed significandy to the changes in population density seen: territorial behaviour has
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not been reported for this species (Fliggrns 1999), and agonistic behaviour was rarely

observed during this study and was greatest in summer and autumn prior to population

increase. Furthermore, there was no observed increase in agonistic behaviour in winter or

spring prior to population dispersal. Rainfall in the Turakina and neighbouring valleys was

relatively constant during the year, so change in aridity is also unlikely to have contributed to

the changes in density of the population.

Variation in the number of C. galerita present in the Turakina Valley did not show significant

correlation with trends in annual variation of flock sizes seen through the rest of the country.

Factors relating to changes in population size may be specific to each area. Dominant

grassland species are the sarne over much of the species' range in New Zealand, and

predominant tree species in native and exotic forests are similar throughout. Site specific

factors, such as availability (or lack of availability) of crop seed may be most imPortant in

determining population size and its seasonal variation. The large flocks seen in the westem

Warkato in winter were in areas where muze and possibly other crops are grov/ru however,

the relation between such factors cannot be confirmed without similar surveys being

undertaken in these areas.

3.4.3 Seasonal effects on behaviour of C. galedta

Three strategies used by birds to cope with increased thermoregulatory costs of winter are (1)

to increase the proportion of time dedicated to restin g, Q) to increase the proportion of time

dedicated to feeding; or (3) switch to a more energy nch and/or abundant food source

(Magrath and Lill 1983; Westcott and Cockbum 1988; Robbins 1993).

Prediction 3 (Flypothesis 3.2) was not supported by my data. Cacatuagalerita in the Turakina

Valley did not increase time spent feeding in winter, instead they reduced feeding effort and

increased time spent resting which supports prediction 3. Most of the energ;r conservadon

by these birds in winter was achieved by reducing the arnount of energy expended on flying.

This was achieved by moving to the roost in the Mcleay's observadon area that was located

immediately adjacent to their main source of food at this time (maize). Time spent in other

activities was also reduced in winter, although these did not provide as great a saving in

energy expenditure as reduction in flying.

My data also supports prediction 2. The main part of C. galeita diet in winter was maize,

which had the lowest metaboliseable energy contents of the foods exploited; however, seeds
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from this crop occur at much grezlter abundance than all other foods exploited by these birds

and were avatlable immediately adjacent to their roost. Seeds of introduced conifers (C.

manvcarpa and Pinu spp./ were important components of C. galerita diet in winter, but also

require more effort to obtain (occurring in small widely distributed patches and having seeds

embedded in woody cones).

Crimson rosellas (PtaEcercat etegans), red-rumped paffots (Psephotut haematonotas) and gdJah (C.

rvseic@itk) were also found to reduce time spent foragng and on feather maintenance and

social behaviour in winter, instead increasing the amount of time spent resting (Magrath and

Lill 1983; Westcott and Cockburn 1988). Resting is a less energetically expensive activity

than foragrng and is therefore the best way to spend time saved through a reduction in

foragjng (Magrath and Lill 1988).

A study of rooks (Conns frugilegls) in Scodand concluded that the availability of oat stacks

during winter allowed birds to obtain food when it may otherwise have been difficult to

locate resulting in increased density of birds in winter, but also resulted in an increase in the

proportion of time birds spent resting because their was limited access (due to social

hierarchies within C.fagitega populations) to the food (Feare et al1974). Cacatuagaleritaare

not known to have social hierarchies (Fliggrns 1999), and they had unrestricted access to

muze seed that could not be defended easily by individuals, so social structure is unlikely to

have caused the increased time spent resting.

In early spring when C. galerita are likely to still face high costs of thermoregulation and must

also expend energy in breeding activity, the birds in the Turakina Valley increased the time

(and the associated energy costs) flying while reducing time spent feeding. The energy

content of foods exploited at this time (mostly grass seeds) are also relatively lovz in caloric

content. The reason for this greater activity, while facing high costs of thermoregulation and

consuming low energy food items, is not known. It is possible that many of the birds present

at this time are incubating eggs and so are not spending much time in extended bouts of

feeding. In late spring they spent a much greater amount of time foragng (and litde time on

feather maintenance and social activity) and it is possible that they are feeding chicks then.

When feeding chicks, yellovr-billed magpies (Pica nattalli) reduced time spent in feather

maintenance to allow more dme to find food. Feathers were maintained by a greater

incidence of rain-bathing a short bath making up for a gre ter arnount of time needed to

preen flerbeek 1972). Rain-bathing by C. galerita was only recorded in winter and early
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spring, although considering only two incidences of this behaviour were seen, the

opporhrnity for C. galerin to rain-bath e m^y reflect chance rather than any seasonal trend.

3.4.4 Habitat use

In this study I observed habitatuse by C. galeritawithin a72km2 area constihrting pastoral

and agncultural land use, and exotic and native forest. As predicted in Hypothesis 3.3, cereal

grain (particularly muze) and grassland contributed greatly to the diet of C. galerita, though to

a much less extent than was observed in Australia by Noske (1980). Exotic and native tree

species were an important source of food for C. galerita, dominating feeding observations in

some months. As was found in the previous study of C. galerita in the Turakina Valley by

Speirs (1989), this species made extensive use of native forestremnants.

Bennett (1978, z7 Noske 1980) considered C. galerita displayed an "edge effect", which for this

species is where grassland (or farmland) is adjacent to the preferred, or natural, habitat of the

species. The natural habitat provides many of the species resource requirements, such as

shelter and breeding sites, and grassland (or agriculture) provides additional food supplies.

Noske (1980) suggests that prior to clearing of forest and introduction of cereal crops in

Australi4 C. galeritawere more arboreal. Although seed in nadve and exotic grasslands was

abundant in spring and summer Q.{oske 1980), limited availability in autumn and winter

meaf,rs that other sources of food would have to be found, which, prior to the introduction of

cereal crops, would have been provided by trees.

An edge effect, as described in Noske (1980), also best described the situation found in the

Turakina Valley. Tall native forest provided most of the resource requirements of C. galerita

therc (48oh of all daytime observations of C. galerita came from tall native forest, including

most records of resting, self-maintenance and social behaviour), despite only constituting

77.2o/o of the land surface are1 while feeding mostly occurred in the surrounding farmland.

Native forest also acted as the focal point for the dispersal and aggregation of foraging flocks,

most of the frequently used flight paths linking stands of tall native forest. Native forest

remnants in the Turakina Valley appear to fulfil the same function for C. galein as native

forest habitat in Australia.

The more arboreal nature of C. galerita in the Turakina Valley may be attributed to the lesser

extent of cropping in this area. Only two cereal species were grown in the Turakina Valley

(muze and H. nlgaA arid seed from these crops was only available in spring (newly sown
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seed) and in autumn-winter (ripe seed on plants and in stubbles). In comparison, the diet of

C. galerita studied by Noske (1980) consisted mosdy of seeds of cereals. In Noskes' study

sites five cereal crop species were grov/n (IL *lg*, oats Aaena satiua, Sorghum sP., sunflower

Helianthu: aflnilils and wheat Tritimn aestiuum), and crop seed was available throughout the

year. Seeds of grasses and grassland weeds, such as thisdes, were important in spring when

crop seed was least available, trees providing litde food for these cockatoos.

Increased local planting of Pirut spp. in New Zealand (including the tributaries of the

Turakina River) may provide an alternative highly abundant food source for C. galerita in the

future, though this may take several years as cockatoos in the Turakina Valley and in Australia

(Saunders 1974) showed a strong preference for older trees, which produce a greater

abundance of cones. Ultimately, increased availability of Pinus spp. may not cause an increase

in population size as its' seed cones are utilised at the same dme as ma)ze. Cacatua galerita may

however feed on seed cones of Pinu spp. after muze has been harvested and so z greater

number of birds could remain in the area during late winter and spring.

3.4.5 Breedingactivity

There were up to 18 breeding pairs in the study site (approximately 1 nest for every 4k-)

and an unknown number just outside the area monitored. Prior to the build up in numbers

in autumn there were approximately 109 birds (dusk counts: range 88-151) resident within

the study site (1992/93 breeding season). This means just 33% of birds from the resident

population were involved in breeding then. Although fewer birds were resident in October

1993 there were also fewer nesting attempts by the remaining birds. Noske (1980) estimated

that 40o/o of the population were actively breeding the remaining birds were considered to be

juveniles and non-breeding adults.

As mentioned above, all nest activity occurred in native forest remnants, and all nests were

located in large emergent podocarp trees within these remnants. Whether C. galerita require

Iarge podocaqps for successfirl breeding is unknown, but theit distribution mlght be limited

by the availability of small native forest remnants and/or old established plantings of exotics.

Reduction in bird distributions has often been related to a reduction in tree cover Stroske

1980; Clark et a/. 1986; Gibbons et al. 1994). Clearing land, particularly of large diameter old

trees, reduces the avulability of nest cavities required by large hole nesting species, such as

cockatoos, and may also lead to increased competition for remining holes with other species,
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including possums (fricbosarus uapecala) and starlings (Stumus ualgari:) Q'{oske 1980; Green

1e83).

3.4.6 Conclusion

Cacatua galerin formed a large winter aggregation in the Turakina Valley. This aggregation

probably included most or all of the birds from within 
^ 

:ange of several hundred square

kilometres. Flock sizes seen throughout the year were significantly related to the number of

birds residing within the study area. The benefit to individual birds in aggregttng in the

Turakina Valley was to reduce the time spent flying (the most energetically cosdy activity for

birds) to obtain food because they roosted alongside their main food source (muze) at this

time. The number of C. gahrita occupying the winter roost increased rapidly in two brief

periods (Aptil and June), suggesting location and exploitation of the muze crop was not

random. If location of the muze crop was based on experience, juvenile or first year birds

would benefit from accompanying experienced individuals, providing a further benefit of

fl o ck forming behaviour.

Cacatua galerita in the Turakina Valley did not exploit more calorically rich foods in winter,

instead eating a relatively calorically poor source of food (muze) compared to other times of

year. Despite this they decreased time spent feeding. Muze seed is very abundant, so despite

spending less time feeding foragrng efficiency was likely to have been much gre ter for birds

feeding on this crop than other foods available. Other methods used by C. galerita in the

Turakina Valley to meet increased costs of thermoregulation in winter were by decreasing the

amount of time spent flying and by a reduction in the time spent on feather maintenance and

social behaviour. Time saved in this way was spent resting.

Although C. galerita spent most of their acdve day foraging in highly modified habitats

(farmland), they also utilised native forest remnarits, spending close to 5lo/o of their active day

in this habitat. Cultivated farmland provided the main source of food allowing maintenance

of a large number of C. galerita, especially in winter. Native forest provided most of the non-

food resource requirements of these birds, including night roosts, daytime refuges and nest

sites, but was also used for minor feeding throughout the year and more intensive feeding in

autLunn.

Up to 33o/o of the resident population were involved in breeding. Nests were all located in

large podocarps, and availability of these trees (or eqrivalent large old exodc trees) might be a
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limiting fator n C. galnita distdbution. Between 1 and 3 eg5 were laid (average 1.63), but

fledging success could not be deterrnined because the chicks from these nests were uken by

humans prior to fledging.

Decrease in proportion of time spent feeding in early spring (when nest attendance increased)

was attributed to these birds incubating eggs. Increased time spent feeding and decrease in

feather maintenance and social aaivity, in late spring may be related to demands of feeding

chicks.
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Chapter 4

The impact of sulphur-crested cockatoos (Cacatua galeda) on native

bird and forest communities in the Turakina Valley

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Herbivores are important components of forest ecosystems and can shape plant species

composition by influencing competitive interactions between plan8, and by regulating

ecosystem strLrchre (Idattson and Addy 1975; McNaughton 1983; Marquis 1984; Risley and

Crossley 1988; Lennafisson et al. 1998; Strauss and Agrawal 1998). The overall impact of

herbivores is to accelerate the removal of nutrients from plants, in most cases acting to the

detriment of individual plants by reducing plant growth, reproductive capacitl and/or

survival, but they may also confer a nutridonal advantage on a plant community by

mobilising nutrients trapped within senescent vegetation (Mattson and Addy 1975; Marquis

1984; Crawley 1985; Lamb 1985; Hendrix 1988; Meijden et al. 7988; Lennartsson 1998).

Even minor levels of herbivory (5-10oQ have been shown to have an effect on the

demography of trees (I\darquis 1984; Cowan et al 1985; Crawley 1985; Cowan and

Waddington 1990, 1991). Herbivores may also promote successional development by

accelerating the decline of some age classes or endre species (Mattson and Addy 1975;

Schowalter 1981; Meiiden et a/.1988). Additionally, through competition for resources (food,

space, nesting sites), species acting on cofiilnunity structure, such as predators, dispersers,

pollinators and brovrsers, may be displaced (Diamond and Veitch 1981; Green 1983;

Leathwick et aL l983;Moyle and Light 1996; Williams and Karl 1996; Greene 1998b; Holway

1ee8).

New Zealand's indigenous forests are the remnants of a vast forest covering much of both

islands, the most extensive remaining tracts now being confined to mountainous areas and

the west coast of the South Island (Kirkpatrick 1999). Most of the lower elevation forests

have been cleared and replaced by exotic species and the remaining nadve vegetation is

largely fragmented. Atthe same time extinction of native favna and introduction of exotic

species has led to an alteration in the selection pressures exerted on New ZeaJand plants

(Atkinson and Greenwood 1989; Clout and Hay 1989; Holdaway 1989). There is increasing

evidence that introduced browsers, seed eaters and predators, through impoverishment of
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native habitats or competition, displace nadve species, though most studies in this area refer

to introduced mammalian herbivores (Diamond and Veitch 1981; Leathwick et al. 7983;

Atkinson and Greenwood 1989; Clout andHry 1989; Mark 1989).

Cacataa galmtawere introduced to New Zealand in the early 1900's and have become regular

visitors to native forest remnants in some areas (Oliver 1930; Martin 1962; Martrn and

Bartlett 1963; Speirs 1989; CSN 1976, 1977,7984,1987, 1988, 1990, 7992). Cacataa galerita

are large predominandy granivorous birds that forage along the forest edge and in open

grassland in preference to closed forest in Australia (Emison and Porter 1978; Noske 1980;

Homberger 1992). Studies of habitat use and diet of C. galeita in Australia indicate that this

species requires grassland to provide sufficient food sources to maintain Presence, and that

they probably can not find sufficient food to sustain themselves solely from native forest

(Emison and Porter 1978; Noske 1980; Emison and Nicholls 1992; Higgins 1999).

Published records of C. galerita feeding in New Zealand are restricted to a few casual

observations (mainly CSN| and a short study by Speirs (1989). In Sutherland's Bush Reserve,

Turakina Valley, Manawatu-Wanganui. Speirs (1989) identified fallen green tivigs of three

podocarp species (<ahikatea Danycarpus danydioidcs, nmu Danltdium caprvsilnum and matu

Prann@ifls taxifotia. family Podocarpaceae) betrveen February and April 1989, which she

attributed to the feeding activities of C. gahrita. On average 6.5o/o of trees were damaged,

with peak damage to D. raprvsilnam recorded in February, and to D. darydioidu and P. tMfolia

in March. Greatest damage was recorded for D. mprvssinam (5.1 branches/m) (Speirs 1989).

No damage was recorded for other plant species in the reserve, though C. galeita have been

observed feeding in manuka (-zptorperman scopariun) (CSN 1976,1977,1987) and on the

cones of kauri (Agathb australis) (CSN 1976; S. Chapman personal communication).

Speirs' (1989) observations of feeding heigha used by bird species in Sutherland's Bush

Reserve indicated that C. gahrita foraged above 15 metres, overlapping the preferred foragng

height of New Zealand pigeon (IJeniphaga nouaeseelandiae) and G. tibicen. Such evidence of

damage to native trees has led some to believe that C. galeita are having a significant

deleterious effect on nadve forest remnants, and could potentially displace native birds and

even bats within these fragments.

The few grassland species that existed prior to human colonisation, such as New Zealand

q:rirl (Cotarnix noaaercelandiaQ and mo4 are extincg and these differed gfeady in size and

probably foraging habit from C. galerita. The nearest ecological equivalents to C. galerita in the
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native land bird farxv. of New Zealand are the paffots kaka, (I'{estor neridionalis), kea (l{.

notabilis), kakapo (StrigEs hdblvptilrc) and kakariki (Clanoranrphw spp.). These species are

restricted to large forest tracts and offshore islands, and most only occur in large numbers

where predators are absent or where intensive predator control is undertaken. The exception

is N. notabilh,which is largely alpine in distribution.

Some of the ecologicalty important native forest birds still present in many of the fragmented

forest remnants where C. galerita af,e present are Heniphaga nouaeseelzndiae, ti (Prv$henadera

nouaercelandiae) and bellbirds (Anthomis nelannrQ (I{eather and Robertson 1996). These

species play a milor role in the dispersal and pollination of many forest tree and shrub

species, both because of their foraging activities and because they occur in reasonable

numbers over 
^wide 

area (McEwen 1978; Clout and Hay 19S9). The diet of these species

(recorded in McEwen 1978; Clout and Hay 7989; O'Donell and Dilks 1994) are quite

different from that recorded for C. gahrita ftIiggins 1999) and so direct competition for food

items might not be common. However, introduced birds are often more aggressive than

native species, and combined with a gregarious nature, they may exclude native species from

food sources (Greene 1988b).

In this chapter I shall examine the impact of C. galcita on nadve forest ecosystems in New

Zealand, as measured by their overlap in resource use with three native bird species (tui

Pmstbenadera nouaeseelandiae, bellbird Anthomis melanura and New ZeaJand pbeon Hemtphaga

nouaeseelandiae), and the nature and extent of their impact on native tree and shrub species in

forest rernna^rits in the Turakina Valley. The impact of C. galerita is addressed by the

follovring hyp othes es.

Hypothesis 4.1

The food requirements of C. galmta are obtained from introduced plants located on

farmland.

Prediction 1

- Cacataa galerita diet will consist of seed from arable crops and pasture plants (grasses and

introduced pasture weeds, such as thisdes).
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Prediction 2

- Because most of their food is obtained from modified (non-native) environments and

mostly from the gfoun4 C. galerita will not compete with native forest birds for food

and/ or foraging sites.

Hypothesis 4.2

Cacatua galerita do not significandy impact on native forest tree and shrub species.

Prediction L

- Impact on nadve tree species will be restricted to emergent podocarp trees greater than

15m in herght.

Prediction 2

- The impact of C. galeritawill not be sufficientto affect survival of individual trees or

forest structufe.

4.2 METHODS

Every fourweels, fromJuly 1991 to October 1993,I made field trips of three to nine days,

of which I spent two to three days measuring greenfall (Rrsley and Crossley 1988) in

Sutherland's Bush Reserve. The other six days were spent observing C. galerita behaviour at

six locations within a 72l<rn2 a.rea suttounding Sutherland's Bush Reserve (see Figure 3.3).

Feeding records were collected concurrendy with these data.

4.2,1 Study area

The study site was the same as that described in Chapter 3, Figure 3.3 (this study).

Sutherland's Bush Reserve (53.7 ha:39'55'S, 775"20'E) in the north of the study site is the

largest remaining stand of native forest in the areu Ioggtg has only lightly modified the

forest within the reserve. Although possums (fichosurus wfuecala) and ship :ats (Rnttt/s rattut)

are cofiunon, larger browsers, such as domestic livestoclg are mostly prevented from entering

the reserve by a boundary fence and by the Turakina River. The adjacent forest has been

clear-felled and made accessible to large mammalian herbivores leaving only a thin and
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discontinuous riparian strip, with small pockets of secondary growth, all of which are highly

modified by introduced mammalian browsers.

4.2.2 Niche measures

Within the study are4 whenever A. melanara, H. nouaeseelandiae, P. nouaeseelandiae and C. galerita

were seen feeding details of their feeding station was recorded. For the native birds, only

details of the first observation of feeding for each individual was recorded. For C. galerin,

details of feeding stations were collected while travelling through the study area and when

measuring greenfall between July 1991 and October 7993, and were also collected during

time-budget analysis (Chapter 3) from November 7992 to October 1993. Except for time-

budget analysis dat4 only details of the first observation of feeding for each individual was

recorded, similarly to collection of foragjng observations for the native birds. Because C.

galerita were being monitored so closely during time-budget analysis it was not possible to

extract'first feeding observations of these birds so all feeding records of C. gabrita obtained

during time-budget analysis were used. Using this data could potentially bias observations of

feeding by C. gaterita towards species they utilised most extensively (ong feeding bouts), and

so species that are not utilised often, or only for short periods may be under-represented-

Furthermore, no attemptwas made to control for differences in the conspicuousness of birds

in different vegetation types; therefore, feeding details are biased towards open habitats

where birds were more obvious.

Table 4.1. Habitatvariables used to describe the foraging dimensions of Cacatuagalerita,

Prosthemafura nouaereelandiae, Anthomis melanara and Heniphaga nouaeseelandiae rn the Turakina

Valley.

Variable Interpretation

Plant species

Heiglt

Substrate

Mostly species or species groups, but including some non-vegetzted sites,

such as drains and bare ground.

Estimated heiglrt in the vegetation profile where birds were seen feeding.

The six categories were: 0 m; 0-5 q 5-10 m; 10-15 m; 15-20 m; and > 20 m.

Surface on which birds were feeding. The four categories were: ground

(ground level vegetation, bare surfaces and open water); trunk; large

branches; and foliage (eaves and small braoches).
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A bird was considered to be feeding if it was pecking drinking or if it was walking or

standing and looking at the surface for pan of the dme, even if no food was taken or no

pecks made (following Feare et aI t974). Drinking was included with feeding because it was

not ahrays possible to determine if birds were taking food or water when foragng. One bird

feeding on one type of food constituted one feeding record (following Magrath and Lill

1983). It was often impossible to see exacdy what birds were eating due to the distance from

which they were observed. If it could be determined, actual food items were recorded,

though for analysis only the species on which they were feeding as well as the height and

substrate were used descriptions of which are given in Table 4.1.

Niche breadth (B) -^ calculated from Levins (1968):

n = 0P)'

where P, = proportion of ih prey in the diet.

Niche breadth was used to calculate a standardised niche breadth (B) ftIespenheide 1975):

B"=iB_0/("_t)

where n = number of prey types identified. B. increases as food habits become rnore

generalised, and reaches unity when all foods are exploited equally.

Competition coefficients (oq) were calculated from Levins (1968):

0,i = [Pr"P)/[Pi

where cr,, is the effect of species j on species i, and P, uttd P, are the proportions of each food

type in the diet of species i and j respectively. This equation was used to esdmate the degree

of overlap for the three foraging dimensions (plant species, height and substrate) between C.

galerita, P. nouaeseelandiae, A. melanura and H. nouaeseelandiae.
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4.2.3 Greenfall

One hundred plots were placed (duringJune 1991) in Sutherland's Bush Reserve, comprising

17 rows at 37.5 m intervals (Figure 4.1). The first plot in each row'was sited approximately

10 metres in from the forest margin on the southem boundary and each successive plot was

spaced zt75 m intervals until reaching the northem boundary of the reserve. The centre of

each plot was marked by an individually numbered white plastic tag each plot measuring 2.5

m radius from the centre tag (total area of each plot = 19.6 m1.

Greenfall from each collection date represented a four week accumulation in the plots. On

each date all green leaves, discernible fragments of green leaves and green branches of

podocarps up to 600 mm length (greenfall) were counted and removed from plots. Greenfall

was sorted into plant species, the presence of fruit or cones was noted. For analysis, a sample

of each species contributing to geenfall was collected and oven-dried at 70"C to constant

weight. From April 7992 to October 1993 the number of leaves and small branches of each

species discemibly resulting from C. galeita foragrng activity was recorded. "Cockatoo-

caused" greenfall was identified after inspecting leaves and branches &opped by C. galeita

feeding in podocarps and epiphytes. Leaves and small branches placed in the cockatoo-

caused c tegory were characterised by zclean biting off of the petiole, stem, or occasionally

the leaf blade, while larger branches (150-600 mm) were bitten pardy through then the

remaining secdon of the stem was tom off. Other browsers in the reserve, notably H.

nouae:eelandiae and possums Q. uulpecula), are not known to bite off branches of podocarps.

Hentphaga nouaeseelandiaa pick off and swallow entire leaves and fruiq whereas T. uapecak and

insects chew off branches and leaves, often leaving distinctive bite marks (?ayton et a|.1999).

The greenfall plots were used as the basis for a survey of plant species composition in the

reserve. Abundance was recorded for all 'species' (species and species groups) out to a 5 m

radius from the plot marker. Lianas, epiphytes and trees with stem diameter at breast herght

greater than 100 mm were recorded out to 10 m radius from the centre of the plot - this was

intended to include all plants that may have contributed to the greenfall collected in the plot'

Aspect, slope and height of the canopy (and emergents if present) 
^t 

e ch plot were also

recorded. Sample site datawere entered into the softrvare program DECODA @atabase for

Ecological Community Data) (Minchin 1990). Analysis of presence/absence data from the

DECODA file was undertaken using the software prograrn TWINSPAN (I{ill 1979).
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TURAKINA
VALLEY

Figue 4.1. Approximate layout of vegetation survey lines and plot markets in Suthedand's

Bush Reserve, Tutakina Valley.
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Roost flock size, number of bird hours and number of feeding observations of C. galerita in

Sutherland's Bush Reserve were obtained during collection of behavioural observations of

these birds in the Sutherland's observation atea (see methods: Chapter 3). These records

were used to represent the monthly activity of C. galnita in the reserve.

4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 Habitat segregation of bird species in the Turakina Valley

4.t.l.l Use ofpknt rpeciu

Modified open ground habitats (grassland, arable) dominated the land surface area (87.5oh

surface cover) of the Turakina Valley study site (Table 3.10, Chapter 3). The remainder of

the surface area is occupied by native forest (14.9n, exotic conifers (mosdy Cuprvssat

manvcarpa and Pinus spp) Q.3"Q and exotic angiosperm tree species (mosdy PEulas spp. and

Satix spp.) (l.3oQ. There were substantial differences in the use of these vegetation types by

C. gahrita, P. noaaercelzndiae, A. melanara and H. noaaeseelzndiae. The native birds were mosdy

(89% of combined observations) seen foragrng in native vegetation, the remainder of

observations coming from exotic angiosperm trees and vines (fable 4.2). Cacatuagaleritawere

mostly (66.6% of observations) seen foragjng in open ground habitats, only 15.5% of

foragng observations coming from native vegetation, and 3.9'h from exotic angiosperms

Qable 4.2).

The five most common foraging species (substrates, species or species groups) of P.

nouaeseelandiae, A. nelanura, H. nouaercelandiae and C. galerita contributed 74.7,68.4,67.9 and

63.90/o of feeding observations respectively $able 4.2). Seasonally, birds varied significandy

in the plant species theywere seen foragrng in (f, d.f. = 12-29, P's < 0.001). Differences

arose from variations in frequency of use of a particular species in one season relative to

other times of the year.

Pmsthemadera nouaercelandiaewere seen feeding on the widest range of nadve plant species (21)

arrd had the greatest frequency of feeding records from native vegetation (97.7W Szble 4.2).

Dactlcarpus dan1dioidu appeared to be the most important species, providing alarge number

of foraging opportunities throughout the year. These birds were also frequendy seen

foragng in P. taxifolia, D. ctrprwsinun and totnra (Podocarpus totarQ,which together contributed
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31.8o/o of feeding observations in summer and 29oh in autumn. In winter P. nouaeseelandiae

'were more often (37.170) seen fotagjng in kanuka (Ttanrya erinides) than any other plant

species, while kowhai (Sophora tetrnptera) and flax (Pborrzian tenax) dominated feeding

observations in spring (66.1"0 and summer Q7.3"Q. Prvsthenad.era nouaercelnndiaewete seen

foragSng more often in exotic species in winter (8.6tA than during any other season (range

for spring-autumn = 04oA, P. nigra accounting for most of these records Sable 4.2).

Kmqea ericoifus was the most frequently recorded foraging site for A. nelanura, contributing

most foraging observations in summer (54.2oO and winter (44o/q, butwas also important in

autumn and spring (Iable 4.2). Dacrycarpas danl,dioidu, P. totara and -f. tetr@tera appeared to be

of secondary importance, the podocarp species providing an important source of food in

autumn (46.9\,while -f. tetr@tera dominated feeding observations in spring (3nn. Of the

nadve bird species, A. nelanarawere observed more often Q4% of observations) foragrng in

exotic trees (fable 4.2).

Heniphaga nouaeseelandiae were seen feeding more often in tawa (Beihchniedia tawa) thar. any

other species, especially in summer when 71.40 of birds seen were feeding in these plants

Qab\e 4.2). As with the other native bird species, podocarps, particularly D. dacrydioidu,

dominated feeding records in autumn (36.5n. In winter H. nouaeteelandiaewere seen feeding

on a considerably wider range of plants (13) than used in other seasons (range 8-9 species)

and did not appear to concentrate their foraging efforts on one or two favoured species as

seen at other times of the year. Greatest use of exotic species by H. nouaercelandiae occurred in

w.inter Q1.9n and spring (62.100. Overall, most observations were of birds feeding rn Sahx

spp., though tree lucerne (Calicotone palnensis) dominated feeding observations in winter'
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Cacatua gahritawere recorded fotagjngon the widest variety of plant species (38), including23

exodc and 15 nadve Qable 4.2). Pasture was an important food source for C. galerita

throughout the year, especially in spring (40.5"4, tho"gh muze Qea nai@ was the single

most important food species of these birds (contributing 28.60/o of total feeding

observations). Trees provided the most important sorrce of food for C. galerita in summer

Q2oh of feeding observations), with U. holkndica dominating feeding observations at this time

(37.5o/o), though emergent podocarps were also important (16.7n. Between autumn and

spring C. galeita were seen foraging more in open ground habitats (69.9-71.9Y0 of

observations). Most feeding occured in ploughed fields in autumn, muze in winter and

pasture in spring (able 4.2). Exotic conifers were also important sources of food fot C.

galerita. Two specie s, C. nanvcarpa and P. radiata, contributed 74.40/o of total foraging records,

similar to the frequency of feeding observadons from the more species rich native forests.

Cacataa galerita were the only species that were seen foragjng on exodc conifers and were

mostly feeding on seed cones of older trees. These birds also showed a strong preference for

only a few of the native plant species available. The most important were emergent

podocarps, which contributed 75.3% of foraging observations from nadve fores! including

Danlcarpas dacrydioidcs,which comprised 48.5% of all feeding records from native vegetation

Q.S% of total fongjngobservations) (Iable 4.2).

There were significant interspecific differences in the plants used by the different bird species

(X"', d.f.= 45-49, P's < 0.0001). Cacatuagaleitaforagedin 77-12 species used by the native

birds, though five of the seven species contributing greater thm 5o/o of feeding records fot C.

galerita were from habitats that were not shared with these native birds (exotic conifer,

grassland and arable) Qab\e 4.2). Although there was considerable overlap in the species

preferred by P. nouaeseelandiae, A. nelanara and H. nouaeseelandiae (14 species shared between

each species pair) the order of preference varied Qable 4.2). With the exception of P.

nouaeseelandiae and A. melanura in winter (X', d.f.= 16, P > 0.05), there were also significant

seasonal differences in species preferences between native birds (1'z, d.f. = L3-30, P's (

0.005). Cacataagalerita differed most (12, d.f. = 20-30, P's < 0.0001), but the difference was

least in sunmer when C. gahritawere seen foragjngmore frequently Q2.5'h of observations)

in trees than in open ground habitats.

4.3.1 .2 Foraging btgbtt

All four bird species foraged throughout the vegetation profile except the ground which the

nadve birds (apart from a single P. nouaeseelandiae) were not seen to use. These birds showed
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preferences for particular vegetation str:ata, and there was also significant seasonal variation

(t, d.f. = 4.5, P's ( 0.001) in height range where birds were seen foraging (Figure 4.2).

Pmrthemadcra nouaeseelandiae, A. melanura and H. nouaeseelandiae were mostly (77-8t% of

observations) seen foraging between 0 and 15 metres, though they were seen frequendy in

the emergent and canopy layers (above 20 m) in auhrmn (Figure 4.2). Cacataagaleita foraged

mostly at 0 m (66.9% of observations) and above l0 m (31'/"). A greater proporrion of C

gaterinwere seen feeding higher in the vegetation profile (> 15 m) in stunmer (56.2"Q thart

during the remainder of the year (15.3-793n (Figure a'2).

Pmsthemadera nouaereelandiae and A. melanara showed considerable ovedap in their preferred

foragrng heights (f , d.f.= 5, P > 0.05), both species differing slighdy from H. nouaeseelandiae

(f , d.f. = 4-5, P's < 0.05). All of the native birds showed highly significant differences in

preferred heights from C. galerita (f , d.f. = 5, P's < 0.0001). Seasonally, despite gre^ter

frequency of feeding in trees by C. galerita during summer, differences in height used

compared with the native birds were agin highly significant (t, d.f.= 5, P's < 0.0001).

4.3.1.3 Substrate

Foliage was the most impoftant fongjng substrate for P. nouaeteelandiae (90.4o/q, A. melanura

Qf/q and H. noaaeseelandiae (973oA, the remainder of observations coming from bark on

large branches (Figure 4.3). There was little variation between seasons in the substrates that

the native birds were seen foraging on (f, d.f.= 1-2, P's > 0.1). Ground was the most

frequently recorded foragng substrate for C. galerita (66.7% of observations), followed by

foliage (y.4n (Figure 4.3). Dead trees and the bark on the trunk and large branches of live

trees accounted for the remaining foraging records for C. galerita. As with foragrng height, C.

galerita showed highly significant changes in foraging substrates between seasons (f , d'f. = 2-

3, P's ( 0.0001) associated with their seasonal changes in forage species.
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With the exception of A. nelanura and H. nouaereelandiae in winter (t' = 9.59S, d.f. = 1, P =

0.002) and P. nouaeseelandiae and H. nouaeseelandiae in spring (f'? = 10.839, d.f. = 2,P = 0.004),

differences between native species in use of foraging substrates were not significant (y3, d.f . =

!-2,P's.> 0.1). In contras! C. galerita varied significandy from the native bird species in the

use of fongjngsubstrates in all seasons, though least variation occurred in summer (t, d.f. =

2, P'5 ( 0.008) when C. galeritawere foraging more in foliage. Greater variation occurred in

autumn, winter and spring (f , d.f.= 2-3,P's < 0.0001) when C. galerita foraged mosdy on the

ground.

Table 4.3. Calculations of niche breadth (B) pevins 1968) and standardised niche breadth

@) (Flespenheide 1975) for four bird species resident in the Turakina Valley betrreen July

L99l and October 1993.

Foraging

fesource

Bird specics

P, noaaeseelandiae A, melanura H, noaaeseelzndiae C. galcia

Plant species B 6.56

B, 0.25

Foragingheiglrt B

B,

4.46

6.94

0.27

3.98

0.69 0.60

1.68

7.57

0.37

4.07

0.60

1.91

7.22

0.77

2.08

0.22

r.99

0.25

8.72

0.08

Substrate B 2.r4

B, 0.28

All data combined B 24.24

0.77 0.23

19.90

B" 0.34 0.36

26.97

0.42
,''.....'...''

4.3.1.4 Niche brvadth and ouerlE

Although foraging over the most diverse range of plant species, height and substrate, C'

galeita preferentially used a restricted variety of foraging sites and had the narrowest niche

breadth (Table 4.3). The native bird species had considerably broader niche breadths than C.

galerita. Henipbaga nouaeseelandiae, which foraged over the naffowest range of plant species,

herght and substrate utilised their resources most equally and had the broadest niche breadth

(Iable 4.3).
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Competition coefficients v/ere determined for each species pair (Iable 4.4). The greatest

overlap in resource use was between P. nouaesee/andiae and A. melanara (c* = 0.54, oo, = 0.44)

and least overlap between H. nouaeseelandiae and C. galerita (dn" = 0.05, cr* = 0.02). Overall, C.

gabrita overlapped less with native bird species (range = 0.02-0.18) than the native species

overlapped with each other (range 0.21-0.54) (table 4.4).

Table 4.4. Competition coefficients (cr) pevins 1968) for four bird species resident in the

Turakina Valley between July 1991 and Octobet 7993.

Species being affected

(D

Species affecting (i)

A. ne/anura H. noaaeseelandiae C. galcitaP, noaaeseelandiae

-i?.-;;;;;;;;;';;;;*

A. me/znura

H. noueseelandiae

C. gabita

0.44

0.25

0.04

0.54

0.28

0.07

0.23

0.21

0.02

0.12

0.18

0.05

Overlap in the use of foraging dimensions was greatest in autumn and lowest in winter (Iable

4.5). Seasonalln the pattern of resource overlap between all species was

autumn>spring2summer)winter, while the pattern of overlap in resource use between C.

galerita and the native birds was autumn)summer)winter=spring. Cacataa galeita had a

greater competitive affect on all of the native species than they on C. galerita. SeasonallR C.

galeitahad a greater (or equal) affect on the native species in auflrnn, winter and spring but

the native species had a greater competitive affect on C. galerita in summer.

4.3.2 Impact on native plant species

4.t.2.1 Vegetation

The detailed results of the vegetation survey of Sutherland's Bush Reserve are listed in

Appendix 3. Darycarpat dacrydioifut was the dominant emergent species (63.6% of trees with

diameter at breast height (dbh) > 500 mm) occuring in 83o/o of plots, though P. tMfolia and

D. caprvssinum occur throughout and P. totara are common in well drained areas. Beilschniedia

tuwa, atohj (Akctryon excebus) and K nicoidu dominate the dense canoPy (together comprising

79.5% of canopy trees with dbh > 100 mm), while the understorey is comprised of a wide
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range of dicotyledon shrubs, cabbage vees (Corfuline aastralil, tree fems (Clathea dzalbata and

C. snithii) and Nikau (Rhopahsflks soptd"). Lianas and epiphytes are conlmon throughoug

with supplejack (Ripogonam rcandens) occurring in 90o/o of plots and nest epiphytes (Astelia

s o lan dri and C o llo rp errn un h astatan ) in 7 3o/o.

Table 4.5. Competition coefficients (a) (Levins 1968) determined for seasonal overlap in

resource use by four bird species resident in the Turakina Valley between July 1991 and

October L993. Prvsthemadera nouaeseelandiae (t"i) = t;Anthomis ruelanura (bellbird) = b;

Heniphaga nouaeseelandiae (I.{ew Zealand pigeon) = p; and Cacataa galerita = c. For example, cr,6

is the affect of bellbirds on tui.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

Co

otut

(lF

tlpt

0[tc

C.t

Cl,r,.

c,pu

0[b"

0.40

0.15

0.08

0.06

0.10

0.72

0.07

0.15

0.05

0.17

0.03

0.05

0.72

0.54

0.43

0.43

0.22

0.07

0.35

0.46

0.23

0.11

0.16

0.06

0.31

0.44

0.r2

0.21

0.04

0.02

0.06

0.07

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.41

0.54

0.18

0.13

0.02

0.01

0.29

0.16

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.01

C"u

Otpc

6|'"p

Separation of plots by vegetation composition using TWINSPAN produced low eigen-values

(0.131 for the first division), reflecting the considerable homogeneity of the understorey flora.

Despite this, there were two broad types of vegetation in the reserve. The firstwas a mixture

of large podocarps (dbh > 500 mm), y^rying in height ftom 25-35 metres, emergent over a

cariopy of B. taaa 
^nd 

A. excehu (12-2a $. The second type of vegetation had a canopy

dominated by K ericoidu,and mostly lacked large podocarps. Examination of the two grouPs

of vegetation plots produced by TWINSPAN revealed the vegetation had been divided

closely along the lines of these two types of vegetation and so, despite the low eigen-value,
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the results of the TIilNSPAN analysis have been used here. The areas of large podocarp/B.

tawa/A. excehas forest is referred to as type 1 vegetation and the K ericoidet forest is referred

to as grpe 2vegetation (Figure 4.4).

4.t.2.2 Intensifl ofsot@il

Forty one 'species' (species or species groups) of trees, shrubs lianas and epiphytes were

represented in the greenfall (Iable 4.6). Six species (D. dacrydioidu, D. nrprvssinum, B. tawa,

MelEtas ramifloraq Tetrapatbaea tetrandra and 'nest epiphytes) together contributed 75.5o/o of

greenfall (gr r dry weight), of which D. arprwsinun (28.7o/o) was the greatest contributor

(Iable 4.7). The annual dry weight of greenfall for a partcular species was not significandy

correlated with the number of those plants recorded (or present in a particulx size category)

in the vegetation survey.

Greenfall averaged 0.2L kg/plot (s.d. = 0.29 kg range = 0.01-2.58 kg) and was significantly

grezter (t = 2.179, d.f. = 98, P < 0.05) at plots with gpe 1 vegetation than type 2 vegetation

(Figure 4.5). Marked peaks of greenfall in 1991 and1993 (Figure 4.6) resulted from alarge

fall of M. ranfurw leaves (August-December 1991) and branch stripping of emergent D.

cuprssinum by C. galerita (February-March 1993). No relation was found to occur between

greenfall and rainfall (Ferriby Station drtd G = 0.042, d.f. = 28, P = 0.8280.
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TURAKINA
RTVER

I Type l vegetation (n = 66) ? Sites with podocarps > 500 mm dbh

Other native vegetationI Type2vegetation (n = 34)

TURAKINA
VALLEY
ROAD

Figue 4.4. Distribution of large podocarp trees (> 500mm dhb) and different vegetation

categories, determined using TWINSPAN 6till 1979), along transects within Suthetland's

Bush Reserve, Turakina Valley.
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Monthly totals of greenfall were combined according to season, and means of monthly

greenfall for each season were compared. There was no detectable variation (t tests, d.f. =

11-13, P',s

Furthermore, seasonal comparison of greenfall of the six species that contributed 50lo or

more to total greenfall showed that, except for an increase in the amount of D. danldioidcs in

greenfall betu/een sutnmer and autumn (t = -3.083, d.f. = 11, P = 0.01), there were no

differences i" dry weight biomass of greenfall betrreen seasons (t tests, d.f. = ll-13, P's )
0.os).

Table 4.6. Average leaf weights of species contributing to greenfall in Sutherland's Bush

Reserve, Turakina Valley.

Species Size class

(-*)
Number of

leaves,/branches

sampled

Mean leaf

weight (g)

Standard

deviation

Podocarpaceae

Daayarpw dacrydioides

Dactldiun cuptttinum

Podocarpw totma

0-50

51-100

101-150

tst-200

201-300

301-400

401-600

0-50

51-100

101-150

151-200

20r-300

301-400

401-600

0-50

51-100

101-150

r51-200

201-300

301-400

40

48

45

t3

9

6

J

48

38

44

37

17

t2

6

50

33

t7

6

6

1

0.0536

0.4386

1.0753

2.0103

3.6045

9.5774

13.3760

0.7325

0.3107

0.7902

2.0537

5.5089

11.1115

74.6303

0.0895

0.4437

7.953r

5.420r

10.0478

25.0388

0.0532

0.2336

0.5593

0.7890

2.3477

4.6926

7.7476

0.0829

0.2816

0.5803

1.4860

6.4054

6.5592

9.5596

0.1267

0.2856

0.7375

2.9865

4.3468
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Prunnopiryt uxifola

Lianes, cpiphytes and dicotyledonous shrubs and trees

Abctryon exnbut

Aistohlia wata

Aae li a n h d ri, C o lhspern um

ltartatun

Beibchniedia uva

Brachiglonit @anda

Carpodetus ftffatur

CEmwagrand{olia

CEm s n a ranrui des, Me linpe

tir? b*, Pse udopan ax ano m ab us,

MetEtus minanthus

Cordlline au$ra/*

C o ry n o carp ur lae uigatut

Eaina antumnalis, E.

,ililcmnatil[

Elaeocarpu dentatus

E laeo carp us hoo keianus

Ceniostona ntpe$rv

Grirelinia kcida

Hefucaria arborca

Hoheriapopukea

Knightia exceha

Kunryea erinidu

l-zan lia no uae- ry /andi ac

LonherajEonica

LoPhortJttut bllzta

Mampiperexehun

MetiEtus ruzfloru:

Metmddems nbnsoi, M. dffusa

M1 rc i n e au s tra/*, P i ttog o run

401-600

0-50

51-100

101-150

751-200

201-300

301-400

401-600

38.0551

0.0466

0.3M3

0.7599

r.3752

3.2727

8.2489

rr.5269

0.1597

0.3172

3.0747

0.7289

0.5345

0.0168

0.2737

0.0068

0.6605

0.0208

0.2393

0.5133

r.0734

7.2772

4.8325

7.rtt6

0.7285

0.7317

3.9547

0.0981

0.1394

0.0084

0.1502

0.0028

2

57

58

30

18

6

5

6

42

27

21,

64

47

43

40

52

25

40

27

47

t9

42

45

39

34

39

49

24

50

44

48

47

57

59

2.2379

0.4r70

0.2909

0.1,676

0.0752

0.0606

0.6247

0.0978

0.2906

0.6836

0.1010

0.1429

0.0573

0.0634

0.r714

0.2147

0.0078

0.0546

2.5255

0.2707

0.262r

0.0747

0.0349

0.03t2

0.8585

0.0306

0.0871

0.3206

0.1094

0.0316

0.0453

0.0279

0.0756

0.tt77

0.0030

0.0435
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tmuifoliun

N e$egis canninghanii, N.

laneolata

Obaria rani

Panonia hetenplylb

Pennantia ntlmbosa

Pittosporun nnifoliun

Pitntporun eugnhidu

P s e a d op an ax rra,r ifo li u t
k'pogonun tcandens

Rabw australis

Schffira digitata

TetrEathaea tetrmdm

64

39

30

45

29

42

44

48

31

48

54

0.7729

0.2994

0.0595

0.0323

0.0762

0.1637

0.5834

0.349r

0.2036

0.2480

0.1688

0.r270

0.14/+3

0.0354

0.0255

0.0529

0.0800

0.2596

0.1917

0.0988

0.1118

0.1006'

4.1.2. 3 Intensifl of cockatoo-caused grverfall

Cockatoo-caused greenfall was recorded during every survey from April 1992 to October

1993 (fable 4.8). Occurrence of cockatoo-caused greenfall was localised and irregular. Sxty

percent of cockatoo-caused greenfhll was recorded from just five plots, including 31oh from

plot 29, while no cockatoo-caused greenfall was recorded from 39 plots (Figure 4.7).

Cockatoo-caused greenfall contributed a significantly greater proportion (t = 1104.9, d.f. =

t, P ( 0.0001) of total greenfall found in plots with type 1 vegetation compared to plots with

type 2 vegetation.
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TURAKTNA
VALLEY

Figure 4.5. Distribution of greenfall at 100 vegetation sampling plots within Suthedand's

Bush Reserve between August 7997 and October 1993.
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Greenfdl @/A"1 Rainfall (mm)

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

60

JIS
Month

1992 r993

{rutmrpm Greenfall

- 

Rainfall

Figure 4.6. Mean and standard etror of monthly dry weight of geenfa[ fot 100 plots in

Suthedand's Bush Reserve, and total montbly rainfall (ftom Ferdby Station, Mangahoe

V"ll"y) ftom August1997 to October 1993.

For each collection date, mean biomass (mean dry weight greenfall per plot) of cockatoo-

caused greenfall and of unexplained greenfall was compared (t tests, alpha = 0.01, n = 100).

In 17 paired comparisons unexplained gteenfall contributed significandy gteater inputs to the

forest floor than cockatoo-caused greenfall (Iable 4.8). In only one of the 27 paircd

compadsons did cockatoo-caused greenfdl contdbute more to total greenfall than

unexplained, though this difference was not significant (t = -0.88, d.f. = 198, P = 0.38). On

this occasion (indicated by the large peak during Match 1993: Figure 4.6) heavy defoliation by

C. gateita of two larye D. cupns.rinm (at plot 29 and plot 81) contributed 76.80/o of total

greenfall (95.4% of cockatoo-caused gteenfall for this month).

No relationship was found between monthly biomass of cockatoo-caused geenfall in

Suthedand's Bush Reserve and the number of. C. gahita toosdng in the reserve, number of

bird hous spent in the teserve or number of feeding observations (P's > 0.1) (Iable 4.9).

There was also no corelation (P" > 0.1) between the ftequency of C. galcita seen feeding on
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D. dacrydioidu ar.d D. caprvssinam each month (Iable 4.2) and the abundance of cockatoo-

caused greenfall of these species.

Only 10 of the 41 'species' represented in the total greenfall also contributed to cockatoo-

caused greenfall (table 4.7). All four podocarp species and all four species of epiphytic

angiosperms recorded as present in the vegetation survey were also recorded in the cockatoo-

caused greenfall. No epiphpic Pteridophytes were recorded in the greenfall found in the

plots, but fronds of the epiphyuc fem Qtnpodiam uarium showing evidence of having been

bitten off by C. galeritawere observed just outside of a survey plot on one occasion.

Cacat*a galerita contributed more than 25o/o of the total greenfall recorded for five species (D.

dacrldioidu, D. ruprcs$nam, Grirclinia lacida, Earina spp. and nest epiphytes,) (Iable 4.-f . Note:

theTloh of nest epiphyte greenfall attributed to C. galeita is likely to be an overesdmate due

to initial confusion in distinguishing C. galerita-related damage from T. nperulz-related

damage. Monthly records of cockatoo-caused greenfall from April L992 to October 1993

were combined into seasons and these seasonal data were compared. There was no

discemible difference in the amount of cockatoo-caused greenfall found (t tesm, d.f. = 6-11,

P's > 0.1).
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TURAKINA
VALLEY

Figue 4.7. Distribution of cockatoo-caused gteenfall at 100 vegeation sampling plots

within Suthetland's Bush Reserve between Apil1992 and Octobet 7993.
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Table 4.8. Comparison of mean monthly unexplained and cockatoo-caused greenfall from

Sutherland's Bush Reserve between April 1992 and Octobet t993.

Survey

(month)

April

M^y

May

Jrr."

Jrly
August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

Jnt.

Jtlv
August

September

October

Unexplained greenfall

mean std

Cockatoo-caused

greenfall

mean std

t-value

(d.f. = 198)

P-value

5.73

4.98

5.56

5.47

7.76

6.90

4.66

3.53

3.55

2.42

4,04

9.52

6.68

3.65

2.75

2.55

2.92

3.03

3.23

3.62

5.00

4.88

4.93

4.55

6.00

6.77

8.24

4.64

3.94

4.57

2.t6

4.40

3r.46

27.30

4.47

3.88

2.36

3.J I

3.43

2.82

4.85

5.66

1.35

1,.20

0.94

0.61

0.52

r.22

1.05

0.92

0.39

0.20

0.84

I.t6

23.24

r.99

1.57

0.23

0.38

1.74

0.62

7.45

0.75

< 0.0014.30 6.73

5.43

3.93

3.62

1.82

4.58

4.07

4.54

7.52

1.02

2.94

6.53

t86.1.4

7.33

8.28

1.18

1.90

10.40

2.26

5.68

2.25

5.15

7.68

6.85

10.42

6.03

5.8s

4.34

6.56

9.29

6.05

2.60

-0.88

7.93

1.29

8.79

6.57

1.18

7.22

2.97

6.98

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.010

0.380

0.055

0.198

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.240

< 0.001

0.004

< 0.001

Table 4.9. Measur es of Cacatua galerita use of Sutherland's Bush Reserve from April 1992 to

October 1993. Test statistic used was Pearson's product-moment coffelation.

No. of Feeding obs. Feeding obs.Survey

(month)

Evening Bird hours

roost sizel in resenre2 feeding in D. in D.

observations dactydioidef cupressinwf

Aptil

May

May

44

16

0

200.00

151.00

64.00

1,57



Jrr."

Jrlv
August

September

October

November

December

J^ouy
February

March

April

May

J*"
J*"
J"lv

August

September

October

10

25

24

t4

37

719

38

46

6l

51

74

36

T3

25

8

45

36

14

146.00

156.25

161.50

666.50

170.25

316.50

367.75

315.50

552.50

273.00

698.25

129.50

220.25

281.25

163.75

2IT,OO

325.25

76.50

t2

20

26

18

3

5

64

31,

72

68

J

10

15

79

10

4

5

1.

0

47

29

2

4

0

0

1

4

2

0

L

t

0

t3

7

9

58

10

t4

15

6

5

0

r 0.1371 0.0282 -0.0483

P-value 0.5534 0.9033 0.8539

;ti';
srlfyey.

2 = calculated from number of birds present in the reserve througlr the day and dzy length.

3 = frequency of feeding observations n D. dacrydioidw and D. cttpwsinumwere cornpared wi*r amount

of greenfall of these species found in survey plots.

With the a(ception of Earina spp. (r = -0.015, d.f. = 100, P = 0.883), there was a significant

correlation P', = 0.026-0.00004, d.f. = 100) between the annual dry weight of cockatoo-

caused greenfall for a partcular species recorded zt a plot and the number of these plants

present (or for podocarps, trees with dbh > 500 mm) (fable 4.10). There was also a

significarrt and positive correlation between the biomass of D. raprvssinan in the cockatoo-

caused greenfall and abundance of branches of this species found lying on the ground that

were bearing fruit (r = 0.919, d.f. = 2'!.,P < 0.001). No similar relationship was seen for the

other three podocarp species occurring in the reserve (d.f. = 21, P's > 0.05). No relationship

was found between the number of juvenile D. danldioidts (r = -0.0635, d.f. = 100, P = 0.53)

0.3330

0.2662

-0.0894

0.7716
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and D. caprwsinum (t = 0.1732, d.f. = 100, P = 0.08) trees (dbh < 100 mm) and the abundance

of cockatoo-caused greenfall for these species.

Cacataa galeritabit off significantly more larger branches of podocaqps than 'were recorded in

the unexplained greenfall (t = 299L.9, d.f. = 6, P < 0.0001), ranglng from 5.9oh of branches

0-L00 mm in length to L00o/o of branches 400-600 mm in length (Iable 4.11).

Table 4.10. Correlations between cockatoo-caused greenfall and abundance of plant species

occurring in vegetation survey plots in Suthedand's Bush Reserve between Apnl'l'992 and

October 1993. Test statistic used was Pearson's product-mornent coffelation. Degrees of

freedom = 100.

Spccies Plent size category

(dbh mm)

Correlation coefficient P

Podocarpaceae

D acry carp us d acry di oi des

Dacrydiun caprvsrinam

Podocatbus totara

PnrnnEiryt taxifoba

Alectryon excelrus

Ari$otelia serata

Astelia solwtdri,

Colbtperrzum hastatum

Beilrcbniedia tava

Lianes, epiphytes and dicotyledonous shrubs and trees

0-100

100-500

500 +

0-100

100-500

500 +

G100

100-500

500 +

0-100

100-500

500 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

-0.0739

0.1650

0.4888

0.2678

0.2667

0.3194

0.5424

0.4756

0.5034

0.1378

0.4747

0.3633

0.0474

0.5834

1.0000

1.0000

0.4548

0.6223

0.6743

0.4304

0.0767

0.0000

0.0045

0.0039

0.0005

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.7402

0.0000

0.0001

0.6732

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0-100

100 +
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Brachigbnis rupanda

Carpodetrc selrattr

Copmsnagrmd{oba

Cordjiline au$ralis

Corynocarpus keuigatus

Eainaspp.

Elaeocarpus dmtatus

E laeocarp us h oo kerianus

Genisotoma ruPestrc

Gritelinia lucida

Hedlcarya arborca

Hoberiapopulnea

Knightia e>ccelra

Kunqea einides

Laun li a n o aae - ry lan di ae

Itniarajaponica

I-opbon1rtrc bulkta

Macmpiperexnbun

MeliEtus ranfuns

Metmddems spp.

Mlnine australis,

P i t to sp o ru n t en uifo li u n

Nutegis spp.

Oleaia rani

Parsonsia hetenpl4ilk

0-100

0-100

100 +

0-100

0-100

100 +

0-100

0-100

100 +

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0.5154

0.4773

0.0422

0.48t2

0.7537

0.8058

0.9369

-0.0224

0.5603

0.6917

0.5485

0.5996

-0.0050

0.6616

0.6856

0.1691

0.4722

0.3057

0.3300

0.5536

0.6317

0.6522

0.5289

0.8525

0.7544

0.5722

0.9766

1.0000

-0.044r

0.3436

0.0876

0.2t98

0.5695

0.2798

0.5149

0.6943

0.4005

0.0550

0.0000

0.0000

0.6532

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.8118

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.9572

0.0000

0.0000

0.0695

0.0000

0.0008

0.0003

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.6382

0.0002

0.3496

0.0178

0.0000

0.0024

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.5580
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P i t t o tp o ru n n rnifo li u n

Pittosporum eugenioidu

Pnudopanax rarfolius

Npogonum rcandens

Rubus austrabs

Scbffira digrtata

Small leaved divaricatesl

T e t rop a t h ae a t e tran d ra

i J Coprt*o ramnoides, Mebnpe inplex, Pnudopanax anomabus, MeliEtus nitanthrc.

Table 4.11. Frequency of various branch sizes of podocarps contributing to the unexplained

and cockatoo-caused components of greenfall in Sutherland's Bush Reserve betreen April

1992an'd October 1993.

tlllaw*v@.lvllaffi

-d;;h;it; D;.i;;rpi; Dactydiun Podocarpus kumnopitvs

(m-) dactydioides cuptessinum totara taxifolia

824tt23 737 2175 101 246 4 E24

1015 86 1807 101 51 2 282

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0-100

100 +

0.2401

0.0355

0.7040

-0.0087

0.0337

-0.0009

0.2720

0.0911

0.8230

0.7487

0.4560

0.0647

0.6538

0.0094

0.7056

0.0000

0.9262

0.7t92

0.9922

0.0031

0.3307

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.4902

0.0000

0-50

51-100

101-150

757-200

20r-300

301-400

401-600

Total

67 46

27 2L

15

277 273

54 257

879

39

8

232 69 661 153 52432
3010 1

0040
0012

0

77642459 358

0

4922 52305973
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4.4 DISCUSSION

4.4.1 Competition

4.4.1.1 Foraging segregation of C. galerita, P. nouaereelandiae, A. nelanura and H. nouaercelandiae

The number of records of P. nouaeseelandiae, A. nelanara, H. nouaeteelandiae and C. galerita in no

way indicates their population sizes. Instead numbers reflect the conspicuousness of the

species. Cacataa galeritawere seen and recorded most often as they were more obvious (arge,

white and feeding in the open and in flocks) and because they were the main focus of this

study. Anthomir nelanura were not recorded very often due to their small size, cryptic

colouration and because of their preference for foraging in dense, low growing shrubs and

small trees.

The four species of bird studied exhibited varying degrees of sequential specialisation in their

diets as they switched between specific food sources from season to season. Cacatua galerita

appeared to use the largest range of plant species, height, substrate and also foraging

techniques, including gleaning probing beneath the surface of pasture and ripping bark and

rotten wood (A. Styche personal observation), though this is possibly because more foraging

observations of this species were obtained compared to the native species.

Cacatua galerita obtained most of their food from farmland. However, prediction 1 of

hypothesis 4.1 was not supported by my data. While agricultural land crops and pasture, was

importan! in some months dominating observations of feeding C. galerita also spent

significant effort foragrng in exotic (mostly, but not exclusively conifers) and nadve trees.

Foraging observations from A. melanura, H. nouaereelandiae and P. nouaeseelandiae catne mosdy

from nadve forest tree species, with exotic angiospem trees being the only other plant Soup

utilised.

There are limitations on how much can be read into these results. For example, seasonal

changes in the importance of particular plant species, substrate or height ranges are difficult

to interpret, and could indic^te changes in food quantity and/or quality, the weather

conditions at the time of sampling or m^y simply reflect sampling effort. A more intensive

sampling effort mlght show a broader range of plant species and foraging stations used by

these birds (for example, McEwen (1978) recorded 95 species eaten by H. nouaercelandiae).

Another potential source of bias could arise through variation in the spread of the sampling
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effort. Although there were repeated sampling bouts (every fourweeks between August 1991

and October t993), few birds (except C. galerin) v/ere seen in any season in any one year.

Apparent preference for a pancular plant species may, therefore, reflect chance (more likely

when sample size is low), patchiness of preferred foods in the environment (more likely to

have an effect if birds are more obvious in some vegetation gpes comPared to others), or

annual and/or seasonal variability in flower and fruit production and invertebrate

populations.

The actual food items observed being consumed by birds in this study were not always

identified and can not be determined on the basis of the evidence presented here. However,

since many of the plants used here are the sarne as those that these species 'were seen to use

in other studies (summarised in Heather and Robertson 1996; Higgins 1999) their diets might

also be expected to be the same or similar. Of the native bird species,H. nouaeteelandiaehas

the greatest dietary specialisation, feeding mostly on fruit and foliage, while P. noaaeseelandiae

and A. ruelanura have broad ornnivorous diets, feeding on a combination of invertebrates,

necta^r and fnrit @dcEwen 1978; Robertson 1985; Clout and Hay 1989; Rowley et al. 1989;

Marcharrt and Hig$ns 1990; Baker 7992; O'Donnell and Dilks 1994; Heather and Robertson

1996; Williams and Karl L996; Casto and Robertson 1997). Cacatua galerita feed mostly on

seeds, but also eat fruit, foliage and other nutritious plant parts, and invertebrates (Frith 1977;

Noske 1980; Lepschi 1993; Higgins 1999). Considering these differences in dieg the overlap

in resource use between all species is likely to be ge rly overestimated. Despite this,

competition for feeding opporhnities and/or space (for example, P. noaaeseelandiae defending

favourite food trees from other bird$ can increase the ovedap bettnreen species.

The four species studied differed from each other in the plant species used, their preferred

feeding heights and for the most part their diet. Prvsthenadera nouaeseelandiae and A. melanura

had the greatest overlap in foraging dimensions, which is expected given they are closely

related (family Meliphagidae), arc of similar size, and have a similar dietary range, though

competition between similar or closely related bird species in native forests in New Zeiland

is considered to be nre (McLay L974). While C. galerita in this study spent a gte ter effort

foraging in trees than observed in Australia Q.{oske 1980), this did not result in significant

overlap in foraging dimensions with the native species. Overall, the native species

overlapped more with each other than with C. galerita. These findings support prediction 2 of

hypothesis 4.1. Cacatua galerita are unlikely to directly affect (through competition) the

foraging opporhmiti es of A. nelanura, H. nouaercelandiae and P. nouaeseelandiae.
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With the possible exception of extremely monocultural areas, agricultural landscapes offet a

wide range of habitats in which birds can find food and breeding sites (Clark et al 1986).

Food is often concentrated and abundant in agricultural af,eas, therefore, granivorous birds

obtain food there more efficiently than in natural habitats. MaLze seed was avery important

food for C. galerita in this study, though other vegetation types provided an impottant source

of foodwhen this cropwas not available and as a supplementwhen maizewas Present. In

the absence of cereal crops C. galerita would have to rely on food provided by grassland

and/or trees, including native species, which may, therefore, bring them into grexer

competition with native bird species. Studies of C. galerita living in areas where crops are not

grown are needed to determine what C. galerita use as an alternative to cereals, especially in

winter.

4.4.1.2 Potential ouerlap between C. galerita and other natiue bird rpecies in New Zealand

Maps of C. gaterita distribution in New Zealand (Chapter 2, this study) show the cuffent range

of this species overlaps the ranges of many native land bird species, though the list of

potential competitors is small (Iurbott 1990; Heather and Robertson L996). Approximately

8lo/o of C. galerita foraging records were obtained from open ground and exotic conifer

vegetadon, which is not used by many native land bird species. Cacatua galerin did forage

extensively in emergent podocarps and were recorded foragrng in native hardwood species

(8. tawa, A. excebw and K ericoiful in this study, and have been recorded in similar habitats in

other parts of the country (Oliver 1930; Martin 1962; Martin and Bartlett 1963; CSN 1976,

1,977, 7984,1.987, 1988, 1990, 1,992). Although podocarps tend to produce abundant fruit so

mitigating any competition, it is at this time of year that native forest birds may face strongest

competition from C. galerita for food and/or foragrng opportunities.

Further competitive interacdons between C. galaita and native forest birds may arise during

nesting. The decline of parrot species in Tasmania is believed to be a consequence of

nesting-hole competition with the more aggressive starling (Stunrus tfllgaris) (Green 1983).

Many native forest birds, and bats nest and/or roost in cavities in trees. Cacatua galerita, galah

(C. rvseicEilla), rosellas (Plarycercat elcgarc and P. exiniat) and rainbow lorikeets (lrichogbssat

haenandas) also nest in cavities in trees and competition for suitable nest sites by these more

agressive adventive birds is seen to be a potential threat to native species (Greene 1998b).

Overlap in the site selection and dimension of tree holes used by C. gahrita with native

species is an areathat needs further investigation.
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Greatest competition for C. galerita, particularly when feeding on cereal stubbles and spilt

g n, may come from native ducks Qadnrna uariegata, Anas gracilis attd A. supercikuQ and the

suite of introduced birds and mammals introduced by Europeans. For example, C. galerita

were seen feeding alongside T. uariegata, mallard ducks (A. PkArhJncbos), ring-necked

pheasants (Phasianw colchicus), and numerous inuoduced finches on spilt grain in muze

stubble duringJuly 1993 (personal observation). In native forests, ship rats @tt^ rattal may

consurne the entire seed crop from native podocarp and hardwood trees (Daniel 1973), while

T. uulpecala, goats (C@ra bircas) and deer (mosdy Centus spp. and Dana dana), can reduce

flower and fruit production, and even the overall abundance of some food plants (Leathwick

et a/.7983; Cowan et a|7985; Mark 1989; Cowan and Waddington 1990, 1991).

4.4.2 Impact on native vegetation

4.4,2.1 The nature and extent of damage to natiue trve and sbrab rpecies b1 C. gakrita

Cacataa galerita foragSng in native forest were mosdy seen in emergent podocarps and this was

reflected in the substantial contribution of podocarp foliage to cockatoo-caused greenfall'

Leaves and branches of epiphpes from within these podocarps were also recorded frequendy

in cockatoo-caused greenfall and were seen at other times discarded on the forest floor.

Cockatoo-caused greenfall of other species was very rarely recorded (ess than O.PA and was

difficult to distinguish from the impacts of other browsers in the forest, such as T. uapecak

and invertebrates. These data support prediction 1, hypothesis 4.2, though a more coffect

interpretation is that the impact of C. galerita in Sutherland's Bush Reserve is almost

exclusively to emergent podocarp trees greater than 25 metres in height and their associated

epiphpic flora.

Composition of greenfall did not relate closely to the frequency with which these birds were

seen feeding in particular podocaqp species. For example, C. galeritawere seen feeding mosdy

in D. dacAtdioidrs, but D. mprvssinun branches comprised the greatest single component of

cockatoo-caused greenfall. Such differences in observed feeding rates and dropping rates of

branches may result from variation in C. galeritaactivities when in different trees (for example,

these birds may prefer chewing the branches of D. ctrprerinun). Alternatively, composition of

the greenfall found in this survey may be heavily influenced by chance events. Most

cockatoo-caused greenfall of D. ctrprvssinun was recorded in March 1993, resulting from the

pzrrtril defoliation of tvro large rimu trees (102 and 459 rimu branches were dropped in two

vegetation sampling plots by C. galerita, compared to an average of 5.2 branches and/ot
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leaves (s.d. = 26.5, n = 32I) between Apnl t992 and October L993 (unpublished dut )).

Almost all of the branches and leaves dropped in these two survey plots were of D.

uprvssinum, just two items were leaves from epiphytes attached to these trees. Such heavy

defoliation of trees by C. galeritawas not frequent, and was seen on only trvo other occasions,

neither near survey plots. On each occasion the litter was dominated by a single species 1D.

a.rprwsinan), and heavy defoliation was seen only once at each site.

Several species of cockatoo have been recorded biting off green trigs. For example, Boehm

(1959) noted that C. rvrcicEilkhad a habit of biting the bark of tnrnks and limbs of nesting

trees and also bit off green twigs, "often littering the ground beneath the tree with pieces of

foliage". During a study of white-tailed black cockatoos (Cafutorlynchat baudinii) in Pinus

plantations in Western Australi4 Saunders (1974) found a positive correlation betiveen the

number of chewed green trrigs and the number of cones eaten.

TVo possible explanations for the heavy defoliation of vegetation by C. galerita are considered

below. First, damage may be a direct by-product of feeding activity. Second C. galerita

defoliated favoured perching and/or nesting trees during activities that were not associated

with feeding.

Some damage to native trees by C. galeitawas associated with feeding activity by these birds.

For example, a significant and positive correlation was found between the abundance of

cockatoo-caused greenfall and the number of fallen branches of D. caprwinum bearing ripe

fruit. However, the majority of branches of podocarps, and no branches of other species,

dropped by these birds showed evidence of bearing fruit. This was particularly so for the D.

caprcssinan trees most heavily defoliated by C. gherita. Cockatoos, including C. galeita, arc

known to bite branches off while feeding either when walking between food bearing

branches or biting off abranch and holding it with a foot while extracting food (Saunders

L974; A. Styche personal observation). Although ripe fruitwould normally be present on D.

upwssinum in March, these trees did not produce, or produced very few, ripe fruit in 1993 (A.

Styche personal observation). No fruit were seen on the particular D. caprvssinum ttees

defoliated by C. galeita, and none of the branches bitten off these trees had fruig so

defoliation was not considered to have been associated with feeding (at least on fruit or

seeds).

An increase in the frequency of C. galeita observed foragrng in D. dacrydioidu in winter was

associated with large numbers of these birds coming to feed on adjacent muze crops.
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During similar "minor feeding" events in New South Wales Q.troske 1980), C. galerita took

little or no food, but were possibly looking for particular items, such as invertebrates.

Commonly diets of herbivores are comprised of a large component from few species and

small amounts from several species fh^t af,e being sampled or have very limited availability

(R.obbins 1993). Important nutrients may be being sought from these small dietary

components that af,e not available in the maiot food items, or there may be other advaf,itages

in consuming a variety of foods, such as more efficient utilisation of nutrients and

carbohydrates from food when items are combined. For example, northern bobwhite quail

(Colinu uirginianus) maintained their body werght when fed a diet of mixtures of seeds that

when offered individually could not provide sufficient energy for these birds to survive

(Madison and Robel 2001). Leaf fill in the forest patches bordering muze was not

monitored so the affectof increased feeding in D. darydioidu in reserves bordering muzeis

not known. Hovrever, increased feeding in D. danydioidu in forest bordering maize does not

explain the greater fall of D. caprvsilnam in Sutherland's Bush Reserve.

Cockatoo-caused greenfall was patchy in distribution. Cacatua galerita congregated and rested

in sparsely foliaged and sometimes dead emergent native trees, and cockatoo-caused greenfall

tended to be more frequent and more intense around these trees. Whether C. galerita werc

responsible for defoliating these trees or whether they occupied trees that already had an

open canopy is not known, but the habit of these birds of biting branches could well serve to

retain af,r open cariopy and may cause the death of particular emergents and the epiphpes

they contain.

4.4.2.2 Conparison of cockatoo-caused grverfall witb other studies of trtterfall in Nea Zealand

Total annual greenfall in Sutherland's Bush Reserve equated to only 0.2% (and cockatoo-

caused greenfall just 0.08%o) of the ayerage annual litter-fall (mean = 5297.541 kg/ha dW

weight, s.d. = 585.29, n = 17, range = 3357.4-7810 kg/ha) recorded in podocarp-broadleaf

forests in the lower North Island, New Zealand (Daniel 1975; Cowan et al. L985; Cowan and

Waddington 1991); however, the cockatoo-caused fall of D. ct'rprwsinum branches equaled

more than 5oh of the total litter-fall biomass of this species recorded in Cowan et a/. (1985).

Greenfall found in this studywas also significantly less (f = 53.69, d.f. = 1, P ( 0.001) than

the contribution of greenfall (mean = 51.75 kg/ha, s.d. = 20.789, n = 4) to total litter-fall

(mean = 3877.425kg/hU s.d. = 585.29, n = 4) recorded in a northem temPerate deciduous

forest by Risley and Crossley (1988).
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It is difficult to estimate the impact this level of defoliation has on individual trees and forest

structLre as a whole. Insufficient information has been provided here to af,rswer prediction I
hypothesis 4.2. The long-term effect on the individual trees being defoliated by C.galeita

(that is, whether it causes mortality of the tree or not) can not be determined by such a short-

term study. Unless trees a.re stressed, such as by disease, age or climate, they have been

shown to recover from extensive loss of foliage (up to 4\oA,with litde or no loss of primary

production, and limited defoliation may even stimulate vegetative and reproductive growth

(Mattson and Addy 1975; McNaughton 1983; Marquis 1984; Lennartsson et a|.1998; Strauss

and Agrawal 1998). The ability of plants to tolerate defoliation varies significantly between

individuals and species , and can also be affected by timing (for example, whether eatly or late

in the growing season) and nature (whether from biting or sucking herbivores) of the

herbivory and by variation in lighq water and nutrient availability (Mattson and Addy 1975;

McNaughton 1983; Marquis 1984; Meijden 1988; Lennaf,tsson et al. 1998; Strauss and

Agrawal1998).

Crawley (1985) found that plant compensation is not firlly effective against low-density

herbivore populations and slight differences in the level of defoliation between plants may

cause important differences in plant fitness. Browsing by T. ualpecala, deer and C, hircw has

been shown to significandy alter species composition as excessive browsing kills more

palatable species Q-eathtick et al 7983; Cowan et a/. 1985; Mark 1989; Cowan and

Waddington 1990). Such effects can result in a loss of plant diversity within isolated forest

communities, and may potentially lead to reduction in the numbers of native birds and

invertebrates that rely on these species (Diamond and Veitch 1981; Leathwick et al 1983).

If the extent of defoliation by C galerita that was recorded is sufficient to cause the death of

some plants then their preference for particular species (mainly D. uprvssinun znd some

epiphytes), combined vrith the fragmented nature of forested areas in the TurakinaYalley,

may result in local declines in the abundance, and possibly the extinction of these species.

Cacatua galerita may also be having a similar impact in forest patches throughout their range,

though differences in the abundance of C. galerita, forest composition and in the abundance

of food zvulable on adjacent farmland sugest that such effects will vary from place to place.

Alternatively, where there is a considerable understorey vegetation layer, defoliation of the

oversorey may even result in an increase in primaq' production and in plant biomass, as the

understorey vegetation compensates with increased growth rates resulting from the increase

in light and nutrients available to these plants @fattson and Addy 1975;Larnb 1985). Such a
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change in forest structure could benefit some native bird species, including H. nouaeseelandiae

artd A. ruelanura, vrhich foraged in hardwood trees and shrubs that grew lower in the

vegetation profile (which would benefit most from removal or thinning of the emergent

layer). However, removing large diameter canopy and emergent trees may have a

disproportionately large negative effect on some bird populations (O'Donnell and Dilks

1994). The fruit of D. dacrydioidu and D. caprexinum was a.rr imporrant food source for P.

nouaeseelandiae, A. melanura and H. noaaeseelandiae (this study), and has been shown to be

important for successfi.rl breeding of AL meridionali:, N. notabilit and Cltanoranphus spp.

(O'Donnell and Dilks 1994). Some populations of these species may be particularly affected

if large numbers of C. galerita penetrate into areas where they occur.

Diamond and Veitch (1981) and Holdaway (1990) showed diversity of native forest birds

decreased with increasing modification of the environment. Furthermore, the diversity and

abundance of introduced birds was shown to increase with increasing modification of the

flora. The presence of exodc bird species and some recently self-introduced species (for

example, silvereyes, Zorterups knral.is) has been associated with the introduction into forest

fragments of invasive plant species, particularly those with bird dispersed fruit fiVilliams and

Karl 1996). Factors, such as defoliation of emergent trees by C. galerita, that reduce the

structural integrity of native forest remna.rits could provide more suitable habitat for

introduced birds that are in h-rm more likely to introduce weeds that could decrease the

quality of the habitat firrther for native birds and other native fatna.

4.4.3 Conclusion

Cacatua galerita did obtain most of their food from introduced vegetation, particularly from

cultivated land, pastute (and pasture weeds) and introduced conifers; however, seeds of
native trees and shrubs also contributed to the diet of these birds, particularly in autumn.

Cacatua galerita exhibited little direct overlap in resource use with the native forest birds

studied here, and are unlikely to affect these species through direct competition for food

resources owing to significant differences in their preferred diet. Furthermore, these birds

occur at low abundances . Cacataa galerita, the most abundafit species, ocurred at less than 2.L

birds/km'z during autumn, when they exhibited greatest overlap in resource use with native

birds, and were unlikely to exploit all of the available resources.
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Impact on native forest patches is predominandy to emergent podocarps (greater than 25

metres in height), in particular D. caprvs$nam, and their associated epiphytes. As aworst case

scenario, the extent of defoliation recorded could result in the death of these plants and their

decline, and possible extinction, in forest patches within the range of these birds. Despite

this, D. cuprvssinua and many of the epiphytes affected constituted a minor component of

vegetation in the reserves in the Turakina ValleR most of which are dominated by the

stnrctnrally equivalent D. darydioides and therefore 
^re 

unlikely to lose much structural

integrity.

By creating light gaps, C. galerita could potentially contribute to changes in plant species

composition in forest patches by promoting abundance and density of understorey plants,

and rnay also increase the chance of invasion by weeds. However, given their low abundance

and lack of significant damage to native trees, C. galerita are unlikely to be a significant

modifying force in these forests. This is particulatly so given the presence of introduced

mammalian brovrsers and seed predators that, by their size, feeding habits atd/ot numbers,

are significant modifying forces in most if not all forest relnnants on farmland throughout

the countrv.
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Chapter 5

General summary and conclusions

5.1 SUMMARY

This thesis represents the first substantive study of Cacatua galeita in New Zealand. This

study was planned to interpret 
^ 

rurge of aspects of C. galerita biology in New Zealartd,

extending research from an initial intensive population study in a New Zealand stronghold

(furakina Valley) to examination of its overall distribution. Analysis of C. galerita distribution

in relation to a range of environm ental variables, and the characteristics of habitat use, food,

movements and social organisation underlying its relationship was undertaken to determine

the pattern of invasion of this species in New Zealand. The possible consequences of this

invasion were exatnined in relation to their impacts on agricultural production, native flora

andfauna.

Since the species became established in the early 1900's the New Zealand population has

gradually expanded. Initially colonies were probably entirely a result of new invasions

(stemming from the release or escape of cage birds), but the origrn of further populations

over more recent years is uncertain. Lack of research on C. galerita in New Zealand means

their preferred habitats and potential impact on nadve biota and agriculture has, unlil now,

been litde known. Cacatua galerita in Australia are responsible for considerable, though

localised, dannge to crops and have successfrrlly adapted to human-induced changes to the

environment, especially clearance of forests and planting cereal crops, resulting from the

spread of agriculture (f{oske 1980). Concerns about the impact of this species on native

forest communities and on agriculture in New Zealand prompted this study.

5.1.1 The role 6f slirnate in defining the range of C. galerita

Visual inspection of the mapped distribution of C. galerita in New Zealand suggests their

range is limited by altitude, or more likely environmental factors that are a function of
altitude. For example, direct relationships have been shown to occur between altitude and

temperature, runfill and vegetation (.Wardle 1981; Lonsdale 1988). Typicalln as altitude

increases so too does rainfall, while both temperature and vegetation height decreases.
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A widely accepted hypothesis in biological literature is that species' geographic ranges af,e

limited by climatic factors, and similarly that invading species have a gre ter chance of

success if they are introduced to ai are with a climate that matches that in their native range

(Caughley et al. L987; Root 1988b; Walker 1990; Lodge 7993a; Moyle and Light 1996; Hohnray

1998; Duncan et a1.2001). Within the area of climatic suitability species ranges are affected

further by the availability of suitable habitat, such as particular plant species, and for birds the

availability of nest sites @igeon L970; Clark et al. 7986; Root 1988a; Gentilli 1992; Brovzn and

Stillman 1993; Gibbons et al. t994). I tested this hypothesis using the distribution of C.

galerita as an example. The current distribution of this species in Australia and in New

Zealand was matched against a rarrge of environmental factors, including measures of

temperature,ninfall, altitude, characteristics of vegetation and intensity of human landuse.

In this study I found that temper llttre, while a significant factor, was not the only factor

influencing the distribution of this species, instead their distribution was defined by a

combination of temperature, presence of cultivated land and particular characteristics of

vegetation. Some of these variables are likely to be causal, while others are probably

correlates of these or of other factors thatwere not considered in this study.

5.l.l.l Efects of tenperatarv on distribation

Species ranges are often defined by their upper and lower critical temperature limits (Robbins

1993). Outside these limits, an animals' energedc demands increase due to the energy

demanding processes needed to dissipate heat or to maintain a stable body temperature in the

face of cgoling ambient temperatures.

My data agree with prediction 1 of hypothesis 2.1. In New Zealand C. galerita have not been

recorded in areas vrhere the extremes of temperature are outside the limits experienced by

this species in Australia.

While the climate in Australia tests the upper limit of tolerance to temperature for C. g.

galerita, the climate in New Zealand appears to test their lower limit of tolerance, this species

not being seen in areas where extreme minimum temperature was below -9oC, despite the

extensive area avnlable. Within this preferred temperature range C. galerita distribution was

further affected by the availability of cultivated land, open woodland (in New Zealand) and of

avoidance of areas with lovr scrub and heath vegetation (Australia).
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5.1.1.2 Efecfi of cultiuating land

The presence of cultivated habitat is important for some species, particularly seed-eating

birds and rodents. Seed eating animals are able to find food more easily in these habitats,

seeds from arable crops often constituting the bulk of their diet (Pigeon 1970; Noske 1980;

CWk et al. 1986; Temby and Emison 1986; Emison and Nicholls L992; Anderson 1996;

Robinson et a/.2001).

The data presented here do support prediction 2 of hypothesis 2.1. Seeds of ma)ze, grasses

and introduced pasture weeds constituted the bulk of the diet of C. galerita (together

contributing almost 75o/o of feeding observations of these birds), including most of their

energy intake in winter. Availability of crop seed, particularly in winter, may allow the

continued presence of C. galerita populations in areas that cooler ambient temperatures in

winter might normally prevent them occupying.

While the presence of C. galerita in New Zealand (and Australia) did not show a significant

response to the presence of exotic forestry (mostly monocultures of Pinw radiata), seeds of

both native and exotic conifers ate an energy rich source of food and formed a major

component of C. galerita diet in this study. Exotic conifers are likely to become increasingly

important to these birds as more of vrhat is currently grassland is converted to forestry

(mostly P. radiata).

Absolute abundance and spatial distribution of resources essential for breeding have also

been shown to have malor impacts on bird populations (Clark et aL 1986; Robinson 2001).

An important limiting factor of C. galerita distribution in Australia and New Zealand may be

shortage of nest sites. Most nest records from Australia and New Zealand are from hollows

in large trees (Fliggins 1999). In Australi4 height of nest hollovrs in trees avenged 70-L2.7

metres (F{igSt. 1999). In this study height of nest hollows were above 18 metres, and all

nests were in large (> 20 metres height) natjve podocarp trees. Shortage of large trees

offering potential nest holes in scrub and heath vegetation and cleared farrnland, along with

competition for nest holes, for example, with possums Q.{oske 1980) and other hole nesting

species (Green 1983; Greene 1998b), may limit breeding and consequendy the establishment

of the species in some areas. However, the effect of such characteristics of vegetation and

agriculture on the distribution of C. galnita may be more comple><, for in both New Zealand

and Australia post-breeding birds moved to crop grovring areas where they concentrated and

damaged crops.
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5.1.1.t Gapt in the dixribution 0f C.galerita in New Zealand andAastraka

Hypothesis 2.2 wx not supported by my data. Cacatua galerita in New Zealand and C. g.

galerin in Australia vrere not present in all areas that logistic modelling of their distribution

predicted would be suitable.

Between 17 and 18 environmental variables (for New Zealand and Australia respectively)

were used to model distribution of C. galerita in this study. M^y variables were not included,

which left approximately 35oh of the variation in distribution of C. g. galerita in Australia and

70oh of variation in the distribution of C. galerita in New Zealand that could not be explained

by the best models I produced.

Several reasons were put forward to explain the gaps in distribution that were seen. The arid

zone of central Australia and ptesence of a closely related and possibly functionally equivalent

species, C. g. fitVu1tii, in northern Australia may have blocked the dispersal of C. g. galerita to

areas that mlght be suitable. In New Zealand, invasion history (where the birds were

released) may have pluy.d a more important role in determining distribution of C. galeita than

suitability of the environment. Distinguishing between these hypotheses is not possible on

the basis of the evidence presented here.

5.1,2 Factors of C. galedta ecology affecting their distribution

5.1 .2.1 Aduantagu offuckforrning behauioarfor C. galerita

Gregariousness in birds has been largely related to the distribution of resources, particularly

food (Cannon 1984; Emison and Nicholls 1992). Cacatua galerita is a gregarious species

(Fliggtns 1999), with flocks containing hundreds of individuals being recorded including in

New Zealand. Greatest flock sizes of three species of cockatoos (C. galerita, C. rvseicEilla and

C. tenuim$ril recorded by Noske (1908) and Emison and Nicholls (1992) were observed

when these species were feeding on very concentrated but tra^risitory cereal and sunflo\ver

crops. Smallest flock sizes coincided with when they were feeding on widely distributed and

less transitory foods and with when they were breeding. I tested the hypothesis that flock

forming behaviour in C. galaita is an adapt^I7on to feeding on temporally avulable and

localised food sources.
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Concentration of food was found to have the greatest effect on flock size, with largest flocks

recorded when C. galerita were feeding on muze (very concentrated, but transitory) and

smallest mean flock size recorded vzhen they were feeding on less dense and dispersed

sources of food. Dispersal to breeding sites, once the concentrated food source available in

muze stubbles was removed, contributed towards decreased flock size in spring and summer.

Sociat interaction, for example greater intraspecific aggression, did not 
^ppear 

to have any

noticeable effect on flock size.

Aggregation of C. gaterita from several hundred square kilometres into a single communal

roost alongside muze crops in winter reflects its importance to this population. By moving

to roost alongside this crop, individual C. galerita reduced the amount of time (especially

flying time) needed to forage for food. Time saved in this way was spent resting the least

energy expensive activity.

The gregarious nature of C. galerita is likely to be an important factor in their continued

presence in the Turakina Valley, and may have contributed to their successfirl establishment

in New Zealand. Delestrade (1994) found gregarious behaviour in the Alpine chough

(Plnhocorax graculus) contributed to greater survival of juvenile birds because of the presence

in these flocks of experienced adult birds. During winter, adult birds returned to reliable and

abundant sources of food, which iuveniles accompanying these birds were also able to

exploit. The increase in abundance of C. galerita in the Turakina Valley shrdy area during

autumn was unlikely to have resulted from chance encounters with the muze crop or to an

increase in social behaviour that coincided with availability of this crop. Increase in

abundance occurred in two influxes just as muze seed was ripening while there was no

increase in social behaviour (instead there was an observed decrease in this activity). The

increase in abundance over winter probably reflects the experience of birds within this

population, returning to 
^n 

area (and at a time) where an abtrndant source of food was

available in past yeaf,s. Juvenile birds accompanying these experienced adults would benefit

from their experience, a significantadvantage of gregarious behaviour.

5.1 .2.2 Use of natiue tvgetation fu C. galerita

In Australia, C. galerita prefer the edges of forest alongside grassland and reach greatest

abundances where there is a mosaic of woodland and grassland or arable habitats @,mison

and Porter 1978; Noske 1980). In such habitats, the forestprovides most of theirnon-food
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resource requirements (such as daytime refuges and night roosts), while most of their food is

obtained from the grasses and cereal crops on the adjacent farmland.

In this study I investigated the hypothesis that most resource requirements would

provided by modified (non-native) environments, and that being l*gr)y granivorous,

galeritawould obtain most food from these environments.

While C. galerita did use native forest remnants in the Turakina Valley, the findings from this

research strongly suggest that in New Zealand C. galerin are restricted to areas dominated by

exotic grassland and cultivated habitats. The abundance and variety of seed producing plants,

providing a ye^x round source of food, were the maior reasons for C. galeita making greatest

use of these habitats. For example, the availability of muze seed in winter was an importarit

factor in allovring these birds to meet the greater energetic demands then. Native forest

remnants were found to ptovide a similar role to forest in Australi4 providing day-time

refuges, night roosts and nest sites.

5.1.3 Impact on native forest ecosystems

The landscape of New Zealand has undergone severe transformations in the last

approximately 800 years of human colonisation, from predominantly continuous forest to

predominantly grassland, and changes condnue to occur. In most areas the remaining native

vegetation is being modified (the result of fragmentation and an invasive alien flora and

fauna) or cleared completely, while large areas of pasture are convefted to exotic plantation

forests, or are left to regenerate into scrub and native forest. At the same time mahy nadve

birds, lizards and insects that were once important in shaping these native habitats have

become rare or extinct. Against this background of change it is a formidable task to ascertain

the impact that any single mechanism (such as a single species) has made on this

environment.

In chapter 4, I o<amined the impact of C. galerita on nadve habitats in New Zealand, testing

the hypotheses that the food requirements of C. galerita are obtained from farmland; and that

this species does not significandy impact on native tree and shrub species. This information

was obtained from observations of C. galerita in the Turakina Valley, where this species has

been present for over 70 years.

be

C.
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As stated previously, most of the food requirements of C. gakrita were obtained from htghly

modified farmland habitats. V4rile cereal crops and pashrre were very important to this

population, these birds foraged more in trees than C. gakrita observed by Noske (1980) in

Australi4 probably reflecting the geater availability of cereal and other seed crops to the

Austalian population. Not all feeding occurred in exotic vegetadon, these birds also

exploiting large podoca{p trees in native forest remnaf,rts, particularly during auhmn when

these trees were fruiting. Cacatua galerita foragngwas characteristic of a sequential specialist,

concentrating feeding on the most abundant seed producing species avulable at the time.

The observed foraging segregation between C. galerita and Anthomis melanura, Heniphaga

nouaeseelandiae and Pmsthenadera nouaeseelandiae is likely to be the result of the largely terrestrial,

seed-eating habit of C. galerita. Despite this, C. gahrita may have an indirect impact on nadve

species through the impact their browsing has on particular tees. Cacatua galeita occasionally

heavily defoliated emergent trees in forest retnnants, particularly Dactldiun caprvssinun and

their associated epiphytes, potentially resulting in the removal of some species from these

forests. However, the impact C. gateritabrowsing has on these trees and on forest stmcture is

beyond the scope of this study to determine. Cacatua galerita, though relatively large

(approximately 8959 Higgins 1999), are uncommon (numbers ranged from 0.7-4.3

birds/km) and ote unlikely to have an immediate broad-scale influence on their

environment.

Determining the impact of defoliation of trees by C. galerita on forest remnants is importang

although measuring the consequence of this impact could be problematical. Muty of the

species most severaly affected (such as Danldiun caprvsinun) may live for many hundreds of

yeaf,s over which time the physical appearffrce of the tree may change as a result of chance

events, local environmental factors, or in response to the changing life history of the tree.

Proving cause and effect between C. gaterita brovrsing and the altered appearance or death of

the tree is therefore not easy. Management of forest remnants (control of invasive plant and

animal pests) to promote greater survival and recruitrnent of juvenile trees to the canopy

could easily compensate for any gradual decline of emergent trees resulting from the actvity

of C. galerita and would ensure that the current structure of these forest remnants is

maintained.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

5.2.1 Lirnitations and achievements of the present study

During this study (aspects of which have spann ed 72-28 months) quantitative behavioural

dzta ftom a large number of individuals were obtained. I have identified the broad-scaled

factors important in defining the distribution of C. galerita, and identified characters of these

broad-scaled factors that C. galeritause on an everyday basis. As a result of this work we now

have a gre ter understanding of the food and movements of this species that underly its

habitxuse and abundance. Cacatua galnita in the Turakina Valley demonstrated similar gross

temporal changes in social organisation, behaviour and habitat use to populations in Australia

Qrloske 1980). They are mobile in response to changing ava.lability of food sources and

exhibited a complex feeding strateg, displaying evidence of sequential specialisation

(O'Donell and Dilks 1,994).

There are extensive af,eas of New Zealand with a climate that matches that of the native

range of this species; however, the history of extensive closed forest may not have been

suitable for this species. Cacatua galerita (and C. mrcic@illa) represent an avian feeding guild

(Atkinson and Millener 1991) that is new to New Zealand. Cacatua galerita are an edge

species, obtaining most of their non-food resource requirements from forests and their food

requirements from adjacent grassland (and more recendy from arable crops on farmland).

Their presence here has probably only become possible follovring the clearing of forests and

introduction of abundant seed producing grassland species (including cereal crops).

Changes in agricultural landuse practices in New Zealand have important implications for

these birds. Recent conversion of large ateas of pasture to exotic plantation forests and

changes in the arcaand variety of crops grown are likely to contribute to the increase in size

and distribution of C. galerita populations here. Much of the pastoral land converted to

forestry (mostly Pinas radiata), or allowed to regenerate into native fores! is in areas where

farming is marginal, such as on erosion prone hillsides (Kirkpatrick 1,999). Most C. galerita

seen feeding on pasture were on highly productive river flats thatareunlikely to be converted

to forestry or be allowed to revert into native forest. Therefore, planting of these hillsides in

exodc conifer forests would provide an additional food source rather than replacing one

currently exploited by C. galerita.
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5.2.2 Recommendations for future research

5.2.2.1 Breedingbiolog

Demographic studies of C. galeritawould clartfy whether:

o populations are increasing; and

o which populations are contributing to this increase.

Information related to breeding biolog5r, such as the size dimensions of nest hollows, could

also be used to predict the potential for overlap with native hole nesting and/or roosting

species, including kaka ('{estor neidionalit), kakariki (Clanoranphas spp/ and native bats

(Chaknolobu tubercalatat and A{ystacina tabercuktQ.

5.2.2.2 Banding $adiu

Whether the appearance of new colonies of C. galnita, for example on the east coast of the

North Island, are the result of new invasions or of dispersal is uncertain. Little is known of

the home ranges of C. galerita, or if juveniles disperse away ftom their natal are4 and if so

how far they move. An extensive banding study of C. galerita would clarrfy whether these

birds are dispersing and if so to what extent dispersal mlght be contributing to their apparent

increase in range. A banding programme could also provide information on the local

movement of C. galeita, on the relationships between individual birds and on causes and

extent of mortality.

5.2.2.1 Geneticanafisit

Relatedness between individuals within and betrreen populations can be determined from

studies of their DN{ and I recommend such studies be undertaken on C. gahrita. While

banding studies may show the current patterns of dispersal of this species, historic

relationships between flocks, and individuals within flocks, can only be shown through

analysis of DNA. This information would provide further evidence of the pattem and rate of

dispersal (if it is occurring) of C. galerita in New Zealand.
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5.2.2.4 Baral netabolic rate

Non-passerine birds with a weight approximate to C. galerita have been found to have a lower

critical temperature limit (when inactive/restnS of 2.43'C Bobbins 1993). This temperature

limit is silmilar to the lower mean daily temperature range (3'C mean daily minimum

temperature) of C. galeita in New Zealand, but is well above the extreme minimum recorded

temperature range (-9"C) experienced by these birds. Root (1988b) found that winter ranges

of 1,4 bird species in North America are restricted to areas where the energy needed to

compensate for a colder environment is not greater than approximately 2.5 times their basal

metabolic rate @MR). Measurement of the BMR of C. galerita could clarify the situation in

New Zealand.

5.2.2.5 Foraging/ dix studier

More foraging studies of C. galerita are needed in areas of contrasting cropping regimes, and

where cereal crops are not grown. Such research would confirm the importance of cereal

crops in influencing local abundances of this species. In such studies, observations of C.

galerita feeding should be collected in a way that will allow better comparison with recent

and/ or ongoing feeding studies of native birds that have a similar feeding habit. Evidence of
feeding on nadve invertebrates; which species they are preying on, and their importance to

the diet of C. galerita, should also be considered in any such feeding study.

Two suggested methods for recording diet of C. galerita are; following individualy marked

birds, and analysing stomach contents. Both these methods have drawbacks when applied to

this species. Cacatua galerita in the Turakina Valley were highly mobile when foraging and

were extremely wary, often fleeing when approached to within a distance where food items

could be accurately identified. Furthermore, they foraged in different habitats on a daily and

seasonal basis, with some foods constituting a small component of their diet, so large sample

sizes of diet and/or foragrng records would be required.

o Follovdng indMdually marked birds

- Before any attempt is made to follow banded birds researchers should determine

whether the potential study population is able to be acclimatised to their presence.

- If they ca.nnot be acclimatised to observers then it is unlikely that accurate feeding

records will be obtained from all habitats, particularly when they are foraging in dense

stands of trees where the observer has to approach close to identiSr the items being

eaten.
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o Andysingstomach conterib

- Samples should be taken from many individuals from different diurnat periods

througlroutthe year.

- Obtaining sufficient samples to provide a significant dataset could prove prohibitive,

- There are few populations vrhere this sort of harvest is sustainable.

- These birds are also difficult to shoot and/or trap so large sample sizes will be

difficult to obtain.

- Cacataa galerita are valued as paf,t of the local wildlife, or at least as a financial resource"

by some individuals. I recommend that prior to underaking any such sampling

consultation be underaken with the local cornmunity.
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Chapter 6

Options for the management of cockatoos in New Zealand

6.1 POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF COCKATOOS IN NEW ZEAI-AND

Cockatoos have the potential to be serious pests of cereal and fruit crops, and severe fnancial

losses may be caused in some years (?igeon 1970; Noske 1980; Long 1985; Halse 1986).

Cockatoos also damage fruit and nut trees planted in gardens for local food production or

ornamentation, but a.re more of a nuisance value in these situations. Analyses of partot

damage to crops in Australia shovzed that the area of crop damaged on each property did not

tend to vary greaiy in size (I.{oske 1980; Long 1985; Halse 1986). Smaller crops were more

likely to be severely effected. There was also considerable variation in the impact of different

species. Cacatua roteic@illa tend to move through an axea in small family groups causing

widespread but not intensive damage @b.or f970; Hggns 1999). In Noske (1980) and in

the present study, C. galerita formed large aggregattons in a localised area causing extensive

damage to crops in that area @igeon 1970; Noske 1980).

Less is knovrn about the current or potential impact of cockatoos on nadve biodiversity in

New Zealand. In the Turakina Valley C. galerita caused significant impacts on indivudual

trees. Brovrsing by C galerita could lead to declines in the abundance and potentially to

localised extinction of sorne species (for example, Dacrldiaru cupwrinan and Griseknia lucida).

Furthermore, by creating light gaps, C galerin could potentially contribute to changes in plant

species composition in these forest patches by promoting abundance and density of

understorey plants, and may also increase the chance of invasion by weeds.

Although no significant overlap in resource use was found between C. galerite and native

forest birds in this studp modification of forest fragments could cause an indirect effect on

these forest bird communities. There are also other species (such as kaka Nertor neridionaks)

on which their potential impact is not known. While C. galerita have not been recorded on

zrry of the offshore islands or large forest tracts of the central Nordr Island, another

introduced parrot, eastern rosellas (PlaEcercat exinius),which occupy a similar nadve range to

this species, are encro^ching on these areas flWright and Clout 200L). Offshore islands and

large forest tracts act as important refugia for a number of threatened species, including kaka
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(Nutor neidionalis), kakariki (Clanoranphilx rpp.) and native short-tailed bats (tlgstacina

tubercalata), that may be at risk from competition for fotaging resources and nest sites with

these more aggressive introduced parrots. More deailed research is required to determine if

C. gaterita can maintain a presence in the central North Island (and the small offshore islands),

and whether there is overlap in nest site selection between this species and native hole

nesting birds and bats.

6.2 ISSUES REI-ATED TO COCKATOO MANAGEMENT

6.2,1 The legal status of cockatoos in New Zealand

Cacataa galerita and C. nseic@ilk are considered to have been introduced by humans and so

af,e not given the protection afforded native species. Both are listed in the Fifth Schedule of

the Wildlife Act 1953 and are declared unprotected throughout New Zealand (Section D. At

a consequence these birds may be legally captured or killed by -y person, although this is

subiect to other provisions in the Wildlife Act and other factors, such as access to land.

Furthermore, the methods used to capture or kill cockatoos must comply with the provisions

in the Animal Welfare Act L999; and if using toxins, the Agricultural Chemicals and

Veterinary Medicines andHazardous Substances and New Organisms Acts.

There is currently confusion amongst landowners regarding the legal status of cockatoos,

particularly C. gahrita many considering them to have some form of legal protection

(personal obervation). The first step in managing cockatoos should be informing the public

of the legal status of these birds, for example through Regional (Animal) Pest Management

Strategies. This will empower landowners to deal with most problems that arise from the

impact of cockatoos without the need for further input from external agencies.

6.2.2 Population responses to control

A widely accepted hypothesis in ecology is that species (or population) ranges are positively

related to abundance (Gaston 1996; Gaston and Cumutt 1998). If abundance is reduced then

the species range should also be reduced. In the Turakina Valley, C. galerita gathered on one

property in winter, and this aggregation may have included all or most of the birds from an

a.rea encompassing several hundred squa^re kilometres. A reduction of this flock is likely to

reduce the range of this population, potentially affecttng presence over hundreds of square
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kilomeffes. Cacatua mrcic@ilk are also known to be highly mobile and often congregate in

one are . As a consequence control of this species at a particular site might also be expected

to affect the population over a much wider area. Some populations could be lost as a result

of this control. Cockatoos generally rely on a high adult survival :zrte to maintain presence

(Flalse 1986; Higgins 1999). Their habit of travelling in family groups (Fliggins 1999) means

that birds shot when feeding on crops could be breeding adults. For small populations, loss

of these breeding birds could eventually result in extinction.

Although population abundance and range size relationships are genenlly positive, the

response of populations to reduction in range or abundance cari be dependent on aspects of

the species ecology and behaviour, such as their response to persecution. For orample, rooks

(Conns fugilegas) disperse in response to persecution, so may occupy a greater range despite

reduced abundance @urchas 1973; Environment Waikato L996). Research is required into

the response of cockatoos to persecution, and this should be undertaken before ma.riagement

decisions are made.

6.2.3 Public ownership of a highly mobile and valuable species

Despite occasional conflicts with individual landowners, C. galerita are genera)ly regarded as

part of the community in the Turakina Valley. These birds are also popular for financial

reasons. A small industry has arisen around C. galerit4 with some farmers leasing access to

nests, receiving between $100 and $200 for every chick taken from their properties. A similar

price is paid for adult birds captured on these farms. The number of C. galnitaremoved from

the Turakina population each year is unknown, but is unlikely to exceed 20-30 birds, but

occasionally this harvest is much gre teL In 7994 afi ertra 74 birds were rernoved (all from

one properry), in addition to the usual number taken @. Corliss personal communication).

Large numbers have been captured prior to this, generally by different individuals, but there

af,e no written records of vzhen this has occurred. or of the numbers taken.

Although some level of harvest is accepted by most landowners, excessive harvesting has

often resulted in conflict with the local farming community. The attitudes of landowners to

these birds could be intelpreted as a form of collective ownership. Intense harvesting

threatens the production of chicla (and the associated income) on other properties and is

viewed by some as threatening the survival of the Turakina population, and this is where

conflict with the local community arises. For example, an attempt by the Rangitikei Branch

of the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society to encourage trapping of C. galerita in their
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reserves in the Turakina Valley was brought to a halt by local farmers because it was seen to

threaten this population (FI. Stewart personal communication). Similarly the individual who

took most of the birds in 1994 was eventually stopped and asked to leave, and is no longer

welcome on some properties.

Pest managers will face similar problems if they attempt to control C. galerita populations.

Often the damage caused by C. galerita is localised, affecdng a small number of properties

Q.Joske 1980; Long 1985; Halse 1986; this study). Reducing the impact of C. galaita on the

affected properties by reducing abundance will almost certainly affect the abundance of birds

on neighbouring properties. As a consequence, efforts to control these birds, particularly if
the intention is to greatly reduce the numbers of or to eradicate significant populations,

would require acceptance from the wider community.

6.3 MANAGEMENTAPPROACH

6.3.1 Options for the management of cockatoos

Cockatoos are introduced species and are almost certainly having a detrimental impact on

agricultural production, exotic forestry, and probably individual trees and possibly some

species in native habitats throughout their range. Having said this, the financid, attd

biodiversity losses from this impact are localised and unlikely to outweigh the cost of control.

Furthermore, cockatoos are popular cage birds, which have successfully established following

escapes from captivity in the past and could well do so ag rn if the captive population

temains. The benefits from eradicating birds from captivity are also unlikely to outweigh the

value owners of these birds place on their pets. Despite this, control of cockatoo populations

may be considered where their impact is causing significant financial losses to some

individuals, or where they threaten populations of native species. The advantages and

disadvantages of three options available for managing the impacts of cockatoos are

considered below.

Do nothing

Site management

- Manage numbers to minimise impacts on sites of importance, such as cereal crops,

native forest remnants, or native species.

1.

2.
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3. Species management

- Eradicate populations and/or species from New Zealand.

6.3.1.1 Do notbing

In the do nothing approach control of C. galerita (and C. nseicapilk) is left to the individual

landowner. This management approach assumes there will be little change, in terms of

abundance or impact of these species, and is the management option currently in place.

Advantages:

o Individual landowners can determine what the acceptable level of impact is and undertake

control if and when this level is reached.

o The community retains ownership in their management.

. Options for controlling these birds are more varied and may be more acceptable to local

residents than the methods avulable or acceptable to extemal agencies. For example,

control can be used to provide an income by selling trapped birds.

Disadvantages:

o Cockatoos a^re wary, and often difficult to approach, so shooting may not be effective at

removing large numbers of indMduals. Bird scaring devices are also generally ineffective

as birds rapidly zdapr.to them (I.{oske 1980; Halse 1986; A. Styche personal observation).

o While individual landowners cafl act against cockatoos on their own properties, they

cannot address the problem if the nuisance animals are arising from a neighbouring

property where the owners do not undertake control.

o The abundance of cockatoos that is acceptable to individual landowners might be

detrimental to other resorrces, for example conservation values in native habitats.

o Control carried out by individual landowners could act to disperse these birds.

6.3.1.2 Site managenent

If the current effort invested in capturing cockatoos for the pet trade (a significant if not the

mz;rn factor affecting cockatoo abundance in New Zealand) declines, fot example, as a result

of reduction in the prices paid for cage birds, abundance of some cockatoo populations are

likely to increase significantly above the numbers recorded at present In this scenario,

management of cockatoo populations by professional pest man€ers would have to be
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considered. Management might also be considered where impacts are occurring beyond the

effort of individual landowners to control. For example, where large numbers of cockatoos

congregate on particular crops and/or important reserves.

Advantages:

o Professional pest managers have access to a :.:ange of control options not available to the

general public and are more likely to achieve a greater reduction in the cockatoo

population than indMdual landowners.

o Effort can be concentrated at selected sites minimising the impact on the rest of the

population.

o The effort put into control is likely to be more consistent and maintained for a Ionger

term than that of individual landowners.

Disadvantages:

Cost of control is likely to exceed financial losses currendy being caused by these birds.

Communities that have aesthedc reasons for retaining cockatoos and/or that benefit

financially from the trade in wild caught cockatoos are likely to be resistant to the control

efforts of o<temal agencies.

6.t.l.t Specir nanagement

Despite the current lack of significant impact, eradication of at least some populations of

cockatoos might be considered and is technically achievable for at least two of the three

distinct populations of cockatoos in New Zealand (C. galerita in the South Island and C.

nrcicopilla in the North Island). These populations are localised, the only known population

of C. rweicapilk is confined to the South Auckland are4 while C. galerita in the South Island

are restricted to Banks Peninsula and the Catlins (Southland-Otago). In the North Island,

though not common, C. galerita are widespread. The effort involved to eradicate this

population (as well as being publicly unacceptable) would far outweigh the financial losses

this species is causing or their risk to biodiversity, although removal of particular colonies

mlght be considered.
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6.3.2 Methods of control

A variety of methods have been used to minimise the impact of pest birds on crops. Many of

these options involve frightening birds away from a particular crop or arca and may not be

effective if there is not a suitable alternative food source, or if the birds then move on to

damage crops on another property. These methods can be summarised as follows:

6.t.2.1 Shooting

Shooting is a popular method for controlling pest populations of birds. Although shooting

may not appreciably reduce numbers of some populations, it can considerably reduce the

amount of time they spend feedingin aparticular crop (Flalse 1986). Shootingis especially

effective if dealing with a small number of indMduals, particularly if these do not respond to

alternative methods (such as scaring devices), or 
^re 

not able to be trapped.

6.3.2.2 Scaring draices

Scaring devices (such as scare guns) are used to deter birds from recendy planted and/or

germinating crops that are only vulnerable to damage from these species for a short period.

Scaring devices have z limited effectiveness because birds generally become habituated to

them, and unless they are combined with occasional shooting Q'{oske 1980) they are

ineffective at detering birds over a longer period SJoske 1980; personal observation).

6.t.2.t Farn managenent

Noske (1980) reviewed several methods used by farmers to reduce the impact of birds

(including C. gakrita) on crops. These methods take advantage of the behaviour of these

birds to redirect their impact to less valuable crops or to avoid having ripe seed present in

winter when their energy demands are greatest and local abundance increases. Most of these

methods require cooperation between individual farmers because these birds range over

many properties, so reducing impact on one property could result in increased impacts on

another. A brief detail of these methods is given below.

o Timing of crop planting to avoid gre ter local abundance of cockatoos in winter

- Seed-eating birds that cause darrnge to cereal crops tend to form large agregattons in

winter. By planting crops early they can be harvested before these large flocks form.
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- If muze matured earlier in the year, it is less likely to be damaged by C. galcita because

alternative abundant and energy rich foods were available to these birds then, and

because they had not yet congregated into the single large flock.

o Decoy crops

- Decoy crops can be planted in arezs favoured by birds (for example, in the open and

with good allround visibility, and along frequendy used flight patht to distract them

from more valuable crops.

- Noske (1980) also suggests decoy crops should be planted earlier than the main crop so

that feeding begins there before the main crop ripens.

o Retaining stubble

- In this study C. galerita showed a strong preference for feeding on spilt grain and

stubble over seeds on standing plants.

- By harvesting part of 
^ 

crop early and retaining the stubble (and restricting access to

stock), damage to the remaining crop would be minimised.

6.3.2.4 Poisons

Toxins available for bird control in New Zealand are alpha-chloralose and DRC 1339. Most

formulations of these poisons are unavailable for use by the general public. Regulations

governing the use of toxins in New Zealand further restrict the applications for these

chemicals.

o DRC 1339 is a poison that is only registered for use on starlings (Sturnas uulgaril, rooks

(Coruusfwgilegas) and other corvids so can not be used on cockatoos.

o Alpha-chloralose is a narcotisizing agent that is commercially available in wheaq barley,

pea and bird paste baits. No license is required to use baits with a toxin concentradon less

than 2.5o/o, but there are potential problems with this product.

- Baits with alpha-chloralose concentration <2.50/o have not been found to be effective

on large birds, such as cockatoos.

- Recent changes to the Acts governing the use of pesticides means that in future bait

formulations containing this toxin will have to be registered separately for eveq/ target

species. At present this toxin has not been registered for either cockatoo species.
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6.3.2.5 Tr@t

Traps (mostly cage traps, with or without call birds) are the main method used to caphre

cockatoos for the pet trade. Live-trapping using cages and calling birds, has also been used

successfully for controlling magl>ies (Glnnorbina tibinn) @. Russell personal communication)

and rainbow lorikeets (lichoghsas haenatodul (Younger 1999).

Using live-trapping a Wge number of birds can be captured from a single population,

vrithout risking scaring birds and moving them on to other properties. There are also many

designs of cage rap avnlable, including the commercially available Larsen trap. This method

is also selecdve, minimising impacts on non-target species, and can be used by the general

public in urban and rural areas; however, there are some disadvantages of trapping. For

orample, the trapper is left with the task of disposing of the live birds. Some birds may also

be neophobic and will not be caught in traps. To overcome this, trapping may be combined

with other methods, such as shooting.
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Appendix 1

Site records of Cacatuagaleritaa,nd C. rvwic@ilkin New ZeaJand.

Location

Sulphur-crested cockatoo: North Island

Year Month No' Grid Ref'
seen South East

Source

Aberfeldy's

Aka Aka

Albany

Aramoho

Araal<tTnl,
Awhitu

Birkenhead

Clarks Beach

Clevedon

Clevedon

Clevedon

Clevedon

Clifton Grove

Clive

Clive

Clive

Days Bay

Dry River

Eastboume

Eastboume

Eastboume

Fordell

Fordell

Glen Massey

Glen Massey

Glen Massey

Glen Massey

Glen Massey

Glen Massey

Glen Murray

Glen Murray

Glen Murray

Glen Murray

Glen Murray

Glenbrook

Hakariarrntz

Hastinp

Hastinp

1999

1997

1989

t99r
1986

1988

7974

1985

1959

1960

t973

1973

1995

1997

1992

1997-96

I99T

7994

7997

1995

7999

1989

r999

1986

1988

1993

t995

r996

1997

1955

1963

1980

1983

1990

7987

r996

1989

1990

6

| 3719

r 3645

2 3954

t
2 3705

2 3649

8 3708

2 3700

| 3700

2 3700

2 3700

10 3938

7 3935

2 3935

4 3935

8 4116

2 4778

4 4778

73 4tt8
8 4i18

5 39s8

6 3958

10 3740

t4 3740

2 3740

3740

3740

40 3740

3725

40

10

40

1

5

1

)

6

3725

3725

3725

3725

3772

3740

3939

3939

6

1

5

9

4

6

10

7l
7

10

9

9

6

8

10

6

5

6

6

10

10

9

1

5

1,

6

1

Wanganui Chronicle

7744e CSN (39) 19e2

17440 CSN (37) 1990

77503 CSN (41) 1ee4

csN (34) 1987

77438 CSN (31) 1e84

17443 CSN (22) 1e7s

77442 CSN (34) 1987

77s03 CSN (8) 19se

77503 CSN (e) 1e6o

77503 CSN (23) 1e76

77s03 CSN (21) 1e74

77707 CSN (43) 1e96

r76ss csN (41) 1ee4

17655 H. Rook
W. Twvdle & C.

r /o5)
NLACtAe

17454 CSN (41) 1ee4

17s22 CSN (43) 1ee6

77454 CSN (39) 1ee2

t7454 I. Flux

77454 B. Wiles

17512 CSN (37) 19e0

175t2 WanganurChronicle

17504 CSN (35) 1e88

77504 CSN (37) leeo

17504 CSN (42) 19es

17504 CSN (44) 1997

17s04 CSN (44) 1ee7

77s04 CSN (45) 1ee8

17500 Oliver (1955)

OSNZ Supplement
(1e72)

csN (31) 1e84

csN (31) 1e84

csN (38) 1eel

csN (3s) 1e88

csN (44) 1ee7

csN (38) 1ee1

csN (38) 1ee1

17500

17500

17500

17500

77445

17504

1765r

17651
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Hastings

Havelock North

Havelock North

Havelock North

Havelock North

Havelock North

Helensville

Horotiu

Horsham Downs

Houhora

Huia

Hunterville

Hunterville

Hundy

Hundy

Hunua

Hunuahills

Hunuahills

Judgeford

Judgeford
Kaatxraflats

Kai Iwi
Kai Ivri

Kaizua

Kziaua

Kaiaua hrlls

KatpataHeads

Kar k^
Karaka

Kxapho
Karioitahi

Karori

KawakrwaBay

Korokoro

Korokoro

Koromatua

Kotemaori

Kumeu

Kumeu

Kumeu

Kumeu

Lake Areare

Lake Papaitonga

Lake Rotoiti

Lake Rotoiti

Lake Rotokauri

t99t
1989

1989

1990

1990

L99T

1986

7995

7992

7977

7976

1962

1987

1995

7995

1930

1955

1989

1986

1996

7972

1998

1999

1975

1993

r976

1959

7987

1988

1988

1980

1999

1986

1989

1989

1997

1989

1982

1983

1984

1987

1995

1999

1983

7995

1992

10

I

1.

4

5

3

5

4

4

6

8

9

5

5

8

J

5

2

8

I

t
5

1

7

8

4

5

4

8

5

J

209

o

1

2 3939

2 3945

6 3945

5 3945

t7 3945

4 3945

I 3641

55 3742

3742

3 3448

7 3700

3955

3 3955

55 3734

5 3734

3705

J /Uf

2 3705

11 4705

40 4105

23 373t

3951

20 3951

3707

2 3707

3706

1 3626

30 3706

2 3706

1 3800

50 3716

| 4717

1 3657

3 4tt3
6 4Lt3

30 3750

| 3904

7 3647

8 3647

2 3647

10 3647

200 3740

10 4039

4 3800

3803

8 3746

176sr CSN (39) 1ee2

176s5 CSN (37) 1990

17655 CSN (38) 1991

17655 CSN (39) 1992

176s5 CSN (39) 1992

176s5 CSN (41) 1ee4

17427 CSN (34) 1987

t7512 D. Emmett

17515 CSN (41) 1994

17306 Notomis (L971)

17434 CSN (23) 1976

17530 Martin (1962)

17530 CSN (3s) 1e88

77s10 CSN (43) 1ee6

17570 CSN (43) 1996

t7504 Oliver (1930)

17505 Oliver (1955)

17s0s csN (30 1ee0

r745s CSN (35) 1e88

17455 A. Styche

17453 CSN (20) 1973

77456 R. Grant

77456 WanganuiChronicle

77578 CSN (23) 1976

t7s18 CSN (42) lees

77sr3 CSN (24) 1977

17414 Waller (1959)

17452 CSN (35) 1e88

r74s2 CSN (31 1990

77s30 CSN (36) 198e

17441 CSN (28) 1981

77444 A. Styche

77509 CSN (3s) 1e88

17452 R. Hichmougft

174s2 CSN (37) 1990

r7s72 CSN (3e) 1992

17702 R. Brockie

17434 CSN (31) 1984

17434 CSN (32) 198s

77434 CSN (32) 198s

17434 CSN (35) 1e88

r7s12 CSN (44) 1997

17513 C. Watts

77625 CSN (31) 1e84

77626 A. Styche

17512 CSN (41) 19e4

10
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Lake Westrnere

Lake Westrnere

Lichfield

Limestone Dovrns

Limestone Downs

Maioro Forest

Maioro Forest

Maioro Forest

Mangamahu

Mangamahu

Mangamahu

Mangatangi Road

Mangatangi Road

Mangatangi Road

Mangatawhiri Dam

Manurewa

Manurewa

Matzetotara

Marakopa

Massey University

Masterton

Main
MelLing

Miranda

Miranda

Mohaka

Mount Cud

Mount Karioi

Muriwai Beach

Napier

NewPlymouth

Ngaruawahia

Ngataringa Bay

Normandale

Normandale

Normandale

Normandale

One Tree Hill

Onewhero

Onewhero

Onewhero

Onevrhero

Ontta
Orere

Otanewainuku

1982

1995

1993

1987

1987

1984

1987

1997

1986

r993

7999

7992

1994

7995

r995

1982

1986

1987

t995

r993-95

1989

7982

t99r
7994

7996

1989

1958

1995

t963

1992

1982

1996

1,982

1988

1989

r99l
1999

1988

1955

1964

1976

1980

1988

1960

1984

7

8

4

5

2

1,1,

.7

5

6

4

5

5

10

2

10

9

9

6

10

8

5

6

4

4

9

5

J

4

9

10

2

1,1

6

2

12

10

210

5 3954

3 3954

3807

100 3729

77 3729

90 3722

35 3722

1 3722

50 3949

3949

50 3949

5 3708

18 3708

22 3708

7 3705

1 3700

7 3700

r 3938

2 38t8

4023

1 4057

4 3735

I 4ll2
74 377r

r 3777

t 3907

10 3957

3752

7 3646

2 3930

1 3904

22 3740

| 3649

15 4tt2
15 4172

15 4ll2
15 4112

2 3654

3720

200 3720

40 3720

t3 3720

2 3655

7 3659

2 3754

r745e CSN (31) 1984

17459 CSN (,+4) 1997

17549 J. Dodgson

17446 CSN (3s) 1e88

77446 CSN (3s) 1988

t7444 CSN (32) 1985

17444 CSN (36) 1989

17444 CSN (41) 1ee4

17s22 CSN (34) 1987

17522 R. Grant

77522 WanganuiChronicle

77511 CSN (41) 1994

!7571 CSN (43) 19e6

17s77 CSN (43) 19e6

17508 CSN (44) 1997

77455 CSN (30) 1e83

774s5 CSN (3s) 1e88

776se CSN (36) 1e8e

17445 CSN (44) 1e97

77537 D. Armstrong

17539 G. Foster

774s1 CSN (31) 1e84
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Port Waikato

Port Waikato

Pukekohe East

Pukekohe East

Puni-Mauku

Puniu River

Ranguru School

Ranguru School

Rangiuru School

Rangium School

Rangiuru School

Rangrunr School

Rangiuru School

Rangiunr School

r997

T99I

1985

1987

1996

1986

1986

7987

1,992-96

1992-96

1972

7972

1987

1960-79

1997

7994

7987

1989

1990

1990

7992
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1999

1986

1990

1993
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1998

1986
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7975

1981
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3712
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3747
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17357

17500
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17500
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17427

77455

17455

17455

77455

t7510

17445

17445

17445

17445

17445

17457

17457

17450

17513

17622

17622

17622

17622

77622

17622

17622

17622

7

4
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6

J

8

7
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5

I

8
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5
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4

5

6
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3

8

9

4
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7

9

4

5

6

8

5

8

9

8

5

4
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4

2
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17s50 CSN (3s) 1e88

17550 C. Morris

77548 R. Hichmough

17s48 CSN (3s) 1988

77548 CSN (36) 1e89

77548 K. Mills

77548 K. Mills
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6

2

4

7

10

L

72

7
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2
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5
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2
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40
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4
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D. Stracy

D. Stracy
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D. Stracy

G. Pullam
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Rangrunr School

Rangruru School

Rata

Reikorangi

Rimutaka State
Forest Park
Rimutaka State
Forest Park
Rimutaka State
Forest Park
Rimutaka State
Forest Park

Riverhead

Rock Hills

Seatoun

Seatoun

Silverhope

Stokes Valley

Suthedand's Bush

Sutherland's Bush

Suthedand's Bush
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Suthedand's Bush

Suthedand's Bush
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Te Puke

Te Puke

Te Puke

Te Puroa

Totan Reserve
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Turakina

Turakina Valley

Turakina Valley

Turakina Valley

Turakina Valley

Turakina Valley
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1985
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Sulphur-crested cockatoo: South Island
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Clevedon
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Clevedon
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Mangatawhiri Dam
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Muriwai Beach

Pakihi Island

Pakihi Island
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Ponui Island

Ponui Island
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2 3700 17503

8 3700 77503
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22 3773 17507
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csN (44) 1ee7
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csN (37) 19e0
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7994
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1997
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1996

r993
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1988

r997
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7999

1989

r994
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4

I
)
7

4

9

5

8

4

6

4

6

8

9

8

1

10

9

4

5
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Appendix 2

Variation in the number of Cacatuagalnita present in the vicinity of the Turakina
Valley study a^rea. Based on information gathered from 15 questionnaires (from 80

distributed in June 1993) retumed by local residents. Numbers given represent the

number of responses to each c tegory for every question.

Question 1. Please indicate duringwhich period(s) over the past twelve months you
have been aware of cockatoos on or flying over your property.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

Central

North
South

Mangahoe

Mangara
West

2

4

I
I
3

2

Question 2. Were cockatoos roosting at night on youf property 
^tany 

stage?

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

2

4

L

2

3

2

2

3

I
2

4

2

2

3

1

I
3

2

Central

North
South
Mangahoe

Maagara

West

L

I

7

7

1

Question 3. Were there noticeable differences in the number of cockatoos in your

area between seasons? If so, could you please indicate for each season if cockatoo

numbers increased/no change/ decreased.

2

L

I
1

7

7

2

3

1

Turakina Valley study a.rea (central)

Summer Auttrmn Winter Spring

decrease

no change

increase

2

L

2

T

Turakina Valley north of study area (north)

Summer Autumn Winter Spqqe

decrease

no change

increase

2

I2

L

2

T
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Turakina Valley south of study area (south)

Summer Autr.rmn Winter Spring

decrease

nochange | | | 1

increase

Mangahoe Valley east of study area (mangahoe)

Summer Auhrmn Winter Spring

decrease 2

no change 2 2

increase

Mangara Stream south-east of study area (mangara)

Summer Autumn Winter SPring

decrease L 7

nocharrge 3 2 4 2

increase L 7

Whangaehu Valleywest of study area (west)

Summer Autumn Winter SPring

decrease L

nocharrge 2 L | 2

increase I
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Appendix 3

Vegetation composition of 100 plots in Suthedand's Bush Reserve (from a vegetation

survey undertaken in April 1994). Values represent number of individual plants of each

species or species goup.

Alzctryon excelsw 0-100 4 6 13 2 6 23 13 2 19 1'

100+19413158773
Ari$otelia rcrrata 0-100

100+
Beihcbniediataaa 0-100 1.2 3 I 1 7 7 7 7

100+21922391010133
Bracltiglottis rcpanda 0-100 7 1'

Carpodetus seratus 0-100

100+

Climbingfemsl - t0 6 2 4 4 2 5 5 3

Copmsrnagrandfolia 0-100 2

Cordlline australis 0-100

100+

Corynocarpus keaigaus 0-100 1

.,2Clatheaspp.' - 2 2 1

Dacrycarpus dacrydioidu 0-100 82 26 8

100-500 L 3 6

500+l3l
Dactldiun arpwsinum 0-100

Species Stem Plot number
diameter12345678910

(mm)

100-500

500+

Deadtree3 o-1oo 7 1 2 2 1 2 3 2

100+7232772
Dlnx/un sputabile 0-100

,4Earinaspp.- - I 1 1 1

Elaeocarpus dentatus 0-100

100+

Elaeocarpus hookeianus 100+
5Epiphyticfems' - 1 5 1 4 6 1

Geniostomaftrpe$ru 0-100 8 3 4 17 5 2 18 8 5

100+

Griselinia lucida 0-100

Ground fems6 - t2 39 72 32 47 95 51 27 108 99

He$tcarya arborva 0-100 2

100+
Hoheiapopulnea0-100 17212

100+ 2 1.

Ihightiaexnlra 0-100 8 5 7 3

100+12111
Kanqea einidu 0-100

100+ 71 1

launlia nouae-qelandiae 0-100 4 7
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100+ 1

bunpogonfarcicaktur 0-100

L.onicera japonica

l-opltonytus bulkn 0-100 3

Mannpiper excebun 0-100 t
100+

MeliEtus ranfunrt 0-100 57 18 6 5 35 10 14 2 49 27

100+245551626
Metmsidemsdffusa - 7 | 3 10 14 t1'

Minvlaena c,aaftacea - 4 4 41 1 80 25 28 23 12 18

Muehlenbukia nnpbxa
Mlrsine australis 0-100 52 7 t 16 6 73 2

? 100+ |
Nestepiphytes' - 2 5 19 7 73 17 7 1

Nestegb spp.8 0-100 2

100+212rr
Olearia rani 0-100

100+
Paroniahennplrylk - 1 2 2 t | | 1'

Pennantia nrymbosa 0-100 | L

100+ 3

PitnEorun nmfobun 0-100 1

Pinotponrn eugnioidu 0-100

100+

Pinosporun tznufohan 0-100

100+

Podocarpus totara 0-100 2

100-500 1

500+ 1

Prunnopigttaxifolia 0-100 7 2 | 1 6

100-500 L 3 I
500+ 1

PserdEanax afronus 0-100

Pseudopanax rrasifolius 0-100 | 2 7

100+ 1

MEabqlas sapida 0-100

Rrpogonun scandens - 27 32 38 19 36 10 20 38 34

Rabus australis - 1

Scbeflzra digitata 0-100 7

100+

Small leaved divaricatese 0-100 81 t6 15 2 72 25 35 16 t6 4

100+ I r
Sophora tetroptera 0-100

Tetr@athaea tetrandra 
1o-o+ 

1

Aspect 340 168 40270 0 0 0 0 0 0

Slope6311 38390000
Canopyheiglrt (m) 15 15 10 15 15 15 15 10 15 15

Canopy open/closed (cl) d d open cl open open cl open cl d

2L9



| 
= Btubnunfliforze, Plrymatosorus scandenr

' = CJotb* deahata, C. rnitbii
3 

= Standing dead trees
a 

= Eariaa autsmna/*,E. mucmnatas
s 

= AsPleniun faccidun, A. pofiodon, I4npodiun aarium
6 

= Aspbtiua bulbifenn,Bhcbnun spp.
7 

= Asteha solandri, Colbsperwum hartatum
8 
= Nutegis cunzizgbanii,N. knaokta

e 
= Copmsma mmnoiiles, Metinpe sinptcx, MeliEtus nicrantbut, Pnudopanax anomahus

Species identification and names sourced ftom:
Allan (1961)

Healyand Edgar (1980)

Salmon (1990)

B. Sneddon perssonal cornmunication

J. Dawson persersonal cornmunication



Species Stem Plot number
diameter tt 72 13 74 15 16 77 18 L9 20

100+1762111 91.4
Aristotelia nn'ata 0-100

100+
Beilschniediatawa 0-100 13 t 2 1 5 6 2

100+47262252
Brachigbttis rupanda 0-100 t
Carpodetus seratus 0-100

100+

Climbingfemsl - 2 3 76 7 9 3 2 2 17

Copmsnagrandifolia0-1007126
Cori$ine australis 0-100 2

100+

Corynocarpw keaigatus 0-100
.,2

Clathea spp.' - 1

Dacrycarpus darydioidu 0-100 12 1 7 12 7

100-500 1 1 3

500+2r2273
Dacrydiun cupwsdnum 0-100

100-500 't

500+

Deadtree3 o-1oo L 3 5 2 2 2 2

100+42ltt3
Dlnx/un eectabih 0-100 I
Eainaspp.a - 2 7 t
Elaeocarpus dentabts 0-100

100+

Elaeocarpus hookerianus 100+ 4

Epiphyticfemss - | 4 7 3 1 2

Geniostnnaft'tPestrc 0-100 !6 40 7 t 6 15 | 2 2 9

100+ 1

Griselinia kcida 0-100

Grotrnd fems6 - 44 38 95 80 53 28 41 74 89 59

He$tcarya mborea 0-100 2

100+

Hoheriapopulnea0-100 114 1

100+

Knightia excelra 0-100 4 3 8 3L
100+ 2

Kanqea erinidu 0-100
100+8478

lzurvlia nouae-qelandiae 0-100

100+

Lzunpogonfascicuktus 0-100 2

l-onicera jEonica
L.ophonlrtwbulkta 0-100 7 1 2 |
Maatpiperexcebun 0-100 2

100+

MeliEtus ranfuras 0-100 4 28 30 32 26 13 41 7 21 20

100+3rr4335133
221



Memdduvs dffusa

Micwlaena atttnacelt

Mueltlenbeckia nnphxa
M1rcine ausbalis

Nest epiphytesT

Nestegis spp.8

Olearia runi

P arsonsi a h etenp l1y lla
Pennantia nrymbosa

Pittosporun comfobum

Pinsporun eugenioidr

P i ttn sp o ru n ttn u fo li u n

Podocatpus atura

Prurnflopiry tuxifolia

Pseudopanax at*onus

PseudEanax rarifolius

RhopalosEb tEida
Ripogonun scandens

Rtfuus ausaaLt

Schefura dtsrt"to

Small leaved divaricatese

Sophora tztraptzra

Tetr@athaea tetrandra

Aspect
Slope

Canopyheiglt (m)

Canopy open/closed (cI)

40 37 74

18 10

10 1

11t
t

15 16

419 19

2292710
7

53257879757
2

2

56

1

4

3

926328
71,

10t410to-roo
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

o-roo
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

522
3

t614315
7

22
66

3

1

I

5322233

33 43 37

2

27

47

41

I

0 330

022
10 15

cl cl

0 300 300 0 260 300 300 20

022152222
15 15 10 15 10 15 15 10

d cl open open open open cl cl

222



Species Stem
diameter

(mm)

Plot number
27 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Alectryon excelsus

Aristntzlia serata

Beilschniedia taaa

Brachigbttis rcpanda

Carpodetus setatus

Climbing femsl
Copmslila grandfolia

Cordlbne australis

C o ry n o carp u s lae tigatu s

Clathea spp.z

D actJ carp ffi d a ct1 d i o i d u

Dactldiun a'tpwsinum

Dead tree3

Dlnxlkn gutabile

Eairua spp.a

Elaeocarpw dmtatus

E lau carp u s b o o keri an us

Epiphytic femss

Geuiastona n'putw

Gisebnia kcida

Ground fems6

Hedlcarya arborca

Hoheriapopulnea

Knightia excelra

KanTea erinidu

Laurc t a n o aa e - qe lan d i ae

I-zumpogonfarcicalatus

L.oninraj@onica

I-.ophonlnus bullata

ManEiperexnbun

Melirytas ranfun'r

2110315
143756

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

2722215
626

512234
53413

58

J
534
5

t24

1

t2L23
1211 ll

9t
TT

34
72

)
4

2

87314

22t
22tllt1

7ttr6
3161532

2

27 43 92 47 65 39 33 89 70 74

11

6167639382237

8

LI
18

24
2

797

82430
52

223

63 1146



Menn$dem dffxsa

Micmlaena alawtcea

Mueblmbukia m@bxa

Mlrsine awtrdLs

Nest epiphytesT

Nettegis spp.8

Olzariaruni

Panouia hetznplrylla

Pnnantia nrlabora

Pinosporun nmfoliun
Pinosponn eugenioider

PittoEonn anufotun

Podocarprc totam

Pft4nnoPiys taxiloha

PreudEanax attonus

P s ea dop an ax crarifo E u s

Rhopalnrylar sapida

Npogonam scandens

Rtbus aastralis

Schefura digitata

Small leaved divaricates 
e

Sopbora tctr@tzra

Tetr@atltma tefrandm

Aspect
Slope

Canopyheig[t (m)

1

t2523
t651

o-roo
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100
100+
0-100
100+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

5102 270
77 100 72 18 6 46 22 59 35 5

1

2510t334
7

77324
3

1

t3

5

2

43222

1

2

t

2432322513381030
1

61 50 29 t2 27 49 47 43 15 33

tTIL

o 260 300 300 300 60 260 0

126222540
10 15 15 15 15 10 15 15

00
00
515

22+



Species Stem
diameter

(mm)

Plot number
37 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

A/zcryon excehut

Aristoteha setata

Beibchniedia taaa

Bracbigbttis rupanda

Carpodetus serratus

Climbingfemsl
CEmsmagrandfoba

Cordliine aurtraLs

C o ry n o carp u s lae uigatu t
Clathea spp.2

Dacrlcarpus daaldhidu

Dacrydiun mprusinum

Dead tree3

Dlnxlkn rpectabile

Eaina spp.a

Elaeocarpus dentatus

E /mo carp u s lt o o keri arus

Epiphytic femss

Ceniotuma nQuhv

Giselinia lacida

Ground fems6

Hedlcarya arborca

Hoberiapopulnea

Knightia exnha

Kunrya ericoidet

lt uru li a n o a a e - 
7.e 

lan d i ae

Lzunpogonfarcinilatut

L.onirerajponica

I-ophoryfiw bullata

Maarpiperexnbun

MeliEtrc ranfurut

4

74
102

1l

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

14262212817157433
424778105

17213
2

352735273
1713777617

1l

10

8

1

't

22332473
222723

812
9224

J5

24

r222

t
7

f,

t
1

12
637 6 21 8

60 39 Lt 53 22 6 132 94 67 28

1

2

t24L
4I

119

1

1

11

399352222233623344
39l4rt2

225



Meavsidens dffusa

Micm/nna aaaflttcea

Muehlenbeckia n@lexa
M1rcine australis

Nest epiphytesT

Naragr.r spp.8

Olearia rani

Parconsia betenplylk
Pennantia nrynbosa

Pinnspomn nm{oliun
Pinoqorun eugenioides

Piuosporun an*ifoliun

Podocatpus nura

PrannopiEs taxifoha

Pseudopanax mborcus

P n a d op an ax ctas sifo E *s

Rbopabsfflas s@iila

Npogonun scandms

Rabtu aurtalis
Sch{kra digitata

Small leaved divaricates 
e

Sophora tetr4)ttra

Tefr@attrea tebandra

1

18 24 25

1377
L

51020
LI37

232t

3

L2

4
35 80

3

120
7

45

1

L

4
0-100

100+

1

118

L4

t

4 252

77
t
6LL

0-100

100+
0-100
100+

0-100
100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

0-100
100+

0-100

o-roo
100+

0-100

100+
0-100
100+

134t1
1

t1
I

t

34 68

2

22 lt 22 23 24 18 7r

52 31 63 40 36 73 37 17 37 L4

3721 t

Aspect 40 0340 0220 0 0 0 0 20

Slope20122400108
Canopyheiglrt (m) 15 20 15 10 15 15 15 15 15 15

Canopyopir/cioied (cl) cl cl open open d d d d cl open

226



Species

A/ectryon exnlsus

Aistote/ia serata

Beibcbniedia taaa

Brachiglottis rupanda

Carpodetus serratus

Climbing femsl
Copmsna grandfolia

Cordlline austrabs

Corynocarpus laedgatu:

Clathea spp.z

D a ct1 c arp u s d a ay di o i d u

Dacrydiun mprcsinum

Dead tree3

Dlnxlkn rpectaUh

Emina sp,p.a

Elancarpus dentetus

Elawcarpus hookeianus

Epiphytic femss

Genio$ona ruPettrc

Griselinia lucida

Grotrnd fems6

Hedlcarya arborva

Holteiapopulnea

Knigbtia excelra

Kanqea einidu

L.aurvlia noue- ry lan di ae

I-eunp ogon fas ci aiatus

lanicerajEonica
I-,opbonynus bullaa

Maatpiperexnhun

Melirytus ranfun'r

number
diameter 4t 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-r00
100+
0-100

0-100

100+

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

311
7

143
2

6

4

10

51

72554
2313
131

JI
1

tl 2

2t33
215

I2L

t3
51

23
6102

t
2

531614

4

210968
tt15

L

t7
95 111 4

1

4

1

11 t

15
614

6

1.

177

1

4tt14
62

8

1

38 109 26 36 30 120 79 40 47 62

111

1

t
5

I

11

1,

,
1

24 64 34 15 t3 20 42

24rt3r
227



Menvsidems dffusa

Micmlaena aaanacea

Muehlenbukia nnptzxa

Ar[rsine australis

Nest epiphytesT

Nutegis spp.8

Olzaria rani

Panonia hennpl1ylla

Pennantia nrynbosa

Pinosporun nrnfoliun
Pitasporun engenioidu

Pitasporun nnu{olinn

Podocarpus totara

PlannopiAs tuxifolia

Pseadopanax at*orcut

P s eu d op an ax cras ifo li u s

Rhopabsrylat rcPida

k'pogonun scandens

Rsbus austratis

Schefibra dtgtt"to

Small leaved divaricatese

Sopbora tztr@tera

T xrap atlt aea te tran d ra

T3

4t042
5 19 63 43 74 7 97 749 t48

t
6987536

11 1

22t2t779
3t

1

,)

L

1

22 44 2132719262620

55 21 52 65 45 16 t3 18 10 16

231 111'

0-100

100+

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

o-roo
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

t
1

211
1

1

2

Aspect 8 0 O2g0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Slope26030200129
Canopyheiglrt (m) 15 10 15 15 15 10 15 10 15 15

c^oiy op.?liot.a (.D .r a A opt" a A tt op* op"" tt

228



Species Stem
diameter

(mm)

Plotnumber
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

Alectryon excebus

Aiilntelia relrata

Beihcltmiedia taaa

Brachiglonis rcpanda

Carpodetas vrratus

Climbing femsl
CEmma grandifolia

Cordlline australis

C o ry n o carp a s la e uigatu s

Cl,athea spp.z

Dacrycarpus dacrydioidu

Dacrydiun cupnsdnum

Dead tree3

D1n>Elun gutabih

Eaina spp.a

Elaeocarpus dentatut

Elaeocarpw hookeianus

Epiphytic femss

Geniostona Mpetu?

Grisebnia lucida

Ground fems6

Hedlcarya arborca

Hoheiapopulnea

Knig/tia exceba

Kanqea ericoidu

lau n li a n o a ae - q.e lan di ae

l-z u np ogo n fas ci ca latu t
Lonicera joponica

L-ophoqtrtw bulkta
Maaupiper excekun

MeliEtus raniJbrus

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100
100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

815
L

38 7205225347
3

27t1 2

28
t

8 11

3

t
1

1

4 25 17 100 704 136

214712

2

10 23

6

L4

13

2

I
1.

4

67242
1157223r77

I

92 96 L3I
7

2

2

518Lt

9227213
3102

229

22 t4
1

t7
1

22 20 26 60

7451
320
25



Metvsidens dffrca
Mcm/zena a)anaaea

Muebhnbeckia n@lzxa
Mlnine au.rtral*

Nest epiphytesT

Nestegis spp.8

Olzaria rani

Panonsia betz@lrylk

Pnnantia nrynbosa

Pinoporun nmfoliun
PinoEorun eugenioidet

PinnEorun tcnufohun

Podocarpus totara

PrunnopiEs tacifolia

PnudEanax arbonus

P seud E an ax crarifo li ur

RhopabsElar sapida

kpogonun scandmt

Rsbus ausnalis

Scbefhra digitata

Small leaved divaricatese

Sopbora ttfrQtera

Tetr@athaea tetrandra

Aspect
Slope

Canopyheiglt (m)

Canopy open/closed (cl)

5

4 69 L65 53 33 861 7

o-roo
100+

0-100

100+
0-r00
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

o-roo
100+

0-100
100+
0-100

100+

76
69

12

76

47327

713215
74

113

271113279t3Lr20
2

50 49 30 54 79 15 20 10 17 64

I7

2

0 0 20 0 0322340 0 8 0

205002050620
15 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 10

d open open d d open d open open oPen

6
,
L

230



Species

Aristoteba nrrata

Beihchniedia taua

Bracbigbnis tupanda

Carpodew wmtus

Climbingfemsl
CEnsnagrand{oha
Codlline aastralis

Corynocarpus lnaigatus

Clattrea spp.2

D an1 catp u t d actl d i oi d u

Daaldiun a'tPrcrdnun

Dead trees

Dlnrylun sPectabile

Eaina spp.a

ElaeocarPrc dmtatxt

Ekncarpus bnkerianus

Epiphytic femss

GmiostanaruPefie

Grisehnia kcida

Ground fems6

Iledlcarya arborca

HoheriapoPulnea

Ktiglttia exceba

Kanrya erinides

l-asn li a n o an - 4e lan di ae

l-eumpogonfascinhns

laniarajaPonica
Laphoryfius bulkta

MacmpiPer excehun

Metirytusranfurus

number

diameter 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

(mm)

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+

0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100
100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100
100+
0-100

100+
0-100

0-100
0-100

100+
0-100
100+

nI

t

45

t612
4282r4

5t3
L7
L

4
3

435
1

L

L

4

1

26 t4
7226

L

2t2
rtl

t

9

t

I2
3

515
9237

39 9 86 100 31 tt2 6 40 37

7737

6t3
L

1

818

10 45 22 31

IT

LT
5199

3

2

3

15 33 18

3
5236
331

231



Metvidems dffusa

Minn/aena aranacea

Muehlenbukia nnphxa
Mlrsine auilralit

Nest epiphytesT

Nesagis spp.8

Oleaia rani

Parsonsia hetenpllylk

Pennantia nrynbosa

Pianspomn nmfotun
P i no sp o ru at e ugeni o i d es

PinoEorun tenufoliun

Podocarpus totara

PrunnopiEs tavifolia

PseudEanax arborcus

PseudEanax crarfolius

RhEalosElar sapida

Ripogonun scandens

Rabw au$ralis

Schfilzra digitata

Small leaved divaricates 
e

Sopbora teb@tcra

Tefr@atbaea tetrandra

Aspect
Slope

Canopyheiglt (m)

Canopy open/closed (cl)

12015931

2

1

90 26 39 34 40

513 2 94 103

t22

2

6425934

t7 1

928633

7

2

t
18

I0-100

100+

0-100

100+
0-100

100+

0-100

100+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

100+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

100-500

500+
0-100

0-100

100+
0-100

o-roo
100+

0-100

100+
0-100
100+

472

I
I

L2 32

t6

0 0 0144 0 10 10 0 0180
0 0 0 3 5 5 4 0 025

10 15 15 20 20 20 10 10 15 15

cl open cl open cl open open open open open

232



Species Stem
diameter

(mm)

Plot number
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

Abcnlon excekus

Arisatelia serata

Beilschniedia taaa

B ra clt iglo tti s rvp an d a

Carpodetus serratus

Climbing femsl
Copmsna grandifolia

Cordliline au$ralit

C o r7 n o carp u s la e uigatu s

Clathea spp.2

D a ct1 carp u s d ary d i oi d es

Dacrydiun cupnssinum

Dead tree3

Dlnx/un gectabile

Eaina spp.a

Elaeocarpu dextatus

E laeo carp us h o o kei an us

Epiphytic femss

Geniosnma @ertre

Gircbnia lucida

Ground fems6

He$tcarya arbona

Hoheiapopulnea

Knigbtia exceba

Kunqga eimidu

l-aurv li a nouae - qg lan di ac

Iz u np ogo n fas ci ca latu s

I-.onicera jEonica
I-ophonytus bullata

Maaupiper excehun

MeliEtus ranflarus
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Memsidens dffusa
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